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Esplanator1 notes 

The tera "~illion" signifie3 a thousand aillion. 

References .o dollars ($) are to United States dollars. unless 
otherwise stated. 

The monetarJ unit in India is the rupee (Rs). 

A slash (/) between dates indicates a financial fear. 

In tables: 

Totals maf not add preciselJ because of rounding. 
two dots indicate that data are not available or are not 

separatelJ listed. 
A dash <--> indicates that the aeount is nil or 

neglirible. 

The following abbreviations are used in this publication: 

Organizations 

BEL Bharat Electronics Ltd. 
CIS Centre for Industrial Studies 
!CIL ?lectronic1 Corporation of India Ltd. 
GSS Gold Star Seaiconductor Ltd. 
IADB Inter-American Development Bank 
IDC Industrial Development Centre 
ITI Indian Telephone Industries 
lIET lorea Institute of Electronics Technologf 
OECD Organisation for Econ'ltlic Co-operation and Develop119nt 
SCL Seaiconductor CoapleK Ltd. 
SST s .. sung Semiconductor and Telec01111Unications Co. Ltd. 

Technical abbreviations 

ASIC 
BL 
CAD 
c. i.f. 
CllOS 
DUii 
FL 
GNP 
IC 
l 
LSI 
llOS 
MSI 
NMOS 
RAM 
ROtl 
SUll 
SSI 
VLSI 

application-specific integrated circuit 
backward linkage 
coaputer-aided design 
cost, insurance, freight 
coaplementarf metal oside seaiconductor 
dJn .. ic rand09I acces• aet10rJ 
forwud Hntage 
gross national product 
inteirated circuit 
kilobit 
large-1c1~e inte,rated 
aetal osid• 1e111iconductor 
mediva-scale intsgration 
n-channel aetal oside s .. iconductor 
randoa access 11e110rJ 
read-only aellOrJ 
static randoa acce11 IMlllOrJ 
1aall-1c1le integration 
verJ large-scale intograted 
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THE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT INDUSTRIES OF INDIA AllD THE 
REPUBLIC OF lOE.EA IN All INTERNATIONAL TECHNO-ECONOllIC CONTEXT 

Charles Edquist and Staf fan Jacobsson• 

Introduction•• 

Considerable attention is given, in the literature and in 
media, to t~e electronics industrJ in developed countries. Of all 
branches of this industrr, it is the co~e. the integrated circuits, 
which bas r.ommanded the greatest interest. Fi nu and Gover11Mnt!ll 
often regard this industrJ as strategicallJ essenticl, a view whic~ 
bas also found support in SOiie developing countries. 

In this paper an anlJsis of the integrated circuits industries 
of India and the Reput-lic of lore• ii presented. These two coun
tries were chosen for field work since tbeJ have followed verJ dif
ferent industrialization strategies. Section A contains a 1escrip
tion of what integrated circuits are, and section B provides an 
overview of the international industrf prod~cing th... The objec
tive or section B is to outline tbe international techno-econ011ic 
context for the integrated circuits industries of India and the 
Republic of lorea, and tberebJ to present the existing knowledge in 
a new light. The industries of the Republic of r:~rea and India are 
surveyed in sections c and D respectively. FinallJ, in section E 
the approaches of the two industries within the international 
tecbno-econ<>11ic context .. re COllpared. SOiie detenainants of their 
diverging approaches are also discussed. 

•eoth authors were at the Research PolicJ Institute, Univer
sity of Lund, Sweden, when this article was written. Since then 
both have taken up positions at other universities. S. Jacobuon 
has a research post in the DepartMnt of Industrial Organisation, 
ChalMrs University of Technology, S-41296, Gothenbur~b, Sweden. 
c. Edquist is professor in the De~artaent of Technologf and Social 
Change, Univvr1ity of Lintroping, S-581 83, Lintroping, Sweden. 

••Thi• paper was prepared within the fr .. ework of a project on 
technical change and patterns of specialization in the capital 
gQod1 industries of t:idh and the Republic of lorea. The project 
was financed by the Swedish Agency for Research Cooperation with 
Developing Countries, the support of which is gratefullJ acknowl
edged. Grateful thanks are also due to the National Council for 
Applied Econo11ic Research, New Delhi, and to the lorean Institute 
for Economic• and Technology, Seoul, for help during field work. 
Finally, A. Partha1arathi, Additional Secretary of the "inistrJ of 
Science and Technology of India, went through a draft in great 
detail. His e1ten1ive COlllllents were extr ... ly valuable. ror other 
work undertaken within the framework of the project, ••• Edqullt 
and Jacob11on ((7)-(14) and (46)). 
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A. The prodJct 

Semiconductors are aanuf actured from materials that have semi
conducting properties, -inly silicon. They consist of transis
tors and other components which can amplify, switch or modulate an 
electrical input signal in a circuit. Semiconductors can be 
divided into the following three groups: discrete components (such 
as transistors, rectifiers and diodes), integrated circuits <ICs) 
and special-purposE components. The IC (chip) is a small piece of 
semiconducting material. It is the reduction in the size of the 
chip and the increase in the number of its circuits that has led to 
the use of the term micro-e!ectronics. lCs are the largest and 
fastest-growing product group in the semiconductor industry, and 
the relative import.ance of discrete components is decreasing. The 
first integ~ated circuits were marketed in 1962 ((47), p. 16). 

ICs m4y be classified as bipolar or 
(llOS), according to the technology used 
relative importance of the processes 
reflected in figure l. 

metal oxide semiconductors 
in their manufacture. The 
and their subgroups are 

By 1990 MOS technology is expected to constitute approxi1&&tely 
63 per cent of the total market for !Cs. W1thin the MOS industry, 
t.he 1980s will continue to witness a move toward complementary 
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) .echnology. CMOS is ga1n1ng 
momentum in most products with very large-scale integrated circuits 
thanks to its low power consumption (meaning a low volame of waste 
heat). CMOS will probably also dominate the production of 
application-specific (custom-designed) ICs in the future ((41), 
pp. 4i2-9S). 

~ further classification can be made according to the scale of 
integration on a chip, that is, the number of circuits or transis
tors that it has (see figure II>. 

A final classification is based on the function of the semi
conductor device, that. is, linear devices and digital devices. 
Linear devices convert input signals to output signals. They are 
usad in telephones, radio and television receivers and analog 
equipment. Digital devices use the un-off switching properties of 
transistors and t Jdes. They in~lude logic devices, micro
processors, memory devic1•s and special devices. Digital devices 
form the basis of modern computing and telecomunications tech
nology, ;(13), p. 7). 

Tio main types of ICs are microprocessors and memories. 
Mic.·oproceuors are circuits which inlcnde all the functions con
tained in the processing 1;nit c.f a computer on one single chip. 
Memories are circuits which store information. There are two 
memory grou~s. namely rand"ftl-access memories and read-only 
mnorie11. Read-only mdlOries (ROiis) are memories the contents of 
whict. can be read but not modified. Individual locations can be 
addressed in an arbitrary order in random- access memories CRAMs>. 
Their capacity is measured in terms of binary digits Cbils) of data 
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Figure I. World cons,.aption of integrated circuits 
by pro~ess technology 
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~: CMOS: 
HMOS: 
NMOS: 
PMOS: 

complementary metal oxide semiconductor 
Hybrid metal oxide semiconductor 
n-channel aetal oxide semiconductor 
p-channel metal oside semiconductor 

SOCMOS: 
TTL: transistor-transistor logic 

Source: (411, p. 92. 

Notes: OIOS: 
HMOS: 
NMOS: 
PMOS: 
SOCMOS: 
TTL: 

complementary metal oxide seaiconductor 
hybrid metal oxide s1t111iconductor 
n-channel metal oxide 1e11iconductor 
p-channel aetal oxide semiconductor 
selective-oxidation CMOS 
transistor-transistor logic 
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Figure r1. Sc£le of integration and ainiaua line width 
of dynamic random access IBl!a)ries 
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storage. The first 16-bit RAK was introduced in 1966. The RAM bit 
density has quadrupled every two to three years s i nee then. The 
first kilobit (l K or 1,024 bits) RAM was introduced in 1974. At 
present (mid-1986), 2S6 1' RAMs have started to be produced com
mercially, and the one mezabit RAM is expected to be produced com
mercially in the near future. According to the FinanciaL Times (2), 
the 1,000 K dynamic random-access memory (ORAM) chip will "hit the 
m•rket this year". Figure II shows the evolution of lhe scale of 
integration of DRAM circuits <16 It, 64 It etc.) and ~heir mini-11um 
line width in microns. the miniaturization means that an inc~eas

ing number of transistors are integrated on a single chip. Small
scale integration (SSI) means 30 to 80 transistors per chip, and 
very large-scale integration means 30,000 to 100,000 transistors 
per chip. P!edium- scale integration (!ISi) and large- scale integra
tion (LSl) come in between ((471, p. 16). 

Microprocessors and memories are standard ICs, often produced 
in huge volumes and sold in bulk. App lie at ion- specific integrated 
circuits (ASICs) are specifically design~d for a particular appli
cation or a particular customer. 

As shown in figure I, ICs can be produced by means of several 
processes. there is also ml)re than one way of designing the111, as 
described below: 

that the whole circuit is 
design (CAD) system from 
of designing and can there· 
are to be produced in very 

(a) HandcrafteJ design means 
manuall) drawn on a computer-aided 
scratch. This is a very expensive way 
fore only be used for circuits which 
large quantitites, that is, standard 
watches and calculators; 

circuits and ASICs used in 

(b) Gate array design means that one starts from semi· 
manufactured chips and achieves the desired function by designing a 
pattern of connections between the various standard gates or cells 
already on the chip. Hence the semi-manufactured chip is custom
ized through a final metallization. this is a cheap way of design
ing ICs, but also rather inflexible. In addition, the chips often 
become large. This design method is therefore mainly used for 
prototypes and for ICs to be produced in very small quantitites; 

(c) Cell-based or standard cell design means that a library 
of already designed cells ire stored in the computer and then con
nected. The connection takes place in the computer, that is, 
before any chip processing is done. Hence this design method is 
similar to gate array design, except that it is not necessary to 
use semi-manufactured chips. Thereby full flexibility is achieved. 

B. The global IC industry 

The main objective of thi11 paper is to describe and analyse, 
in a preliminary manner, the production of integrated circuits in 
India and the Republic of Korea. However, in order to be able to 
do this, it is essential first to describe the international market 
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for ICs and the barriers to entry into the international industry. 
Thus, in the assessment of the IC industries of India and the 
Republic of Korea, the international i~dustry will be taken as the 
point of reference. 

1. The market for integrated circuits 

total world consumption of semiconductors was estimated 
at a value of approximately S18.5 billion in 1983. Of this, the 
United States of AmeriLa had the largest share (54 per cent), 
tollowed by Japan (26 per cent> and Western Europe (16 per cent), 
leaving 4 per cent to the rest of the world < 133), p. 12). As 
shown in figure III, ICs account for oiler 80 per cent of semi
conductor shipments to consumers in the United States. For Western 
Europe and Japan, the ratio of ICs in such shipments is around 
E6 per cent <see figures IV and V) with discrete semiconductors 
playing a much more important role. The substantial con$umption of 
discrete devices in Jap'n and Western Europe reflec:s the relative 
importance of the consur~r electronics industry in those countries 
as compared with the s .?ngth of the data-processing industry in 
the United States, where ICs are mainly required <see table 1). 

As shown in table I, the computer market dominates the global 
sal~~ of ICs, the recent surge in demand for which is mainly due to 
the grl~th in the demand for microcomputers and personal computers. 

Table 1. Value of the IC market by end-use, 1982 
(millions of dollars> !' 

IC market value 
All Ol::CD 21 United Western 

End-use countries States Japan Eur;;)pe 

Computers 3 736 (32) 2 914 (40) 336 (13) 486 (25) 
Telecommunications 2 176 (18) l 523 (21) 261 (10) 392 (20) 
OffiLe automation 

and other 
industrial uses l 9 7() ( 17) 808 (11) 670 (26) 492 (25) 

Coi;sumer products 2 614 ( 22) 810 (l!) 307 ( 51) 497 (25) 
Government and 

11i 1 i tary uses ~Q (11) 1 233 ( 17) - __Q (0) - 107 (5) 
Total 11 836 7 288 2 574 1 974 

Source: Table l in Ypsilanti ([47), p. 15). 

!I Figures within parentheses represent percentag, of market. 

~I Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. 
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Figure IV. Semiconductor suppl\es to consumer3 in 
Western Eurorc. 1983 
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Source: 133), p. 14, based on Electronics, 12 JanuarJ 1984. 

~: Data based on market estimates of indu1trJ consumption 
~f goods supplied bJ domestic and foreign manufacturers to the 
domestic markets. 

Figures withir parentheses represent percentages of total. 
Totals maJ not add preclselJ because of rounding. 
!1 Total value in 1~83 - SZ.9 billion. 
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Figure V. Semiconductor shipaents to consuaers in Japan, 1983 
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~: 133), p. 14, based on Electronics, 12 January 1984. 

~: Data based on market estimates of industry consumption 
of ~cods supplied by domestic and foreign manufacturers to the 
domestic ir.arket. 

Figures within parentheses represent percentage• of total. 
Totals may not add precioely be:ause of rounding. 
!1 Total value in 1983 - $4.9 billion. 
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In the United States 40 per cent of the !Cs we,-<>, in 1982, 
used in computers, while 11 per cent went into cons1111er products 
<see table 1). In c?ntrast to the United States, the driving force 
behind the IC industrJ in Japan has been consumer electron•c prod
ucts. BJ 1982, this branch of industrJ accounted for 51 per cent 
of end-use consumption of res aade in Japan. The figure for com
puters was only 13 per cent. In Western Europe, the end-use bas 
been more evenlJ distributed across the major industries. There 
are also differences in the absolute size of the markets aen
tioned. For exawple, in 1982, the use of ICs by tbe United States 
computer industry alone was larger than the use of !Cs for all pur
poses in Japan and nearly one and a half times larger than in West
ern Europe. 

The more important and growing product categor-;es in semi
conductor consumption include aeaories Cin particular RAiis), 
custom-made devices and microprocessors. In the United States, 
memories accounted for 30 per cent of S'!laiconductor supplies in 
1983 <see figure III>, compared with 15 per cent and 14 per cent 
respectively for Western Eurupe (see figure IV> and Japan (see 
figure V). For the United ~tates, the growth in 11N!1110rJ device con
suir.ption between 1983 and 1987 is expEcted to account for over a 
third oF the growth in IC consumption over the same per.od < (33), 
p. 12; (47), p. 16). Within the DRAM category, the 641. circuit 
dominated heavily in 1983 (see figure III>. BJ 1987, 2561: are 
expected to account for almost 70 per cent of the DRAM market. By 
that time, the demand for 4K, 16K and 32K DRAMs is expected to be 
negligible, and the market share for 6AK will be only 32 per cent, 
as compared with 73 per cent in 1983. 

For most ICs there have been large price reductions over 
time. For example, the drop in unit price of 641C DRAMs has been 
considerable since 1979. In 1980, experts expected prices to 
stabilize around $50 per unit. However, theJ actually fell to $10 
in 1981-1982. By the end of 1982, pricer were between $3.50 and $5 
((47), p. 20). At the end of 1984, the price was $3.00, but it 
fell to as little as $0.5 in the middle of 1985 (2). A similar 
story can be told for 256K DRAM, the pdces of which have already 
been reduced from '20 to $5 C(b), p. 12). 

Custom and semi-cu1tom-designf!'d !Cs or ASIC• are the fastest
growing items, although there seems to be no uniformitJ in the 
estimates regarding either their present or their future share of 
the global consumption of !Cs. According to one source < (44), 
p. 34), the total global market for ASIC• st.ould grow from 
$3.8 billion in 1983 to $13.7 billion in 1989, that i1, at a 
24 par cent compound annual growth rate. According to :igura III, 
custom ICs accounted for 4.0 per cant ($404 million) of al".. semi
conductor supplies in the Unita1 States in 1983. Thi• figure ii 
expected to i~crease to 7.8 per cent ($1,513 million) ~J 1987. 

According to an interview with a Swedish firm specializing in 
customized IC•, 20 per cent of the IC market is made up of custom-
de1 igned !Cs, and this figure is expected to increase dr1matic1lly. 
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A representative of the firm •lso indicated that the -rket for 
standard res will re .. in constant and be characteri:ted bJ tougher 
competition resulting in fever and larger producers. 

Although tt.e figures presented here are partlJ inconsistent, 
it seems cle1r that the proportion of custoa-desigaed ICs will in
crease substa1tiallJ in the f~ture. A nuaber of reasons e1ist for 
this e1pansior of the -rket for custoa-designed ICs. A basic ad
vantage for a firm using custoa-designed ICs is that it gets aa 
integrated circuit which its c011petitors do not have access to. Ia 
some circumstances this means that the coapetitive edge of the user 
of custoa-designed ICs, for e1-!Jle a producer of sewing -chines 
or telephones, can be significantlJ enhanced in teras of both per
formance of the pro-'·:ct which incorporates the custoa-designed IC 
and, sometimes, its cost. 

Consumption of 111.:::roprocessors accounts for 21 per cent of 
current United States semiconductor supplies, coapared with 12 per 
cent in Japan and 9 per cent in Western Europ~ ((33), pp. 12-13). 

2. Barriers to entry into IC pr~duction 

(a) Standard integrated circuits 

As shown in ti ble 2, the leading .. nufacturers of integrated 
circuits produce in large volua.es. The minimum investaent require
ment for IC production (wafer fabrication onlJ) was S500,000 in 
1967 (see table 3). BJ 1978 it had increased to SlO aillion. The 
capital requirement for wafer fabrication and asseablJ was 
S60 million in 1982. The price for a new large-scale CllOS chip
making plant currently nceeds SlOO million, which means that the 
cost is rapidly approaching that of steel mills. Indeed, the 
Financial Times (21 suggests that "a typical wafer fabrication 
plant costs between SlOO million and S200 aillion to build ... ". 
Such a state--of-the-art chip-making plant can offer a full product 
line for standard ICs, including microprocessors and coaputer 
memory chips <!35), pp. 86-87). For company data on capital 
e1penditures during the period 1978-1981, 1ee table 4. 

The minimum f i1ed investment nece11ary for processing standard 
IC1 ha• therefore been r111ng very steeply. The increase in 
~apital requirements i1 a result of the greater circuit comple1ity 
of semiconductor devices, which requires more 1ophi1ticated and e1-
pensive production and, in particular, testing equipment. Squee:ted 
between rising capital costs and intense coapelition, -ny United 
States firms tried lo reduce costs by shifting assembly to South
East Asia. The response of Japanese coapanies, whose e1ample ii 
b•ing increasingly followed by United States ~oapanies ((33), 
p. 39). was lo increase the degree of autoaation in an-bly, thus 
leading to a further rise in capital costs. 
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Table 2. Esti .. ted Yalue of standard IC production~/ 
bJ leading opea .. rtet suppliers in the 

Uaited States and Japaa. 1983 

CompaaJ 

Texas Instruments 
llotorola 
llEC Corporation 
•ational 
Intel 
Hitachi 
AID> 
Toshiba 
Fujitsu 

~: (41), pp. 33 and 45. 

Production 
(aillions of dollars) 

1 44S 
l 040 

940 
790 
74S 
70S 
48S 
•80 
470 

~I Seai-custoaized and fullJ castoaized IC produc
tion is also included llbereYer joint production is unde~
taten. 

Table 3. Kiniaua invest.eat reqair ... cts for 
seaiconductor (IC) production 

Year !/ 

1954 
1958 
1961 
1972 
1976 
1978 
1982 

lnYestaent required 
(aillions of dollars> 

0.1 
0.3 
0.5 ~/ 
2 ~/ 
5 ~/ 

10 ~/ 
60 fl/ 

Source: 
sion•l Preu. 

(33), p. 38, based on J. L. Truel, ?rofes-

~I By 1985 the co1t of a state-of-the-art plant for 
producing st•ndard ICs was approaching S200 aillion (2). 

~I Waler fabrication onlJ. 

~I Total wafer-asseablJ cost. 
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Table 4. Seaicondactor-rel~ted capital e£penditares bJ 
.. jor ~nited States and Japanese 

corpor•tions, 1971-1981 
(Billions of dollars> 

~ .. iconductor-related espeaditare 
Corporation 1979 1979 1910 1911 

.l. U~ited States 

Texas Instr ... nts 130.2 231.5 285 213.1 
llotorola 72.l 151! 8 176.5 200 
Intel 14.2 96.7 152.2 150 
llostet 18.8 75 132 94 
ISC 65.4 110.4 151.6 151 
Signetics 36 48 93 117 
Fairchild 2L.9 58 75 120 
AllD 23.5 43.9 50.2 100 
Barris 14.7 12.5 31.l 60 
Cl 9.3 30.5 28 50 
.lwerage for United States 

corporations 49. 7 87.2 117 .4 125.6 

B. Japa~ 

llC Corporation 67 115 136 162 
Rltacbi .. 64 98 119 
Puj i tsu 50 68 lH 115 
ktsushita 22 43 94 94 
Toshiba 26 43 55 64 
O~i Electric 15 23 57 60 
"itsubishi 26 34 43 55 
Son7 !I 55 45.l 
tot70 SanJo 7 18 36 51 
Sbarp 9 37 41 43 

Average for J•panese 
corporations 29.6 46.6 70.9 II.I 

1/ Captive producer; capital expenditures calculated as per
centage of s .. iconductor production value. 

!n addition to increasing capital costs, the costs of research 
and developaent have increasad in both absolute and relative 
tenu. Piras trring to follow a "leading-edge" strategJ have been 
forced to increase their research and develop11ent e1penditure1, 
partlJ owin1 to the increased international coapetition which 
started in the •id-19701 C 1331, pp. 38-40). one part of research 
and developaent costs covers the actual dH ign work on the ICs. 
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For standard ICs the design llOdc •1sed is handcrafted design, vt.ich 
is wer1 expensive <see section A>. Seweral hundred -n-Jears -
v!'.ich aaf -an SS-10 aillion - are needed to design one single 
aicroprocessor or advanced aew>rJ chip. Full-range IC suppliers, 
such as llotorola and Texas Instruments, spent, respectiwelJ, 
S22~ aillion and $219 aillion on research and developaent in 1981, 
while Intel spent Sl67 aillion ((43), p. 279). 

An iaportant consequence of increased capital requir~nts and 
increased research and developaent costs is that the ainiaua eff ic
ient scale of production in the standard IC industry has increased 
considerably. In the early Jears of the IC industry, scale was not 
very iaportant, but it has now become an iaportant barrier to 
entry. The increase in the ainiaua scale of production also prob
ably iaplies that larger c,,.r-anies wi 11 plaJ an even greater role 
in the industrf in the future. It will be aore difficult for new 
firas to establish production of standard ICs in countries of the 
Organ.is ·tion for Econoaic Co-operation and Development (0£CD) and 
in sel->cted developing countries. It -y also iaply that s .. ller 
firas may tend towards the production of customized products to a 
greater extent ((33}, p. 39). 

As mentioned above. increases in capital costs, research and 
development costs and, consequently, in the airiaua efficient scale 
of production have developed into iaportant barri~rs to entry since 
the aid-1970s. Other barriers are lack of skilled aanpover (espe
ciallJ design engineers), lack of aarket reputation and inadequate 
supplier-user lints. 

Figure VI shows three possible strategies, particularly with 
regard to research and developiHnt, that aay be adopted by Govern
-nts and IC producers. The leading-edge strategy is followed by 
the leading producers in the United States and Ja~an, in particular 
the firms listed in table 2 <142), p. 59). 

The European industry being a latecomer and not being able to 
keep abreast with coapetitors, particularly with ~egard to research 
and development, runs the risk of following the lagging-behind 
strategy. The French industry has tried to leave the lagging
beh ind posit ion through joint ventures with and technology trans
fers from firms at the leading-edge. This attempt has so fer not 
been successful. It should be pointed out however that the wa: t
and-see strategy also requires considerable technolor.ical know-how, 
since the leading-edge technology cannot otherwise lie used < (42), 
p. 59). 

The IC ;ndustry of the federal Republic of Germany is located 
on the second line, but there is • danger that it aay deteri0rate 
to a lagging-behind ,osition. This has resulted in a:'\ effort by 
the Government of the federal Republic of Germany and especially of 
Siemens to undertake large investaents so as at least to retain the 
capacity to adopt the latest ava~lable technology. In soae fields, 
especially that of aeaory chips, it has tried to adopt a leading
edge strategy and thereby reach the technology front. This high
risk strategy resetnbles that of Japan. The IC industry in the 
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United lingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland is in a 
lagging-behind position, although there has been some attempt to 
traLsfer to the leading-edge strategy through the Inmos experiaent, 
in wbich the Coveri.ment, at a cost of SlOO aillion, established a 
plant for the production of ver~ large-scale integrated <VLSl) 
circuits ((42), p. S9). 

An iaportant characteristic of the IC industry is the close 
linkage that exists between process and product innovations in the 
IC industry proper and between product innovations in this industry 
and innovations in end-use industries. There is a s~nergistic 
relationship between part of the IC industry and soae user indus· 
tries, for exaaple coaputers and telecommunications. This rela
tionship provides the basis for a great deal of government incen
tives to foster a local IC industry, as in the United lingd<>111 with 
Inmos. This aatter will be briefly touched upon in later sections 
concerning India and the Republic of lorea. 

(b) Application-specific integrated circuits 

According to yet another sourct- ( (34 I, p. 131 l . ASICs cur
rently account for less than 16 per cent of global :~ ~onswaption. 

By the end of the 1980s, it is expected to have risen to more than 
23 per ceet ( (34), p. 131). The barriers to entry are aud1 lower 
than for standard ICs. This will be shovr, by tvo exaaples below. 
It is also indicated by the fact that SO per cent of gl-obal semi
conductor start-ups since 1977 are finns offering soae kind of ASIC 
((34), p. 132). The giant finns specializing in standard ICs, for 
exaaple those listed in table 2, also produce &:>•~a. However, they 
tend to do so mainly during periods of excess capacity, that is, 
wben the demand for standard ICs is low. Hence the large producers 
have no genuine interest in specialized low-volu111e IC production. 
This presents an element of uncertainty for ASIC cust<>11ers, who 
therefore nonnally prefer the specialized ASIC producers. 

The examples of Rifa and ASEA·HAfO, two Swedish producers of 
ASICs, may help to illustrate the barriers to entrr into ASIC pro
duction. Rifa was set up in 1942 by a number of Swedish radio pro
ducers for the purpose of securing a supply of coaponents dudng 
the war. In 1947 it was bought by Ericsson, the telecoa11unications 
producer, and has since then been a fully owned subsidiary of this 
finn. It produces full custa111-designed ICs and hybrid circuit~ for 
industry, teleco11111unications and defence. About 40 per cent of its 
sales <less in the case of custo111-designed ICs>, which also include 
other types of electronic components, are sold to Ericsson. The 
total sales figur~ in 1983 was slightly over $130 111illion, of which 
goods worth $85 million were sold abroad. Of the $130 111illion, 
custo111 and semi-custom-designed ICs accounted for around S3S mi I
lion and hybrid circuits for about $14 million. Rifa, according to 
a spokesperson for the co111pany, is one of the largest European pro
ducers of custom-designed ICs. The "Status" report ((41), p. 39) 
has estimated that the world-wide leader in sales of custom
designed ICs is American Microsyste~s Inc., which sold non-standard 
1C1 valued at approximately SlOO million in 1983. Their total 
sales amounted to $115 million. The1e sales can be compared to the 
total 1983 sales of leading standard IC producers, as was shown in 
table 2. 
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Since l97l'-19!8 Rifa has invested approxiaately $150 ai 11 ion 
C111lng 1981 1Jaehang1J rato1) tor the produetloll of custoa- designed 
!Cs •nd is plan:iing to invest another S20 aillion (using 1983 ex
change rates> per year during the next fivll! years. Their •inil'lum 
line width is 2.5 aicrons and they are beading towards 1.7 aicron~. 
To build the Rifa factory today - that is, in 1986 would cost 
a1.>proxiaah.ly S'S aillion, whicb is about one eighth of what is 
needed for a ae11ary factory. Equipment costs would account for 
nearly a half of the $2S •illion. This investaect figure -y be 
substantillt for such a saall coapany but is nevertheless small 
coapared with those shown in tab~e 4 and those of saasung for 
DRAll production <f~~o aillion in a five year period - see the 
discussion of IC-producing fin:s in section 8). Rifa spends between 
15 and 20 per cent of its IC sales on research and developaent, that 
is, for design and process developaent. The research and develop 
aent costs would anount to roughly S6 aillion, which, again, are 
very limited in coaparisor. with the aajor IC suppliers. In the 
design departaent, which is the aain bottleneck for the fina, they 
employ JO people. This nuaber is increasing, but they have problems 
finding experienced desi~ners. 

The company thus concentrates intensively on research and 
development, invests heavily in relation to its sales, and was at 
one time actually investing too auch to be profitable in the short 
run. However, by 1985 Rifa was profitable.• This example indi 
cates that the orders of aagnitude of the barriers to entry are 
very auch lower than for standard IC products. 

This experience is supported by the case ot ASEA HAFO, another 
- very successful - producer of ASICs in Sweden. During 1984, the 
sales of ASEA-HAFO were approxiaately S2S aillion, mostly for 
cu5lom- de:; igned !Cs. HAFO is the aost profitable company in the 
AS!A group of engineering firms. 

ASEA-HAFO bought a licence from the Radio Corporation of 
America (RCA> on the "OS process technology in 1970 and the two 
firias have had a working relationship since then. To build up 
theic complemt.nlary "OS process as a whole today would co:it less 
than SIS million (this is the 11ini11um estiaate>. Costs for build 
ings etc. must be added to the equipaent cost. Hence total invP.st 
ment would be around S2S million. The minimum line widt.h in t.his 
process is II microns, which is much larger than what i. s usr:d by 
producers of standard ICs (HAFO is currently iaoving towards 
2 microns). However, a line width of l •icron, although necessary 
for memories, is not necessary for ASIC producers. llevert.hP.less, 
they have so far followed suit, with a few years' tiae lag. 

Apart from the production process, investment in design is 
also needed. The fixed cost for the most simple equipment for IC 
design is only about SJS ,000, that is, the cost of a personal 
computer and software. A complete and sophisticated up- to date 

•Information based on interviews with company spokespersons. 
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design system vould cost approxiaately $500,000. On this eq~1pment 
tvo or three I Cs could be designed each year, and the cost vould 
increase in a linear aanner if the nullber vere to be increased. 
ltore important is that it takes time to build up design capa
bility. The cost for this, in salaries, is estiaated tc be larger 
than the fixed design cost.* 

All the design modes aentioned in section A can be used for 
ASICs, althoug~ fir95 tend to specialize in one of tbea, for 
ex-ple gate arrays or standard cells. In recent years the r:om
plexity of ICs has increased, resulting in increased dt:velopment 
costs. However, aore complex circuits are vith the exception of 
microprocessors and memories aore specialized, vhich implie= 
reduced volumes. Hence developir.~nt costs escalate vith growing 
complexity, vhile the potential market is reduced. One vay out of 
this vould be to transfer IC design to companies vhere the !Cs are 
used, that is, to the equipment manufacturers. 

Ac-::ording to Penn ((34). p. 135) there are, at best, 2,500 
"xpedenced IC designers in the vorld today, although it has bee'! 
estim~ted•• that there are froa 6,000 to 7,000. These numbers 
should be compared vi th the several hundred thousand designers of 
systems and equipment. One way of transferring design work to the 
equipment and system manufacturers would be to embody the expertise 
of the chip designer in sophisticated computer aids, a process 
which is under way at present. One example is a system called 
ltOSart developed by the ASIC producer ASEA-HAFO in Sweden. About 
100 man-years have been invested in this system of CAD software 
specifically developed for lC design of the standard cell 
cha".'acter.*" 

If the design activity is transferred froia the IC aanufacturer 
to the IC user, then the manufacturer is reduced to the status of a 
silicon foundry, which may happen to some of them in the future. 
On the other hand, the manufacturer has the capability of devel
oping the design tools or CAD software. Hence soiae of today's IC 
manufacturers could be transformed into firms specializing in 
design and the development of design tools, in other words, they 
may develop into design houses for ASICs or into firms developing 
user friendly IC design aids. A division of labour may also emerge 
with regard to design, in the sense that the IC user makes the 
logic design and the tC producer the final layout. 

In this section it has been shown that the barriers to entry 
for the production of standard ICs have increased rapidly dut'ing 
the last decade. The cost of a state-of-the-art factory is 
$200 million at present, mainly owing to technical ch1nge in IC 
proceasing. Research and development costs have also risen. 

•Information based on interviews with company spokespersons. 

••eased on interview with ASEA-HAFO spokesperson. 
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The barriers to entr-y for ASIC pt"oduction at"e mu•:h lovet". 
Design co~ts a~e lGwet" in absolute tet"ms, since handcrafted 1es:gn 
is not neces!-ar'J. Ar ASIC factory may today cost a.:-ound 
S2:> .otiilic,n. vh'::· i:; •>nly ('Int' eighth of the cost cf a factory for 
standat"d !Cs. There are st>:-et'&l reasons f<'r th i :!'. First, an ASIC 
factory can operate on .. mu.:. s1t.a~!er !Cale sinre the mLrket is 
not so price sensitivP for spedali~ .. -~ cil"ct.its needed in sll'aller 
volumes. Secondly. automatic assembly \ s not necessary (however. 
Rifa is currently inves' ing in a:1 assembly line). Thirdly, and 
aost impot"tantly ASIC producers do not necessarily have to use line 
widths as lov as those of producers of stand•rd !Cs. For example. 
Rifa produces an IC for telephones called the SLlC - which is at 
the technology fr-ontier in its field of application. This circuit 
has a line width of 4-~ microns. On the other hand, a producer of 
aeaories simply bas to use a line width of around l micron ut 
present, and will have to decrease this in future. This means that 
photolithographic methods are no longer enough, and that X-ray and 
other methods are becoming mandatory. This, in turn, probably 
means another jump in p.-ocess equipment costs. 

Since ASIC producet'S do not have to be at the forefront in 
terms of 1 ine width, there is room for the operations of smaller 
producers. Hove.,er, it has been indicated that the ASIC producers 
have generally adopte::' the most advanced technology. vi th respect 
to line width. with a few years' time lag. This means that process 
equipment costs will also probably inct"ease for ASIC pt"oducers, but 
it vi 11 not increase to the same extent as for standard IC pro
ducers. The reasons are that the equipment becomes cheaper over 
time anJ that ASIC producers can operate on a smaller scale. 
Whether or not ASIC producers vi 11 have to adopt submicron line 
widths in the long run is unclear !this would mean a jump in the 
process equipment costs, as mentioned above>. However, it is un
likely to become necessarv d11ring the next five years. Hence small 
ASIC producers wi 11 con•. to have a role to play for some time 
at least. 

from this section it is clear that the IC industry can be 
divided into at least the following four subgroups: 

(al Large standard IC firms carrying out design and large
scale manufacturing; 

(bl Smaller ASIC produt:"ers carrying out design and manufac
turing; 

Ccl Spedalizeti design firms, which process their designs in 
silicon foundries. These firms may also specialize in developing 
design aids; 

idl Silicon foundries which process circuits designed by 
specialized design houses ana by the IC using firms themselves. 

Some firms may be active in more than one of these subgroups. 
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C. The integrated circuits industrr of the Reputlic of lorea• 

1. The electronics indust~I of the Republic of lore• 

The electronics industry of the Republic of J:orea started in 
1959 with the local asseably of radios. Production was initially 
oriented towards the local ft&rket. In the aid-1960s, the export 
-rket began to constitute the doainant source of deeand for the 
electronics industry of the Republic of lorea. Much of the growlh 
in production in the 1960s was due to the est1blisbaent o~ foreign 
finis producing components and sub-asseablies for export. In the 
late 1960s these foreign firas accounted for one third of tbe out
put and tbree--quarters of tbe exports froa tbe Reputlic of lorea. 
In 1969 a number of changes occurred. As ModJ ((31), p. 4' states: 

"In 1969, some years after foreign firas bad been in opera
tion, the Government of tbe Republic cf lorea took a aajor new 
initiative to restructure the electronics industry. The Elec
tronics Industr-y Proaotion Law was passed and an eight-year 
developnent plan was introduced and initiated. Exports of 
electronics products were a aajor focus of these initiatives." 

Four main changes took place thereafter. First, production 
rose dramatically (see table S). Secondly, joir.t venture firms 
became co111111on. Thirdly, as may be seen frOll table 6, there was a 
greater concentration on coaponents production until 1973, when 
consumer electronics began to increase its share ..lf the output of 
the electronics industry. The share of production of industrial 
electronics fell drastically in the ear:y 1970s, and it was not 
until very recently that it started to increase again. Fourthly, 
exports grew much faster than production (see table S>. Exports 
reached 80 per cent nf ('roduction in 1973 and stayed high until 
very recently, when the domestic aarket became an iaportant outlet 
for el~~tronic rroducts of the Republic of lorea. 

Year 

1968 
1969 
1~10 

Table 5. Basic data on the electronics industry 
in the Re?ublic of lorea 

(Millions of dollars) 

Produc-
tion Exports Imports 

56 B 40 

106 '.IS 70 

Exports 
~-roduc
tion 

Apparent ratio 
consuap- (percent-
tion age) 

77 34 

121 52 

•th11 section draws heavily on Mody 131), pp. 1-18. 

Imports 
con1ump

t ion 
ratio 

<percent-
age) 

52 

58 

continued 
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Table 5 (continued) 

Year 

1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

Year 

1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

Ezports 
produc-
ti on 

Apparent ratio 
Produc- cons1111p- (percent-
ti on Ezports Iaport.; ti on ege) 

138 88 111 161 64 
208 142 170 236 68 
462 369 326 419 80 
81'1 518 446 742 64 
860 582 445 723 68 

1 422 1 037 699 1 084 73 
1 758 l 107 847 1 498 63 
2 270 1 359 1 156 2 067 60 
3 280 1 845 1 386 2 821 !>6 
2 852 2 004 1 460 2 308 70 
3 i91 2 218 1 774 3 347 59 
4 006 2 144 1 979 3 841 54 
5 558 2 977 2 683 5 264 54 

~: Mody (31), table 1.1. 

table 6. Coaposition of electronics production 
and ezports of the Republic of lorea 

< Percc:m t age) 

Pr.:>duction !ZEOrts 
Parts 

Indus- and Indus-
Consumer trial coapo- Consumer trial 

goods equipment nents goods equipment 

47 20 33 72 
45 34 21 76 1 
44 Z9 27 30 1 
30 28 43 18 1 
31 21 50 17 1 
28 16 56 16 
24 14 62 13 
26 12 62 25 3 
29 9 62 28 5 
32 9 59 33 5 
31 11 58 38 5 
39 9 52 38 5 
36 10 50 40 9 

lllports 
consuap-
ti on 
ratio 

(percent-
ag1:) 

69 
72 
78 
(0 
64: 
64 
57 
56 
49 
63 
53 
52 
51 

Parts 
and 

compo-
nents 

28 
23 
69 
81 
82 
84 
87 
72 
67 
62 
57 
57 
51 

continued 
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table 6 (continued) 

Produt~ion E:itJ!!;!rts 
Parts Parts 

Indus- and Indus- and 
Consuaer trial Compo- Consuaer trial C09PO-

Tear goods equii-ent nent:li goods equii-ent neats 

1978 41 9 50 48 8 44 
1979 42 10 48 50 6 44 
1980 40 13 47 49 6 45 
1981 42 13 45 51 6 44 
1982 39 16 45 42 10 48 
1983 39 17 44 40 15 45 

Source: ModJ (31), table 1.2. 

Since the end of the 1970s three major changes have occurred. 
First, emplopaent has decreased slightlJ despite a verJ large in
crease in production. thus, between 1978 and 1983 the nuaber of 
.. p101ees dropped bJ 5 per cent, despite a growth in the value of 
production (in nominal United States dollars) of 14~ per cent ((5), 
p. 2, p. 305 and table 5). 

As ModJ ((31), p. 9) states: "Quite clearlJ, the phase of 
electronics as a labour-absorbing industrJ is over. Even component 
aanufacturers, traditionallJ the 110st labour-intensive segment of 
the industrJ, have had to automate to staJ competitive". A case in 
point is that of a pure us-blJ plant for ICs in the Republi~ of 
lorea, owned by a United States fini, that doubled output at the 
same time as it cut its work-force by nearly half, from 4,500 to 
2,500 WO•~ers ((3), p. 35). 

Secondly, a product diversification is taking place. A• may 
be seen from table 6, industrial electronics is now an important 
part of the electronics industrJ in the Republic of lorea. For 
exaaple, in 1983 firms in the Republic of lore& produced telephone 
switching 111t .. 1 worth S151 mi 11.ion, telephone sets worth 
Sl91 million and personal computers worth S39 million <15), p. 2). 
In the field of consumer electronics, television sets have become 
very i•portant. In particular, the production of colour television 
sets has grown cor.siderably. In 1983 over 4 million colour tele
vision sets were produced in the Republic of lorea, 2.5 million of 
which were exported. The total value of production of television 
sets, including black-and-white, amountec1 in the .... year to 
Sl.2 billion. It h hopeJ thi.t videotape recorders will be the 
next large consumer electronics product. As will be seen below, 
the electronic components indu1try is also diversifJing. 

Another indicator that the Republic of lorea ii acving away 
from "ai11ple electronic1" is its .. phuis on research and develop
•nt. Saasung claimed that it spent S25 million on electronics 
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research and development in 1983 and that in 1986 its research and 
development expenditures would reach 5 per cent of sales ( (11 J, 
p. 87). Business Korea ((5), p. 61) suggested, however, that 
Saasung's research and development spending on sea.iconductors until 
1984 amounted to around Sl5 ai 11 icn. Totd research and develop
ment in the semiconductor field bJ five leading firms until 1984 
..ounted to S40 million and was expected to be $51 aillion in 1985 
(see table 11), based on an exchange rate of 850 won per dollar. 

Thirdly, as was noted above, the domestic mar.eel has taken a 
larger share of the output of electronics products in the Republic 
of Korea. This applies to all three subsectors (see table 7). 

Year 

Table 7. Export share of electronics products 
of the Republic of lorea 

(Percentage) 

Consumer 
goods 

Industrial 
equipment 

Parts and 
components Total 

1968 35 
1970 51 30 2 78 
1971 68 30 2 90 
1972 6a 611 16 80 
1973 79 77 43 87 
1974 63 66 36 67 
1975 67 74 37 70 
1976 72 71 44 80 
1977 62 64 57 64 
1978 59 71 59 53 
1979 56 66 35 52 
1980 70 86 32 61 
1981 58 71 25 56 
1982 53 58 32 57 
19~3 53 55 46 56 

Source: Mody (31), table 1.5. 

2. The structure of the electronics industry 

As wu noted above, there hu been an important ele111ert of 
foreign participation in the eluctronics industry of the Republic 
of Korea since the 19601. The for~ign element is still large, but 
at least in tenn1 of the share of foreign firms, including joint 
Yentures, in the output of electronic products, it is declining. 
Mody 1311 argues that the share of domestic firms incrused from 
SO per cent in 1979 to nearly two thirds in 1983. 'lhe declining 
share of foreign firm• i• no surprising in light of the product 
diversification described above The fot·eign firms are nearly 
100 per cent export-oriented, while the product diversification to 
an Important extent it bared on the growing domestic market. For 
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ex11111ple, in 1983, the domestic market accounted for over 50 per cent 
of the sales value of colour television sets ((15), vol. 2, 
p. 24). 

Among the domestic firms, three large conglomerates dominate 
the industry. These are Samsung, which in 1983 sold elec
tronic goods valued at $835 million, Gold Star, with sales of 
$883 million, and Daewoo, whose exact sales were not known at the 
time of writing ((4), p. 85). According to "ouy (31), these three 
groups account for 40 per cent of production and export of elec
tronics goods of the RepJblic of Korea (this would imply that 
Daewoo accounts for slightly less than 10 per cent of production). 
If Kody ?.s correct, 'lnd if the sales of the three groups are 
divided by the sales fig·,re of domestic firms in 1983, their share 
would rise to 62 per cent. "ody ( (31), p. 29) also arsues that 
their share in the market for finished products, as distinct from 
components, is even higher. For example, their share of sales 
c.f television sets in 1982 was as high as 94 per cent ( (31], 
table 2 .1). In microwave ovens there is a duopoly shared by Gold 
Stu and Samsung. The level of concentration is also high in the 
.:&se of some components such as advanced !Cs (see more below) and 
cathode-ray tubes for television sets ((31), p. 29). 

Another large conglomerate, Hyundai, is currently moving into 
electronics pL~duction and investing massive amounts of capital 
into this industry. Furthermore, there is a large number of 
smallPr firms in the industry. In 1983 the Electronics Industry 
Association of Korea claimed that th~re were 451 Plectronics firms. 
Only 41 of these h~d more than 1,000 employees ((15), vol. 2, 
p. 302), consisting mainly of component manufacturers, a category 
which includes both firms producing passive components and firms 
merely packaging res ((31), p. 33). 

3. The components industry 

The total production value of electronic components in 1983 
amounted to over $2.4 billion. Of this sum, exports amounted to 
45 per cent, or over $1.3 billion. Semiconductor production 
amountet4 to $850 million, and within this group !Cs accounted for 
$61il million. The value of IC production has increased dramat
ically since the early l-J70s, rising from $30 million in 1971 to 
$661 million in 1983 (see table 8). It should be noted that these 
official statistics may well underestimate the true value of pro
duct ion, since the in-house consumption in large firms lite Gold 
Star and Samsung may not be included. This would also mean that 
the apparent consumption figure in table 8 would be an under
estimation of the true market. Indeed, one executive of an elec
tronics firm in the Republic nf Korea argued in 1984 that the 
domestic market for ICs w~s worth $300 million. 

As may be seen frO'll table 8, nearly 100 per cent of local pro
duction is e:1ported and the requirements of the local market are 
met mainly by imports. The inclusion of in-hou~e production of ICs 
by Gold Star, .!1•msung etc. would only marginally alter this pic
t~~e. Thi• reflects the fact that the ~verwhelming majority of ICs 
produced in the Republic of Korea are only usembled and tested 
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Table 8. Production, trade and apparent consmaption of ICs 
by the Republic of lorea, 1971-1983 

<Billions of dollars) 

Apparent 
Year Production Exports Iaports consmaption 

1971 30 30 0 0 
1972 50 50 0 0 
1973 116 116 1 1 
1974 159 144 4 19 
1975 129 105 8 32 
1976 189 180 18 27 
1977 208 202 34 40 
1978 236 222 u 56 
1979 289 281 68 76 
1980 294 321 !/ 81 81 
1981 342 343 ~I 101 101 
1982 490 498 ~I 88 88 
1983 661 658 161 168 

Source: (211. 

~I Exports e:iceed production, which preswubly -•ns that a 
reduction in stocks took place. 

there. Before 1986, only three firms had their own wafer produc
tion. These firms were Gold Star, Saasung and lorea Electronics 
Corporation. Ir 1986 Hyundai also started wafer production. In 
assembly production there ere aainlJ foreign firms, with tbe 
big,est totally dome1tic-owned fira being Anaa Industrial ((3), 
p. 34). An1111 i• said to be tbe largest 1ubcontracting seaiconduc
tor a11embly fira in the RepuHic of lorea•. Allong the other cs
sembly firms is Korea Electronics Corpontion, with 6.25 per cent 
of its equity owned by Toshiba, Fairchild, llotorola and Signetics. 
Around 10 firms are simple IC asseablers ((4), p. 34). 

The market for IC• in the Republic of Korea is large. It is 
valued at $168 million (plus in-house consumption), as compared 
with • market of $418 million in the rederal Republic of Germany, 
$332 million in France, S211 million in Italy end SS50 million in 
the United Kingdom ((42), p. 42). Historically, the .. rket in the 
Republic of Korea has been dominated by con1umer products, but the 
recent diversification into professional electronics has created • 
demand for IC• for these types of products also. Table• 9 and 10 
provide en estimate of the market for the different types of ICs 

•Based on interview with Lee Kyung T•• of the Korea Institute 
of Economic1 and Technology. 
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used in various tJpes of conswaer and professional electronics prod
ucts:. Somewhat surprisingly, the professional elect.ronics sector 
accounted for a larger share of the -rtet for ICs, in terms of 
units, than the consuaer electronics -rtet in 1983. Among the 
professional electronics products, ICs -re -inly used ior cu.
puter terminals, telephone exchang~ s1steas and pers~nal COllpUters. 
Among the cons1111er goods, ICs -re -inly used for tape recorders, 
colour television sets and high-fidelitJ equipment. 

(a) Firms producing integrated circuits* 

(i) Saasung Seeiconductor and Telec011mUnications Co. Ltd. 

Saasung Semiconductor and Teler.J1111Unications Co. ~td. (SST) is 
a part of the Samsung business conglomerate. Saasung is one of the 
larger congl01Hrates in the Republic of Korea, havicg recorded a 
total sales value of $7 billion in 1983. This represented nearlJ 
10 per cent of the gross national product (CllP) of the Republic uf 
Korea in that year (38). 

SST produces both telec011mUnicati~ns equipment and seai
conductors. All stages in IC product ion are carried out within 
SST. In 1983 the total production value aeounted to $103 •illion, 
$25 million of wti~ch were accounted for bJ seaiconductors, includ
ing ICs worth S:4 million and transistors accounting for the rest. 
The bulk of thr: !Cs consisted of CMOS devices produced for consumer 
products such as watches, toJs, television sets and radios, valued 
at $10.6 million. "Yer 95 million units were produced. The rest 
of IC production consisted of linear ICs, 19 million units of which 
were pC"oduced. As is discussed more below, :OST is involved in a 
very ambitious expansion of IC production. for 1985 theJ estimated 
that their total semiconductor sales would be $180 mi 11 ion, or a 
sevenfold increase compared with 1983 <(28), p. 11). SST employs a 
work·· force .Jf approximately 4, 500, approximately one half of whom 
work with semiconductors. 

Semiconductor' production began in 1974 through a joint venture 
involving the United States cc~pany ICII and Korea SIC Company 
Ltd. In December 1974 the joint 1.:ndertaking began producing llOS 
LSI (metal oxide semiconductor - large-scale integration) devices 
for- llfl"ist-watches. The operations performed in the Republic of 
Koroeft wer"e mainly limited to packaging. In 1977 it began, for' the 
fint time in the Republic of Kor"ea, to produce bipolar transis
tors. Most of the technology came from ICII. In 1978 the United 
States firm withdrew its capital and Samsung acquired the stock. 
In July 1978 the new undertaking developed its own IC for' multi
function wr-ist-watches. It also developed a CllOS LSI device, and 
claims to dominate the world market for ICs for wrist-watches. 
However, su~h ICs aC"e simple. In 1980 the finn was taken over by 

*IJnle's other-wise indicated, the information provided in this 
section is based on Interviews with firm repre1entatlve1. 



table 9. l1tlaated deaand for IC• fo~ t~e con1u .. r electrontc1 tndu1trr ln th~ lepubllc ot lorea, 1983 
(Thou1and1 of unlt1> 

n-

Colour televl1ton 1et1 
Black end vblte television 

••t• 
ladloa 
Hl-fidelltJ u•lt1 
Tape-recorder• 
Vldeot1pe-recorder1 
ll•ctron\c watch•• 
lefrl1eraton 
V11btn1 aachtne1 
Ktcc·-ave ove~• 
Air condlt ion.n 

Total 

lllIU: 1211. 

Product ton 

• 563 

• 519 
2 331 
• 351 

14 219 
152 

11 3•2 
l 316 

us 
963 

__u 

.. 509 

11 one-chip alcrocoaputer. 

ltOS lo1tc 

6 IU 

2 331 
6 539 

21 H• 
l 520 

11 3112 
2 77:? 

2 119 
__u 

62 902 

MOS aicro
ca.puter JI 

• 563 

• 351 
14 219 

310 
11 3112 

1 316 
••5 
963 

__J! 

37 110 

"°' -rr 

• 563 

892 

s us 

llpollr 
dtatt.al 

6 ... 

• 351 
u 219 

•56 

1 316 

1 926 
__Ii 

29 30 

1tpollr 
linear 

-
22 IU 

11 U7 
9 OU 

23 969 
21 5U 
l 976 

1 316 

1 126 
_w 

99 315 

Totll 

0 629 

11 07 
9 352 

•O OU 
15 722 ~ 

• 332 
22 ... 

6 930 
us 

7 10• 
---111 

23• 175 



Table 10. l1tl•ated de•and for 1c1 for lndu1trlal u1e ln th• lepubllc of Korea, 1913 
(Thou1and1 of unltal 

"OS •lcro- llpolar llpolar 

Ile• Productlon "OS 101lc c-puter 11 "OS •e-ry dlalt.al l\nHr 

Per1onal coiaput.er1 359 10 910 359 5 315 9 212 1 091 

rloppJ dhc1 21 196 -- -- 161 112 

Pr lat.en u 120 lS 75 137 60 

Wonlton 130 -- -- -- l 095 2 920 

Telepllo11e Htl 5 778 ~ 791 -- 2 899 5 791 s 791 

?ran1•ltter1 and recelver1 l 131 1 131 1 131 3 393 3 393 3 393 

rac•l•lle apparatu• 1 s 1 3 10 1 

Calcuhton 2 169 -- 2 869 -- -- --
llltercom •r•t-• 917 917 "9• 917 l "80 1 9U 

Ala nu l 65• 1 65• -- -- 1 65• 3 308 

Telepllo11e w1clla111• 1r1t ... 610 12 200 610 21 960 11 300 11 300 

Telepbo11e recorder• 550 295 -- -- HO 2 200 

Computer tenal11al1 960 2• 000 960 11 520 19 200 21 100 

Aut-bllu 219 6511 219 1 015 2 190 1 015 

Te1tl111 equl,.ent ...1...1.!l __,_..__ _._._ __,_..__ __,_..__ _.._._ 

total 19 153 59 727 6 65• .. 217 63 235 69 021 

12.llill: 1211. 

11 One-clllp •lcrocomput.er. 

Tot.a: 

26 7 75 
"76 
•OS 

• OU 
20 293 
12 Ul 

26 
2 869 
s 922 
6 616 

71 390 
3 025 

u "80 
s 201 

____._.__ 

2"3 921 

"' ... 
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tbe SU1Sung electronic companJ and bee- one of its diwisions. 
The s- fear it deweloped four ICs for black and wlaite telewision 
sets aade for da.estic use. As was mentioned above, the production 
of television sets is verJ large in tbe Republic of lorea, and 
Saasung is one of the iargest producers. In 19!1, it deweloped the 
llTSCIPAL CHlcOllA IC for colour telewision sets. Its ordinarJ sup
plier did not sell Suuang as aanJ lCs as it needed, sapposedlJ on 
account of a world shortage of sacb ICs. As distinct froa ICs for 
wrist-watches, this is a bigb-tecbnologJ ite9 that Suuung .. stered 
tbrcagh reverse engineering. Thus, since ICll left tbe companJ, it 
relied fullJ on its own design develo,.ent of ICs until 1983. 

In 1983 SST aade an agre-nt to introduce 161 static randoa 
access miemorJ (SRA~) and 2561 llOll froa Sharp in Japan. In the s.-e 
rear it established a fira in California for the purpose of tecb
nologr absorption and design of I Cs, and .. de an agreement vi lb 
lllCltOll of the United States to produce 641 and 2561 DltAll. Hence 
tbe IC product design was bought froa abroad. SST claillS to bave 
built up th~ .•C'Ocen itself, alt.bough aost of the equi,.ent was 
iaported. lne plant was constructed bJ llaJ 1914, and the process 
tecbnologf developed as earlJ as •ovetlber 1984. Seasang claims 
that it bas spent Sl25 ai 11 ion on its specialized plant for tbe 
production of verJ large-scale integrated circuits ((3), p. 28). A 
total of tl40 •illion is planned to be spent on this project daring 
a five-Jear period (38). 

At the end of 1984, coapanr sources claiaed that pilot produc
tion of 641 DRAM was under war and even available for ezport. The 
target was to produce as aanf units per aonth as the largest pro
ducer in the world ((41), p. 103), in other words, 6 •illion units 
per aonth of 641 DR.Alt chips. The plan was subsequently reduced to 
l ailli".>n per aonth, and other, siapler, ICs are currentlJ being 
produced in a converted factorr originallJ intended to produce 641 
DR.Alt C(5), p. 62). FinallJ, in 1984 SST developed a custoa
designed IC for telephone sets (speech. dial and tone functions) 
and these are under pilot aanufacturing. Although SST also 
produces electronic switching equi,.ent, it does not prod11ce ICs 
for this product. 

SST has about 100 design engineers and a special research and 
development centr-e for ICs, in addition to three CAD units. The 
engineers are said to be alreadJ wor-king on the develOIJllenl of aask 
designs for- a £561 DI.Alt chip, and coapanJ sources saJ that SST is 
building a plant for the pr-oduction of 2561 DltAJI. Accordint to one 
source, Saasung dedieated a new plant to the production of ~561 DltAJI 
in June 1985 ((28), p. 11). A range of other advanced ICs are also 
said to be on the d~velopaent list <Ill, p. 28). 

There has thus been • Ked change in the orientation of the 
semiconductor division of ;,,.T. Advanced standard ICs for UH in 
profes~ior•l el~ctronics are .. phasized instead of si•pler ICs for 
con1u111er goods. S11111ung is therefore aiaing at participation in 
another sphere with greater resource requir ... nts and greater risks. 
This aatter will be further discussed below. 
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(ii) Gold Star Seaiconductor Ltd. 

Gold Star Seaiconductor Ltd. <GSS) is a part of the LuckJ-Gold 
Star conglomerate. Tbis group bad a sales value of S5.6 billion in 
1911, vllicb represented approsi .. telJ 9 per cent of the Giii' of the 
Republic of lorea. Tbe LackJ-Gold Star group was started in 1951 
and produces a range of electronic and electrical goods, including 
television sets, aicrovave ovens, au<:lio equi~nt and computers. 
Tbe activities of the group also cover fields other than elec
tronics, for esaaple cbeaicals, construction and trade. 

CSS was established in 1979 to work on solid-state elec
tronics, with a specialitJ in telecomaunications equi~nt. It 
is a joint venture with the United States fira AT&T which owns 
•• per cent of the stock. CSS produces, apart froa telecomaunica
tions equi~nt, computers and seaiconductors. Tbe sales figures 
of CSS rose froa onlJ $5 aillion in 1911 to S•2 aillion in 1912 
and S6• aillion in 1913. Tbe sales value was planned to reach 
Sl20 aillion in 1914. Electronic switching s1steas account for 
about 70 per cent of the sales, coaputers for 10 per cent and 
seaiconductors for 20 per cent. Thus, sales of seaiconductors 
-re planned to be in the order of S2• aillion in 1914. CSS bas 
1,100 eaplo1ees, 700 of wbicb work in the seaiconductor division. 

CSS aainlJ provides the Lucky-Gold Star congloaerate with 
ICs. The Esecutive Director of CSS esplained that it has to 
satisfy as auch as possible of the demand for ICs wit:tin the con
gloaerate. It therefore produces a range of different ICs, linear 
and digital, for both cons-r and professional electronics prod
ucts. It also prcduces, with a design froa AT&T, hybrid ICs for 
telecomaunications equi~nt produced by CSS. 

In 1910, CSS began p~oducing seaiconductors. The first prod
ucts -re standard ICs, such as linear ones of SSI and tlSI coa
plesity. These were used for television sets, radios etc. In 1981 
it began production of computers as well as telec011mUnications 
equi~nt Al the end of 1982 it reached an agreement with AT&T 
for the production of an advanced telecoaaunications systea and 
VLSI circuits. According to Business lorea ((3), p. 29), CSS had 
reached the pilot stage of aanufacturing 6•l DRAM with the assist
ance of AT&T. CSS was also said to be receiving the process tech
nology for 256l DRAM froa AT&T. One industrial observer claias 
that they are getting this technology in return for supplying thin 
fila hybrids to AT&T. However, another source recently clai-d 
that CSS has" ... all but abandoned plans to produce 2561 chips for 
esports" ( (28), p. 11). Instead, the fira appears t • put some 
-phasis on the production of 6U SllAlt chips, a product which is 
not 10 badly affected bJ international price changes as the DRAll 
aarket ((28), p. 11 and (5), p. l•>. 

In April 1983, css began work on an 8-bit aicroprocesscr under 
licence froa Zilog. This type ol IC is to be used in, for esaaple, 
personal coaputers. Business lorea <131. p. 29) claias that there 
are only five producers of this processor in the world. css is, 
however, only allowed to esport it to Asian countries. 
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In 1984, GSS reached an agree11ent on CllOS technologJ with the 
United States fira LSI Logic. the technolo&J will be used for 
-king custM1-des igned ICs based on the gate- arr•J design lllOde. 
GSS vas to start producing cust09-designed ICs at the end of 1984. 
the first phase of imple11entation of the agreement was to inwolwe 
the sale of wafers to LSI Logic, and in t.he second phase theJ would 
be selling on the d09estic -rket, both within the congl09erate and 
to other finas of tbe Republic of lorea. GSS sa1s that it also has 
a licence on unc-ited logic arraJ {ULA) technologJ froa Bell, 
vbich is used for custom-designed ICs The technologies froa both 
LSI Logic and Bell will be used for .ewlJ deweloped products rather 
than as substitutes for prewiouslJ imported components. GSS is in 
the process of deweloping a cust01a-designed IC for telephones. 
PrewiouslJ, GSS had copied an IC for speech functions onlJ, vbich 
bad become obsolete. A new circuit incorporating seweral tJpes of 
functions on one chip is on the dewelopment list. Cust01a-designed 
ICs hawe been worked on since 1982. GSS produr.es such ICs, prob
ably in werJ saall nuabers, for colour telewision sets, 80dea 
dewices and audio equipment. On the vbcle, GSS follows a much 90re 
cautious strategJ than SST. the coapanJ sees itself 90re as a 
-nufacturer of logic and custoa chips for United States coapanies 
than as an independent unit. As one eKecutiwe puts it: "We can be 
a very good aanufacturing ara for other coapanies, and ve can be a 
wery good aarketing ara in this part of tbe world~ ((281, p. 11). 

Of the 700 employees in the seaiconductoc diYision, 100 are 
design and process engineers. SiK of these have Ph.D. degrees froa 
the United States. the availabilitJ of design engineers is not 
seen as a problea owing to the great fleKibility of the educational 
sy1tea in the Republic of lorea. There is, however, a severe 
shortage of eKperienced design engineers. 

The Executive Director of the fira conceded that the future 
orientation of GSS with regard to ICs is not very clear. He 
suggested, however, the possibility of greater specialization in 
the field of custOla-aade ICs. 

4. Analysis and conclusions 

The electronics industry of the Republic of lorea bas 
been extr ... ly successful in teras of '°ro>duction and eKports. 
Gaule (20) ;ioints out that it is the tenth largest producer and the 
ninth largest eKporter of electronics products in the world. For 
coaponents, and in particular IC1, the perforaance i.s equ•llJ spec-· 
tacular in both the production and eKport fields. In tera1 of 
value added and own design development, it is however only in the 
last 10 years that perforaance has improved. In 1974 Sa•sung began 
its ovn wahr production and was fol.i.owed by Gold Star five years 
later. Their production of wafers is, however, only a fraction of 
the total dONstic IC production of nearly $700 •illion, but is 
still •uch larger than Indian production <see below). There ii, 
nevertheless, a dJn••il• within the industrJ of the Republic of 
lore• that will in all likelihood lead, ir. latter hslf of the 
19801, to a great increase in the share of production accounted for 
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by fully integrated, domiestically-ownef. plants. Tile leading firms 
are investing large amounts of 90ney in new plants and acquicing 
-ch new technology. Equally important, theJ are investing in 
research and develoi-ent and have built ap sizeable design depart
-nts. For one esti-te of the invest.eat in plant and research 
and develos-ent of firms in the Republic of l.orea, see table 11. 
Tile table shovs that research and develoi-ent e&penditures by SST 
are ,_11 c011pared vith the leading IC producers globally, bat SST 
has, as yet, a -~ry narrow range of products that reduces the need 
for research and develoi-ent. Further90re, it has a technology 
transfer agreement vith the United States fira fticron for the 
design of 641 and 2561 DltAll, which agair. reduces the need for its 
own research and develoi-ent. 

Table 11. Invest.eats of seaicondactor cOllpanies 
in the Republic of lorea 
(Billions of dollars> !' 

Itea 

SST 
GSS 
lorea Electronics 
Hyundai Electronics 
An .. Industrial 

Subtotal 

Research and develop!!!nt 

SST 
GSS 
lorea Electronics 
Hyundai Electronics 
An .. Industrial 

Subtotal 

Source: (5), p. 61. 

Until 1984 

275 
94 
33 

127 

...!l. 

616 

15 
IS 

2 
7 

_l 

40 

I11vestments 
1985 !!,/ 1986 !!.' 

268 113 
61 30 
20 17 

129 19 
__!! ...!! 

546 228 

29 27 
1 4 
2 3 

12 2 
_ _! _l 

51. 37 

!' Based on exchange rate of Sl • 850 von. 

!!,I Planned inve1t .. nt. 

1987 !!,/ 

106 
11 
20 
27 

...ll 

182 

28 
4 
6 
8 

_l 

47 

The strategy pursued bJ the electronics indu1trJ in the 
Rep.,bl le of lores ••Y prove t:> be highly 1ucc111f•1l. An att,.pt 
vill nov be ••d• to e1plain vtlJ this se,.s likely. 
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The domestic -rtet for ICs began to be failC'lJ sizeable a 
decade ago, as vas shown in table 8. Indeed, as v•s mentioned above 
in subsection 3 on the cotlp()nents industrJ, the -rtet for ICs in 
the Republic of lorea _, vell be even larger than vbat the statis
tics show, since the production of GSS and SST for use vithin the 
congloeerates _, not be included. The size of the -rtet c011pares 
favourably vith that of some European countries. For e:a:aaple, it 
-s 80 per cent of t!le Italian and half of the French -rtet in 
1983. Furthermore, to the e:a:tent that the fast growth of t!le elec
tronics industrJ in the Republic of lorea vill imiplJ an equivalent 
d ... nd for ICs, the domestic aartet vill probablJ grow verJ fast in 
the future. 

A large domestic aartet does not necessarilJ mean la:ge 
domestic production. However. in the 1970s it ~•s evid~nt that the 
Japanese suppliers of ICs controlled the output and qualitJ of the 
television industrJ. as vell as other electronics products, in the 
Republic of lorea, through their control of critical comiponents. 
In the case of videotape recorders the Japanese suppliers siaplJ 
did not supplJ the latest ICs, vbile for calculators theJ ceased to 
supplJ the required ICs.• These probleas vere acute at the end of 
the 1970s and industrialists in the Republic of llorea began to 
realize that tbeJ bad to integrate backwards into IC production in 
order to reduce the predoainance of the Japanese. A case in point 
was ICs for colour television sets produced bJ s-sung (see the 
preceding subsection <•> on firas producing integrated cir-cuits). 
The Gover-ruaent also bee ... involved in this -t~er vben it demanded 
that Ericsson should supplJ custoa-designed IC teo.:bnology to the 
Republic of lor-ea as a part of a contract for telecomiunications 
equipt1ent. The cust011-designed IC technologJ vas meant to be used 
for- videotape recorder-s. 

The pr-oduction of ICs thus becaae of "strategic" iapor-tance, 
since the availabilitJ and quality of such coaponents were seen as 
being a prime deterainant of the perforaance of the downstr-eaa 
industries, ••inly the consuaer electronics ihdustry. The tera 
strategic can however be used in another sense than that of being 
essentially a substitution for (non-available> iaports. As vas 
seen in section B on the international industr-y, ASICs ar-e gaining 
aartet shares at the e:a:pense of standardiz:.ed I Cs. Tb is expansion 
in the market is partlJ seen as a function of lower costs of 
custom-designed ICs in soae applications, but also as a function of 
the importance of cust011-designed ICs in the innovative pr-ocess. 
Fi~• in the Republic of lorea have hitherto concentrated heavilJ 
on stanctard ICs. VerJ recentlJ, however, soae efforts have been 
aade in the area of custoa-designed ICs, for exaaple bJ Gold Star. 

The reason behind the little interest in custoa designed IC1 
has probably been the relativelJ weak design capabilities in rne 
doiaestic indu1trJ. The Republic of Kore• is, with si>ll8 exceptions, 

•Based on interview with Ki• Choong-ki, Department of Elec
trical Engineering, Korea Advanced Institute of Scier.ce and Tech-
11ology. 
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a production site. Frequently, production of, for euaple, elec
tronic and aecbanical products is undertaker. by fil"llS acting as 
subcontractors for foreign firms. In otber cases, production is 
-de under a licence frOll! a foreign fir.a. Tbe knowledge of tbe 
design process is tbus not wery deep, and tbe IC-•1sing finuof tbe 
Republic of lorea often do not bawe tbe incentive or tbe skills to 
fonaulate tbe specifications for a cust09-designed IC. Tbe c:ustoa
designed ICs used in tbe products are therefore instea~ often sup
plied by a .. nufacturer tbat bas a close relationship witb the fira 
providing tbe licence. Furtben10re, being a subcontractor requires 
considerable fle1:ibilitJ and rapid response to new requirements. 
Since it .. y take a year to custoa-design an IC, finu in tbe 
Repubiic of lore& cannot wait for one to be produced. 

Tbe situation is probably changing now, in particular with tbe 
growing iaportance of professional electronics and advanced con
sumer electronics products, such as videotape recorders, in the 
output of finu in tbe Republic of lorea. The interest in the 
gate-arraJ design aetbod sbovn by CSS reflects tbis change j n the 
electronics industry. A representative of the Electronics Industry 
Association of lorea has referred to plans for tbe production of 
custom-designed !Cs for videotape recorders. In the preceding sub
section on IC-producing firas, it was noted i:hat GSS has already 
copied a custom-designed IC for telephones, which, according to one 
industry source,• is the largest user sector of cust011-designed ICs 
in lorea today. 

Thus, the •arlcft for ICs in the Republic of Korea is large and 
the firms have special incentives to develop it. How did the local 
IC •arket develop as it did in the 1970s? One factor was the 
e1:port orientation of the domestic electronics industry. The 
e1:port orientation of firms linked to foreign .. nufacturers is well 
known, but, as was shown in the above subsection on the structure 
of the electronics industrJ, there are also large d011estically 
owned firms that u:port electronics products. The export orien
tation has allowed a large growth in production, not because the 
domestic •arlcet is inherently saall <it is in fact ·~ large as pro
duction>, but because the export oriental ion of firms has allowed 
them to specialize in particular iteas and thereby reduce costs and 
gain in co•petitiveness. Had an atte•pt been aade to cover, 
through domestic production, the entire range of product.1 consuMd 
in the country, then output per product would have been reduced and 
prices increased, which in turn would have reduced demand and pro
duction. 

The above reasoning refers ••inly to the consu11er electronics 
field. For t:te cc>11ponent industry the early export orientation in 
the fol."lll of local ass .. bly of !Cs se .. s to have had little i•pact 
on the generation of ian integrated IC industi:'y in the Republic of 
Korea. Of the •any firms that began the ass .. bly of ICs at the end 

•Based on interview with Park Kwang Won, Director of Kortronics 
Enterprise. 
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of the 1~60s and in the earlJ 1970s, only one has begun producing 
wafers, and this was done onlJ recentlJ. On the other hand, 
assemblJ technologJ in the Republic of ttorea is said to be well 
developed in finis that do not solely assemble res, a fact that 
is probablJ related to their long e:a:perience of asseablJ (Gaule (20) 
aakes a general point about the iaportance of mobility of ?rsonnel 
in the ttorean electronics industrJ). 

The size of the doaestic aarket for electronics p-: ... ..:Jcts is 
another important variable. KodJ (31) suggests that the market in 
the Republic of lorea is about 2. S times the size of the Indian 
aarket. In particular, the aarket for hoae electronics products 
such as television sets and sound recorders is large in the 
Republic of lorea. As was shown in table 10, such consumer elec
tronics products de!lllnded most of the !Cs aade in the Republic of 
lore• in 1983. Of the 234 aillion IC units demanded for consumer 
goods, 86 million went to tape recorders, S7 million to television 
sets and 40 million to high-fidelity equipment. The ezport share 
of these products considered alone, using a weighted average, was 
onlJ S4 per cent in 1983.• 

The importance of the domaest ic market, at least in 1983, was 
even more pronounced for professional electronics. The three 
largest users of !Cs in professional electronics products in 1983 
were computer terminals, telephone e:a:change systems and personal 
cotDputers. The weighted e:a:port average of these three types of 
products in that year vas only 32 per cent. Thus, the home market 
for both consumer electronics and professional electronics products 
is a very important determinant of demand for !Cs in the Republic 
of Korea. 

The development of a large demand for !Cs is dependent upon 
the dynamism of the IC-using industry. As was argued above in sub
section 2, there is an oligopolistic market structure in the elec
tronics industry, the 1111in finas being GSS, SST and Daewoo. Mody 
([311, p. 31) makes the important point that the product ranges of 
these firms overlap and that there is an intense competition 
between the111, utending to ezternal markets as well. Gaule (201 
also stresses, in the case of television sets, the intense domestic 
cotDpetition. 

Government policies have played a role in shaping the elec
tronics industry in the Republic of Korea and, indirectly, the 
demand for !Cs. In 1969 the Electronics Industry Promotion Law was 
passed. The 111ajor focus of the law was, according to Gaule (201 
and Mody (31}, e:a:ports of electronics products. foreign firms were 
invited to enter the country on favourable terms, transfer of tech
nology was supported and an e:a:port zone was created for the elec
tronics industry. 

Import rutrictions have also been applied generously, both 
for components and for final products. for ezample, in 1980, there 

•calculated on the basis of data contained in (lSJ. 
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were practicallJ no iaports ~f television sets (1). SiailarlJ, ia
ports were not allowed in the aid-1980s for personal computers 120). 
This aeans that the 1982-1983 aarket for personal coaputers, which 
amounted to aore than 50,000 units, was reserved for local sup
pliers. 

With regard to national research and developaent activities, 
the lorea Institute of Electronics TechnoiogJ (lIET) is the aost 
important national laboratorJ in the IC field. lIET, which began 
operating in 1976, was aainly funded bJ the RinistrJ of Science and 
Technology, but the World Bank contributed $29 aillion in 1972. In 
the mid-1980s rearly funding is around $15 million, and there are 
200 people on the technical staff. lIET has a full-scale wafer 
fabrication facilitJ for both KOS and bipolar ICs. In addition, 
computer development activities are carried out. In th£ IC field, 
lIET has successfully developed prototypes of videotape recorder 
chips, an 8-bit microprocessor chip, as well as meaory chips 
< 4K SRAM and 32K and 641t ROiis) . The ROii memories have also been 
produced in quantity. The processing was done with 4-5 micrometer 
technology ((45), pp. 10-17; (31), pp. 70-71). In 1985 lIET was 
being merged with the lorea Electrical and Telec01111Unications 
((esearch Institute to form a new organization called the lot:f'i. 
Electronics and Telecoanunications Research Institute. 

The use of credit facilities has also been discussed in this 
industry, according to Gaule (20). He notes that credit facilities 
were used simultaneously with the application af import restric
tions on c0111ponents, thus not only providing a market for dOtDestic 
producers but also supplying th- with the aeans of production. 
According to Business lorea ( (3), p. 27), the Government of the 
Republic of Korea was to lend appros:i .. tely $350 mill ion to the 
s-iconductor industry d•1ring 1983-1986 under the s-iconductor 
Industry Fostering Plan initiated in 1983. In comparison, the 
total fhed investment plans of the leading firms for the period 
1985-1987 amounted to $955 million (see table 11). Koreans -pha
size however that the investments made had so far been mostlJ 
initiated by c~mpanies rather than by the Government ((5), p. 62). 
In addition, the Semiconductor Industry Fostering Plan was not 
implemented as had been planned.• 

Finally, the decision-mating process in the Republic of lorea 
appears to be very swift, judging bJ the Samsung 64K DRAM cue. 
Resources are mobilized quickly within large conglomerates and 
invested in very risky products in a manner that would require 
State intervention in countries without such large conglomerates. 
The es:istence of the conglomerates - an institutional factor - is 
very important for a product like ICs becua1e of the large barriers 
to entry and high risks involved, especially with regard to 
standard ICs. It i 1 partly for th is reason that no company in a 
technologically advanced country like Sweden is producing standard 
ICs. 

•Based on cOlllllunication received from Lee Kyung Tae of the 
Korea Institute of Econ1>11ic1 and Technology. 
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D. The integrated circuits industry of India 

1. The electronics industr1 of India 

The Indian electronics industry began with the settiag-up in 
1948 of the public sector coapany, Indian Telephoae lndustri~s 
CITI), to .. nufacture telec01111Unications equipment for the public 
telephone systea. Then, in 1954, Bharat Electronics Ltd. (BEL) was 
set up to .. nufacture electronic equipment for the al'91ed services. 
The •id-1950s saw the local production of radio receivers on the 
basis of technology licensed from abroad. In the 1960s, while con
s ... r electronics production continued at a relatively low level, 
the public sector c011pany Instr1188ntation Ltd. was set up to .. nu
facture process control instrumentation for India's growing power, 
oil, c-nt and other process plants. In 1967, the public sector 
COllpany, Electronics Corporation of India Ltd. CECIL) was fol'91ed 
out of the nucleus of s .. i-com111ercial production built up over the 
preceding 5 years in the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. ECIL prod
ucts covered nuclear, medical and general-purpose test and measur
ing instruments, analogue and digital CCJllPuters, •lectronic control 
systeas for nuclear and process plants and some types of the elec
tronic components [36). While the production of ITI, BEL and 
Instrumentation Ltd. was based on technology licensed from abroad, 
that of ECIL was entirely based on locally developed technology.* 

In 1970, the Electronics COllllission and the Depart.llent of 
Electronics were established as the policy-.. ting and esecutive 
bodies respectively for the development of the entire electronics 
industry in India ([40), p. 271>. Associated with the establish
ment of this agency, gover•-nt. ~li.:y began to place greater 
eaphasis on professional electronics, particularly on control and 
instrumentation and computers, in addition to the emphasis placed 
until then on the defence and telecOllllUnications aspects of the 
electronics industry ([31), p. 21>. Data on the production of 
electronics equipment and cOllpOnents in India during the period 
1971-1985 are provided in table 12. Total output U10unted to 
the equivalent of $1.3 billion in 1983, $2 billion in 1984 and 
$2.4 billion in 198~. 

(a) The structure of the electropics industry 

Three types of fi~s ei:st within the electronics industry of 
India. Public sector firms, organized private sector firms and 
small-scale firms. Their respective shares ot output in 1981 
within diffel'ent areas ot the electronics industry are shown in 
table 13. Small·-scale industry accounted for the remarkably high 
share of two thirds of the output of consu .. r electronics goods and 
for a third of the output of the entire electronics industry. This 
was a direct effect of the govern•ent policy of reservins a nu•ber 
of activities for small-scale industries. Such industries also 
account for one third of ~omponent production, consisting pri .. rily 

*COlllllunication received from A. Parthasarathi. 



Table 12. Breakdown of Indian electronics production by indu1try, 1971-1985 
< PercenhgH) 

-
Industry 1971 1974 1913 1976 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1986 1985 

Cons....,r electronic• 30 31 27 25 22 25 25 27 28 27 29 28 24 31 39 
Co..unications and 

broadcasting equipaent 23 2• 26 2• 27 27 25 22 20 23 18 21 20 17 14 
Aerospace and defence 

equii-ent 16 15 u 16 12 12 11 11 9 8 8 9 9 8 
Coaputers, control 

instru .. ntation and 
industrial electronics 8 9 10 11 16 16 20 20 20 20 22 20 24 23 21 w 

Coaponents 23 22 22 211 21 20 18 20 21 20 20 18 17 16 15 
.... 

t·roduct ion in the Santacruz 
Electronics Ezport 
Processing Zone, the 
landla Free Trade Zone 
and bonded factories - . - - -- l l l l 2 2 2 • 6 5 3 

Total production 
in ai 11 ions 
of rupees l 730 2 000 2 280 3 010 3 645 • 100 5 085 5 905 6 465 8 060 8 560 12 050 13 600 18 900 26 600 

Total pro~uction 
in aillions 
of dollars 230 26·~ 300 390 450 530 630 730 800 l 000 950 1 255 1 347 2 000 2 00 

Sour~: (31), table 1.18, for 1971-1983: 119) for 1984; and 12111 for 1985. 



Table !3. Breakdown of electronics production in India by type of enterprise, 1981 

Tx2e of enter2[ise 
Total production Public sector Private sector Small-scale 

IndustlC'J (aillions of dollars) (percentage) (percentage) (percentage) 

Con•~aeir electronics 273 9.02 24.56 66.42 
C01111unication1 and 

biroadcasting equipaent 171 95.17 4 .81 
Aeirospace and defence 

equi.-.nt 77 99.49 o. 51 
Contirol instruaentation I.II 

and indu1trial electronics 173 35.39 28.49 36.12 
OD 

Coaputers and off ice 
equip11ent 36 30.15 42.16 27 .69 

Electronic coaponent1 192 28.03 39.15 32.82 

Total ~/ 922 43.25 23.02 33. 73 

Source: (39). 

~I lzcluding production worth $25 aillion in the Santacruz Electronics Ezport Processing 
Zone. 
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of components requiring low investments and simple assembly tech
niques for use in consumer electronics (32). Public sector firas 
dominate in industries producing c0111aUnications and broadcasting 
equipment and in the aerospace and defence industries. They also 
account for one third of the o~tput of control instrwaentation and 
industrial electronics equipment. three public sector undertakings 
d011inate the large-scale electronics industry. These are BEL, ECIL 
and ITI, which, according to Kody (31), accounted for 25-30 per cent 
of Indian electronics products in the early 1980s. If small-scale 
industries are excluded, the share of the three biggest firas would 
rise to approximately 42 per cent. 4lthough they show some over
lapping in terms of their product ranges, Kody ((31), p. 36) states 
that "there has been little competition between these firas". 

Other actors are the public sector COllpanies of the different 
states of India, the emergence of which in the period 1978-1985 is 
an important development in the Indian electronics industry. The 
output of these companies, which currently operate in seven 
states,• amounted to $140 mi !lion in 1985, or approximately 6 per 
cent of the total output of the Indian electronics industry. More
over, while the whole industry grew by 39 and 41 per cent in 1984 
and 1985, respectively, the State Electronics Corporations grew by 
45 and 50 per cent.• In 1985, the public sector companies, central 
as well as state, accounted for 40 per cent of production of the 
Indian electronics industry.• Finally, firas in the organized 
private sector, which provided less than one quarter of output in 
1981, have only a mode't share of the small market for c<>11puter and 
office equipment and components. 

The Indian electronics industry has been nearly completely 
oriented towards the requirements of the domestic market. Total 
exports of electronics products were valued at approximately 
$8 million in 1972-1973 (2.9 per cent of production), and increased 
to approximately $155 million in 1984 (8.2 per cent of production) 
([25). p. lll). Kore than half of these exports came from the 
Santacruz Electronics Export Processing Zone. Other exports 
amounted to a mere 3.4 per cent of production in 1982 ((25), 
p. ll2). Imports are estimated to have accounted for between 
35 and 40 per cent of domestic demand ([25), p. 9). 

(b) Indian electronics policy 

In the early 1970s, the Government of India assumed an active 
role with regard to electronics and the first steps towards 
evolving a national strategy were taken. The Department of Elec
tronics was established in 1?70 and the Elec.tronics Comiuion in 
1971. In 1975, a five-year plan (1974-1979) for the electronics 
industry was adopted. The plan emphasized self-reliance, regional 
dispersion and employment generation, as well as the importance of 
large--scale integrated circuits, as the following passage shows: 

"Memory design and memory manufacture has new become a 
speciality and the trena in the United Sta~•• is for firas to 

•co11111unication received from A. Parthasarathi. 
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specialize in these areas. SJsteas like single chip calcu
lators and aicr-oprocei;sors are also s~cialities. Tbe rapid 
growth of l'IOS LSI 8ell0des and its iaportance to the produc
tion of future generations of computers suggt?St that s
i-.ediate steps should be taken to establish the technology/ 
product ion as gestation ti- of such products is ~n the order
of 2 or 3 years" ((27), pp. 470-471). 

The plan also underlines the c-it.ent to set ur the Seai
conductor C011ple1 Ltd. (SCL> <see below section (a) on IC-producing 
finu), arguing that 't should be done vitbout delay ill order to 
prevent substaatial i11pOrts. Th~ planned ~roclu~t ai1 of SCL vas to 
include, inter alia, ....ories, calc•lator chips, shift registers alll1 

llOS aicroprocesscrs ((27), p. 473). 

In 1982 a report vas pr~pared bf the Depari-nt of Elec
tronics (261 as a result of a question raised in the Parli.-ent 
of India as to whJ countries and areas s•ch as ':laiaa ltaivan 
Province), Hong long, the Republic of l.orea and Singapore had -d~ 
phen~nal progress and -rcbed ahead of Indi5 in tbe field of 
electronics. tbe response by the Depart-nt of Electronics 
stressed that any coiaparison with the countries mentioaed must 
"recognize the fundu.ental difference between the objectives, 
philosophies and industrial fraiaewort which govern the develolJllent 
of industrJ in general in India on one hand and in the otber 
countries and areas on the other. These are largelJ deterained by 
the size, securitJ enviro1111ent, c01111Unication needs, economiic 
structure and factor endo..ents, technological strategy and educa
tional resources of each countrf" ((26}, p. 1). It is therefore 
iaplied that part of any perfo~nce differences can be nplained 
by the fact that the objectives are different in India as ca.pared 
vith the other countries. the Depart.eat of Electronics continues 
as follows: 

"We have adopted a strategJ for development of lhe electronics 
industry which seeks: 

- to 11a1i11ize the enonmous resource which our huge d~stic 
market constitutes; 

- to er.sure indigenous production of as auch as possible of 
electronic equipment for our strategic defence, cc>111unication, 
space and atoaic energJ needs; 

tc achieve technological self-reliance (not in tenas of 
shutting out foreign tec~nology, but in inducing it where 
necesur-y and then adapting and developing it appropriately 
while meeting the technological needs of our strategic elec
tronic products 11a1imelly indigenously> to use the techno
logical and industrial capacity built to meet domestic needs, 
as the springboard for our e1ports; 

- to mari11ize the dispersal of the electronics industry •• 
widely as appropriate across our large country, thereby di f -
fusing skills, emplo1111ent, production and marketing; 

- to ensure that our public sector cOllpenies play a co .. anding 
role, particularly in sophisticated and professional sector•; 
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- to striYe to realize an electronics industry that is -11 
integrated as bet-ea its different subsectors. as also vith 
the general industrial. agricultural. transportation and other 
sectors of the ecoaoay" l(26J. pp. 1-2>. 

Thus. the objectiYes of Indian electronics policy -re 80re 
c011ple1 than a mere .. 1iaizatioa of the growth of output or 
e1ports. Self-reliance in strategic defence and other areas. as 
well as geographical dispersion of production across the coatiaeat 
and eaplo)-.eat generation, took precedeace oYer other objectiYes. 

(cl PolicJ for the CO!!pOnents iadustry 

A new policy for the deyelopient of COllpOneats va~ introduced 
in 19f0, a policy which departs greatly froa the geaeral policJ for 
the electronics industrJ. !n 1911 this policy vas implemented, 
with special eaphasis being placed on the production of c011pOnents 
that were internationally coapetitiYe in teras of both cost and 
qualilJ. Restrictions on licensed capacity -re rem>Yed and the 
free inflow of foreign technolOCJ was allowed (22), p. 26). The 
poliCJ e1tract reproduced below is taken froa (26). 

"NOTE Oii DEPARTllDT OF ELECTIOllICS POLICY RECARDillG ELEC
TROllICS COllPOlllllTS IllDUSTRY 

Plentiful aYailability of the n.-erous Yarieties of electronic 
components freelJ and at reasonable prices in India is con
sidered to be the basic prerequisite for giYiag a boost to the 
production of electronic equipments and systeas. Renee. 
Departaent of Electronics has decided on the approach outlined 
below for the deYelopment of electronic coaponents industry: 

1. Promoting/licensing/establishing coaponents .. nufacture on 
a large and Yiable basis with a broad entrepreneur base would 
aean production sOIMWhat in e1cess of purely doaestic require
aents. However, when the industry is grown on an inter
nationally Yiable basis, i ... nse e1port opportunities would be 
avaihble. 

2. Large capacities are required for econoaic YiabilitJ on 
international scale as well as for ensuring product quality. 
This is technological coapulsion due to the adYent of auto
matic machinery. Accordingly the e1isting organized sector 
industries are encouraged to grow freely. 

3. Looking to the deaand position and the gestation periods, 
it is unlikely that the e1isting units would be able to -et 
the demand without substantial e1pansion and 110dernization. 
Therefore, fresh capacity creation is considered necessary. 
The capacity is being promoted only on an internationally 
viable basis. We take into account the doaestic d ... nct as 
also the e1port opportunities while eumining the costs and 
technologies in any proposal. 

4. Regarding foreign technology, Departaent of Electronics 
policy is to freely allow technology iaport in areas of modern 
types of c0111ponents. There ere inadequacies in technology 
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with the e:m:isting -nufacturers. and wery f- approwals hawe 
been obtained for def~nce qualitJ components. 

~- ~r utilization of capacities obserwed in some cases nov 
bas been for reasons other than the deaand constraints 
(generally .. nagerial failures). 

o. For the abowe reasons. components are unsuitable for pro
duction in the Sllall-scale sector and both the Department of 
Electronics and DCSSI hawe been vritiag to all saall-scale 
entrepreneurs for the past four/fiwe fears that it would be 
unwise to inYest in components .. nufactare in the saall-scale 
sector. and thef would do so at their own rist since the 
Cowernment .. y not be prepared to giwe protection." 

Global tecbno-econoaic deYelopment has thus forced Indian 
policy-.. ters to speak in teras of e1ports, large capacities, 
econoaic wiabililf on an international scale, technological coa
pulsion. freely allowing technologf i1tpOrls and uasuilabilitJ for 
production in the s-11-scale sector. Domestic socio-econa11ic 
objectives have therefore been owertatea bJ the international 
tecbno-econ011ic iaperative in the electronics components policy. 

A fev words should also be said about recent policy changes 
vitb regard to ICs. In Movetaber 1984 the CoYernmeat of India 
announced a nev and aucb 90re liberal policy for the -nufacture 
and iaport of computers. The objectives included bringing the cost 
of doaesticallJ -aufactured computers down to international 
levels. The policJ also affects components. for e1uiple ICs. In 
particular, the policf doc119enl states the following: " ... it is 
necessary that components should be available to -nufacturers at 
as near international prices as possible"; "coaponeats which are 
not being -nufactured in the country ... will be ... peraitted to 
be iaported at verf low levels of iaport dut1"; other "components 
will be protected froa imports vith sufficiently high protective 
dutJ". 

At present, all types of IC1 to be used in coaputers are sub
ject to the open general licence. that is, no import licence is 
required, and a custoas duty of onlf 25 per cent is applied.• With 
tvo e1ceptions, naiaely LSI circuits for watches and clocks, all LSI 
and VLSI circuits to be produced by SCL (the focal point of Indian 
production of LSI and VLSI circuits) are also on the open general 
licence list and carry a custoas dut1 of 75 per cent. Iapo:-ts of 
LSI circuits such as those produced bJ SCL for clocks, vatches and 
c011puter1 would however be peraitted onl1 after clearance frOI& the 
Depart .. nt of Electronics.• 

2. Th• coaponents industr1 

A large variety of coaponents used in the electronic• industrJ 
are produced in India. Table 14 shows the output of coaponents 
divided into four aain categorie1. Of th• total production of 

•C01111unication received frOll A. Parthasarathi. 
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S223 aillion worth of components in 1982. S38 aillion were accounted 
for by seaiconductor devices. About a doxen producers are engaged 
in the aanufacture of seaiconductor devices. Saall signal devices 
and some power devices account for 80St of the total production of 
seaiconductor devices in India. in figures, S32 aillion out of a 
total of S38 aillion in 1982. Local production of these devices 
largely satisfies the requirements of the Indian aarket ((JO). 
p. 469). As aaJ be seen froa table lS, only a verJ saall part of 
the production was accounted for bJ ICs. In 1982 total production 
of this type of seaiconductor a90unted to approxi .. telJ S2. 7 ail
lion. Production was raised to S4 aillion in 1984• and to 90re 
than S6 aillion in 198S.•• The production of ICs is thus growing 
at a rapid pace nov. but until recently it was saall. like that of 
other seaiconduct"rs. The entire electronics c011pOnents industry 
was also plagued bJ a nuaber of probleas. which will be discussed 
after describing the two vertically integrated IC producers in 
India. 

Table 14. Production of components in India, 1982 

Production 
Item (aillions of dollars> 

Electron tubes 
S<Hliconductor devices 
Passive cotnponents 
Electromechanical and other coaponents 

Total 

Source: (30}. 

24 
38 

100 
_.!.! 
223 

Table lS. Production of seaiconductor devices in India, 1982 

Production 
Item (aillions of rupees) 

Saall signal devices (diodes and tran~istors> 24 
Power semicon1uctor dev~ces 8 
Integrated circuits 3 
Rectifiers 1 
Other semiconductor devices 

(solar cells. aicrowave devices etc.> ..! 
Total 37 

~: (30}. 

•Based on an interview with S. C. "ehta. 

••coanunication received froa A. Parthasarathi. 
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(a) Firms producing integrated circuits 

<i> Bharat Electronics Liaited• 

Bharat Electronics Ltd. <BEL> is a publicly owned company that 
vas established in 1974. Its corporate aission is to promote self
reliance in the design. development and production of professional 
electronics equipment and components in India and lo -intain the 
company's leadership in this field. It produces telecOlllMlnicatioos 
equipment, including radio broadcasting and television trans
aitters. radar, underwater electronics, tank electronics and other 
professional equipment and systeas. as well as seaiconductor 
devices and electrc~ lubes of both professional and consa11er 
grades. Its present level of production is worth approxi-tely 
S200 aillion and it e11ploys nearly 18.000 people. 

Within its components division BEL produces a range of ICs. 
Its production began in 1971 with a technology developed by an 
Indian research and development institute, the Tata Institute of 
Fund-ntal Research. At about the s._ ti•, BEL entered into a 
collaboration agre-nt with RC.I. for the production of ICs, using 
both bipolar and CllOS technologies. They produced 200,000 ICs in 
1974175, 400,000 in 1977, 2.2 aillion in 1984, and the current level 
of production is approxi-telJ 4 aillion ICs annually. The value 
of production was approlli-tely S3 aillion in 1984 and S4 ai llion 
in 1985. The bulk of the production consists of linear ICs, aost 
of which are for the television -rtet. Of the 52 different types 
of bipolar ICs and 16 different types of CllOS ICs in production, 
approlli-tely 20 have been designed in-house, while the rest have 
been produced using an RC.I. design. 

The BE~ facility is vertically integrated in tenu of both CAD 
and -st production. The ainiaua line width is in the 5-aicron 
range for both bipolar and CllOS ICs. The ICs produced aro in the 
MSI and lower end of the LSI level of coaplexity. About 600,000 
hJbrid ICs are also produced annually. This satisfies the entire 
BEL deaand for hybrid ICs. Total invest .. nt bJ BEL for production 
facilities, including design, -st fabrication, asseably and 
testing, is S7 aillion. 

In 1984, t~e plans of BEL were to "aanufacture aicroprocessors 
and llletlOrJ chips using RCA's technology in addition to several new 
circuits of MSI level under design in-house" <(30), p. 470). 
According tu info~tion received flC'oa the Chainu.n and llanaging 
Oireclor of BEL, theilC' plans for the futulC'e lie especially in the 
area of ASICs, for which they plan to reduce the aini11U91 line width 
to 2 or 3 aicrons. 

•This uction is baHd on the following: an interview con
ducted at BEL; written cOllllents by the Chairaan n~d llanaging Dil:'ec
tor of BEL; 116)-(18); and (301. ' 
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(ii) s .. iconductor C!!!!plez Ltd• 

Tile Gov•r-nt of India toot the decision to set up a public 
sector coapanJ called the Set1iconductor Coaplez Ltd. (SCL) to 
ass- the task of ..... leading the national effort in the -nu
facture, design and development of large--scale integrated circuits" 
((16), p. 187). Plans to create SCL began in 1972. .l.D initial 
S20 aillion (in 1976 dollars> -re allocated to the project in 
1976. A revised budget of approlli-telJ SSO aillion <in 1983 
dollars) was approved in June 1983. There was <"'lnsiderable delaJ 
in the iaple•entation of the project because of the difficultJ of 
finding top -nagement with industrial ellperience in this advanced 
field. Tile quest :on of llbere <in llbich state of India} to locate 
the set1i-conductor coaplell also toot sc.e tiae to resolve. Froa 
1982, that is, a decade after the plans were initiated, the project 
has aoved forward well. 

SCL has entered into a collaboration agre-nt with American 
Bicrosfsteas Inc. for the purchase of 5-aicron CllOS and llllOS 
silicon gate technologf. American Bicrosfsteas Inc. i' the largest 
firwi in th~ field of custoa-de~igned !Cs. The agreement also gave 
SCL the option to purchase the aore advanced 3-aicron CllOS and llllOS 
technologJ within four fears of the agreeaent becoaing effective 
<April 1981). SCL, however, chose not to ellercise the option to 
buJ 3-aicron technologf froa Aaerican llicrosfsteas Inc., but to 
develop it in-house instead. As a result, SCL was able to intro
duce its own 3-aicron technologf into production in l!larch 1986. 
The cloct chip which SCL was alreadJ producing has been redesigned 
in 3-aicron technologf. This has resulted i& a substantial reduc
tion in the cost of aanufacturing. SCL bas achieved full vertical 
integration, froa CAD and aast fabrication to wafer fabrication and 
packaging. 

The SCL production line of LSI circuits currentlJ includes 
telephone pulse diallers, cloct chips, Rockwell 6502 aicro
processors and associated peripheral interface chips. In t11e tvo 
years since production based on 5-aicron technologf was estab
lished, SCL supplied 10 seai-custoaized circuits and tvo fullJ 
custoaized circuits to various burers of professional electronics 
devices. The Coapanf is also designing a nuaber of standard as 
well as custoaized circuits using it.s 3-aicron technologJ. These 
include low-cost liquid-cr11tal-device watch circuits, calcu
lator circuits, telephone speech-cua-tone ringer circuits and 1281 
CllOSIOll. At the s ... time, SCL has begun to develop 2-aicron tech
nolo&J, which ii npected to be coapleted bJ the f'nd of 1987. ln 
addition to these research and developaent efforts within their ovn 
plant, SCL undertook a joint progr- with American llicro1y1t .. 1 
Inc. for the developaent of 641 erasable progra ... ble read-only 
aeaorf. This joint developaent progra ... was to be coapletad by 
aid-1986. The total strength of design and process engineers in 
SCL is about 95. SCL has plans to establish a pilot line for a 
1.25-aicron process, a goal it ezpects to reach by 1989. Besides 
the initial capital outlaJ of S50 aillion, it invested approllimately 

•This section is ha1ed on 1n(oraation received froa the Chair
aan and Managing Director of SCL. 



SlO aillion in equipaent in 1985/86 for 3- and 2-aicron pt"ocess 
developaent, and proposed to invest another Sl5 aillion during 
1986187 for electron beaa .. sk-.. king operations and CAD. 

SCL is responsible for supplJing llOdules and electronic circuit 
blocks for all watches and clocks assembled in Iadia. Another aajor 
product in the area of .ad~les and subsJsteas being manufactured by 
SCL is an 8-bit •icrocoaputer based on the Rockwell 6502 LSI chip. 
SCL has further plans to diversify its product line in aodules and 
subSJsteas. 

The current installed capacity of SCL corresponds to an annual 
production of 4.5 •illion LSI circuits. In later stages this 
capacity is planned to be increased to 9 and 20 aillion units 
Jearly, in addition to 1.75 aillion aodules and subsystems for 
electronic w~tches and other products. In 1982 the lialue of pro
duction was about S2 aillion, rising to about $7 aillion in 1985. 

3. Evaluation of the electronic coaponents industry of India 

As regards the state of the electronic cc;mponent5 industry in 
the early 1980s, the Departaent of Electronics ((25), p. 64) writes 
as follows: 

"The Indian electronic coaponent industry is faced with 111any 
problems. Adequate investments have not been aade nor was it 
allowed, capacity was restricted due to restrictive licensing 
conditions, outdated technologies are being used even with 
foreign collaboration due to restrictive conditions under 
which these were imported, ... inferior quality machinery has 
been im~orted and there is virtually no t"esearch and develop
ment for new product development ... as a result we are in a 
shortage situation. Quantity requirements have neither been 
met nor is the quality acceptable." 

In addition, observers frequently note that the prices of 
Indian electronic coaponents are far higher than those available on 
the international market. One observer ( (29). p. 44) not.es the 
following: "In India, however, prices of electronic components and 
finished usemblies tenu to be three to ten times higher than the 
world •arket." A numbe~- of other writers make s iai lar observations 
((39) and [40)). Tbe high costs can oft.en be related to the low 
production volumes in India. It is c~on to have yearly volumes 
wl'lich are only a fraction of the output of international plants 
((39), p. 14). 

The development of technological capabilities in the IC field 
in India is supported by government-funded research institutes. 
The most important institutes, namely the Central Electronics 
Engineering Research Institute in Pilani and the Tata Institute of 
Fundamental Research in Bombay, started work with semiconductors in 
th11 mid-19601. Later the various Indian Institutes of Technology 
also initiated work in this area <137), p. 185). 

As mentioned earlier, the bipolar (TTL 7400 series> technology 
was developed at the Tata Institute in 1971 and transferred to BEL 
in Bangalore. The TTL 7420 was the first IC made in India. A 
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technologJ for an 8-•icron CltOS metal gate circuit and a CltOS 
silicon gate technologJ have also been developed ((37). p. 189). 
•o inforaation is available as to whether the CltOS circuits bave 
Jet been put into production. 

Tbe Central Electronics Engineering Institute is a national 
laboratorJ under the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, 
set up bJ the Government for advanced research and development in 
electronics. It initiated wort in the IC field in 1969. priaarilJ 
to develop linear and digital bipolar circuits. In 1976 the Insti
tute initiated a programae on advanced technologJ for seaiconductor 
devices, ;ointlJ supported bJ the United llations Development Pro
gramae (UllDP) and the Government of India. The total investment in 
capital equipment has been about SO aillion rupees <Rs). Tbe basic 
interest of the Institute lies in the lll!IOS process, and soae cir
cuits of the coaplexitJ of LSI circuits have been developed ((30), 
p. 471; (37), p. 191). Whether anJ of its achieve9ents have been 
followed up bJ commercial production is not tnuwn. Despite the 
wort of the research and development institutes, substantial short
comings remain, as reflected in the following observation: 

"An assessment of the current status of research and develop
-nt and productinn in LSI in India shows that this activity 
has been funded at a subcritical level over the last decade 
and even this has been spread over several agencies without 
specific goals or requisite co-ordination" ((16), p. lSS). 

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to explain the 
relatively poor performance of the electronic coaponents and, until 
recentlJ, the IC industry, two factors that could be considered in 
an ellplanation should nevertheless be pointed out. These are the 
small local market for ICs and the poor lints of the IC industry to 
the more demanding professional electronics industry, which is 
relatively large in India. 

The market for !Cs in India appears to be very s .. u. 
Althougn complete data does not seem to exist, such a conclusion 
can nevertheless be dr .. m on the basis of the following informa
tion. In 1981182 the content of LSI circuits in total production 
of electronics devices in India amounted to Rs 36.6 million. The 
market was divided amont the various electronics industries as 
shown in table 16. 

Table 16. Martel for LSI circuits in lrdia, 1981182 

Consumption of LSI circuits 
Industry <millions of rupees) 

Consumer electronics 
Teleco.aunications systems 
Computers 
Space 
Oefencv 

~: (16), p. 194. 

10.0 
7 .0 

13.0 
4.6 
2.0 
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There was no production of LSI circuits in India in 1981182, 
but the total value of production of SSI and MSI circuits was 
approxiaatelJ Rs 20 Billion. In addition, IC iaports in 1981 
aaounted to Rs 108 Billion <(18), p. 45). IC exports were 
apparentlJ negligible or nonexistent, hence the total aarket for 
ICs aaounted to roughlJ Rs 120 Billion (approxiaatelJ $13 Billion), 
one third of which was for large-scale integrated or VLSI cir
cuits. In early 1985, it was suggested• that the value of the 
annual aarket for !Cs was between Sl5 Billion and Sl9 Billion, froa 
$~ million to $7 Billion of wbich were accounted for bJ custoa
designed ICs. The share of custoa-designed ICs in the total IC 
.. rket in India is thus Buch higher than internationallJ, where the 
highest estiaate is 20 per cent (see the discussion of the aarket 
for ICs in section 8). The value of the Indian IC aarket in 1985 
.as estiaated at S22 Billion,,... ~hich -ans that, although still 
rather saall, it is growing rapidlJ. 

The local production of SSI and MSI circuits at BEL is used 
mainly for the cons~r goods aartet, for exaaple in radios and 
television sets. In lS,4, only 0.5 Billion of the 2.2 aillion ICs 
went to the professional electronics industry. Soae of the IC pro
duction at SCL, clock chips for exaaple, also goes to the consuaer 
goods ind:istrJ. 

As was noted above, in 1984 the total value of the lC market 
in India was about Sl7 Billion, and Indian production amounted 
to $4 •illion. Let it be assuaed that this production •as equally 
divided between professional and consuaer goods. Since the profes
sional electronics industry accounted for a Barket of Sll million 
to Sl2 aillion,• it follows that iBported ICs go mainly to that 
industry, as do all of the imported electronics components. It is 
estiaated that in 1982 imports accounted for $125 aillion of a total 
Barket value of S343 million. For consuaer-grade components, the 
market value was $187 million and local supply Sl67 million. For 
professional-grade coaponents, the market value w..s Sl56 million, 
with imports accounting for SlOO Billion ((25), p. 65). 

The small size of the aarket for ICs in India has been a func
tion of both the small electronics industry (which has begun to 
grow rapidly, however> and the low IC content of that industry. In 
1981, for example, the IC content was only O. 5 per cent., whereas it 
was 10 pe:- cent internationally in 1982 ( 116), p. 165). Mehta and 
Varadan ((30), p. 471) suggest, inter alia, the following reasons 
for the low level of production of and demand for ICs in India: 

(a) Most of the high-volume electronic systems made in India 
are based on discrete devices. For example, the overwhelming 
aajority of telephone lines installed in India in 1982 were based 
on non-IC technology; 

•eased on interview with S. C. Meh•.a. 

••coanunication received frota A. Parthasarathi. 
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(b) A large variety of types of ICs -Ice up an electronic 
syst-. The buyers tend to import the c<>11plete package of ICs, 
including those available indigenously. It bas been argued* that 
"the -in reason [for the low growth of the Indian IC industry] is 
that we have not been able to capture for local production iaore 
than about 30 per cent of the S22 million d~nd for ICs in 1985. 
Why? Largely because Government bas not been able to design and 
enforce on the electronic equipment industry a strong standard
ization and variety ainimization policy for ICs." Poor baclcvard 
linkages froa the ~rofessional electronics industry to the IC 
industry would be particularly iaportant in explaining the poor 
growth of the IC industry, since the professional equipment indus
try is relatively strong in India; 

Cc> Low production volu-s imply high prices, which in turn 
constrain deaand. 

Thus, the saall aarket and the relatively large part of the 
market accounted for by the more d~nding professional electronics 
industry may well have resulted in less incentive fo: investment in 
the IC industry in the past. 

4. Analysis and conclusions 

As was noted above in section Cb) on Indian electronics 
P• licy, strong support was expressed in (27) for the establishment 
of SCL, with a product range including microprocessors and mem
ories. In 1975 custom-designed ICs were rare, and it may be 
inferred that the planners envisaged a production unit that sup
plied standard ICs, as did most other producers in the world. 
After the agreement with Aaerican fticrosyst-s Inc. on tlle process 
technology, which became effect:ve in 19Al, SCL also acquired the 
Rockwell 6502 microprocessor, which is a standard mass-production 
chip used, for example, in VIC 64 computers. In early 1984 Mehta 
and Varadan ((30), p. 470) wrote, furthermore, that the product mix 
of the SCL would consist of ". . . a broad range of standard LSI 
[circuits), including wat~h chips, calculator chips, telecom chips, 
melllOries, microprocessors and speech synthesizers". They add that 
"the range of products would also include cu1t0111 LSI [circuits), 
modules and subassemblies based on LSI [circuits), g~te arrays and 
standard cells". The basic strategy of SCL in the early 19801 
therefore seems to have been regarded as one of concentrating on 
production of standard items, including ma11-volume products such 
as micro-processors and memories. The plans for BEL also in~luded 
the production of memories and microprocessors. In view of the 
development of the economics of production of standard IC• <see 
section Bl, the authors consider the emphasis placed on such ICs to 
have been prema~ure. The Indian market for standard IC• was - and 
is - too small; the investment furds available were too limited to 
ma11-produce VLSI circuits to international standards; and the cost 
of production in India would have been very high, as compared with 
international prices. 

•connunication received from A. Perthasarat~i. 
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A major rethinking of the basic strategJ of the SCL appears to 
have taken place over the past few years, possibly as a result of 
the critique of the Indian electronic components industry made by 
the task for~e on large-scale and very large-scale integration, set 
up by the Department of Electconics. The task force argued vecy 
strongly in earlJ 1984 i37) for the creation of a local capability 
for the production of integrated circuits for use in the tele
c~unications and defence equipment industrJ o·: the future. Par
ticular emphasis was laid on the security of s1•.ply of custom-made 
ICs, and the needs of the defence industry were especially under
lined. It has been emphasized that the export control restrictions 
of NATO makes local production of even standard LSI and VLSI cir
cuits of strategic importance for the professional equipment indus
try.• The task force thus stated the following C(37J, p. 156): 

"A local micro-electronics base, particularly with regard to 
custom and semi-custom circuits, is essential for future 
indigenous development of defense equipment within the 
country." 

It has moreover been stresstid that the strategic nature of local 
ASIC production refers not only to the supply of critical com
ponents for the defence industry, but also to its i11portance for 
thP. innovative capacity of the downstream industry.• 

The current product range of the SCL, which has already 
developed 12 semi-custo~ized or fully custom !Cs and supplied them 
to the professional electronics industry, clearly svggests that the 
recommendations of the task force have been taken seriously. 
Specialization i; the core of India's strategy on LSI and VLSI cir
cuits. The Indian micro-electronics programme no longer covers 
memories and other bulk-manufactured L~~ circuits. The basic 
strategy of India is that of " ... mopping up all semi-custom and 
custom circuits our market needs for production by SCL (and partly 
by BEL> anrl buying multi-sourced standard LSI circuits on the world 
market, where they are not subject to export restrictions by NATO".• 

Two further recent developments merit attention. First, SCL 
has set up a multi-user design centre for the Department of Elec
tronics at Bangalore, and companies are using the CAD system of SCL 
to generate ASICs to meet their needs. These are subsequently pro
cessed into LSI circuits on the SCL wafer fabrication process line 
at Chandigarh (23]. Secondly, SCL is acting as a silicon foundry 
for BEL, ITI, Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. and the Central t:lec
tr')n ics Engineering Institute laboratory at Pilani, taking their 
de1ign1 based on SCL design rules and processing thr~ at Chandigarh. 
Hence the design capability in the field of ASICs e .. sts not only at 
Chandigarh, but also in the design centre at Bangalore and among the 
major Indian firms within the electronics and electrical engineering 
industries. These designs are processed by SCL in addition to its 
own or licensed designs. 

•co11111unication received from A. Parthasarathi. 
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The change that took place a few years ago in the Indian com
ponents policy and strategy on the production of LSI and VLSI cir
cuits in SCL and partly in BEL, a change that consi~ted in placing 
greater emphasis on ASICs than on standard res, seems to have been 
a correct step. It was based on the following considerations: 

(a) The changes in t.he economic~ of standard IC produc•on 
characterized by growing barriers to entry and economies of scale; 

(bl The small local market for standard VLSI circuits and the 
not ir.significant local market for ASICs; 

(cl The need for a secure supply of components, mainly ASICs, 
to the telecommunications and defence industries; 

(d! The strategic importance of having a local ASIC producer 
for professional electronics industries other than the telecot1111uni
cations and defence industries. 

In pursuing its new strategy, given the capital available to 
it and the development of a minimum line width of 3 microns, SCL is 
well in step with the international industry producing ASICs. 

E. A comparison of the integrated circuit industries 
of India and the Republic of Korea 

In this final section, the approaches of the IC industries in 
India and the Republic of Korea, seen from an international per
spectiv£>, will be compared, with special attention being given to 
the determinants of the divergence in approaches. Some of the 
essential characteristics of the four firms that have been dis
cussed, namely Samsung Semiconductor Ltd. and Gold Star Semiconduc
tor Ltd. in the Republic of Korea, and Bharat Electronics Lt~. and 
Semiconductor Co~ple1 Ltd. in India, are su11111arized in table 17. 

The first thing to note is that both firms in the Republic of 
Korea belong to large conglomerates. The Indian firms, in con
trast, are purely electronics firms. Another difference is that 
unlike the firms in the Republic of Korea, the Indian firms are 
State-owned. In terms of the output of ICs, the firms in the 
Republic of Korea are substantially larger than the Indian firms. 
Th~ product ranges of the former are also wider. As for the tech
nological levels, while the firms in the Republic of Korea are 
strong iri dynamic memories, SCL is strong in telecommunications 
circuits, sp~cialized industrial products like erasable pro
grammable read-only memories, and customized and semi-customized 
circuits for strategic application11. In terms of the sources of 
technology, all the firms produce with predominantly licensed tech
nology. However, Samsung appurs to have relied on its own tech
nology for many of its simpler !Cs directed towards the consumer 
goods mar~et. Samsung also claims to have done much of the process 
devP.lopment for its DRAH:o. SCL has also developed and put into 
industrial production its own 3-micron LSI CMOS pt'."ocel's, which is 
well in line with other ASIC producers in the world, and has 
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designed 10 semi-custoaized and two fully customized ICs. Finally, 
the investment in production capacity is very much higher in the 
Republic of Korea than in India. 

At this stage 1.t is appropriate to recall what was said in 
section B about barriers to entry. It was concluded that the bar
riers to entry for the production of standard ICs have increased 
rapidly during the last decade. The cost of a state-of-the-art 
standard IC factory is currently $200 million. This is mainly 
because of technical change in IC processing. Research and devel
opment costs have also risen. The barriers to entry for custom
designed IC production are much lower. A factory for manufacturing 
ASICs (that is, semi-customized or fully customized ICs > may cur
rently cost as little as $25 million. 

The IC industries in both India and the Republic of Korea are 
striving to include more advanced products in their product ranges. 
While the product technology relating to the microprocessor pro
duced by SCL <the Rockwell 6502) is dated, the company's LSI and 
VLSI teleco11111unications circuits, for example pulse dialers and 
codets, are state-of-the-art. As for the firms in the Republic of 
Korea, they are relatively weak in telecoamunications ICs but 
strong with regard to memories. A further difference is the scale 
of investment made in the production of LSI and VLSI circuits. The 
investments of Samsung, for example, are in line with those made 
internationally, while those of SCL are at, or below, the lower 
limit for standard LSI and VLSI circuits. However, SCL invest
ment is internationally comparable to that of plants that make 
application-specific LSI circuits. 

In terms of the different research and development strategies 
referred to in section B, the Indian firms are clearly choosing the 
"lagging behind" approach with respect to ICs introduced in the 
United States and Japan having adopted, for example, the Rockwell 
6502 microprocessor. Samsung is opting for the "leading-edge" 
strategy, while Gold Star seems to have adopted a "wait-and-see" 
strategy, relying on a continuous dependence on the import of tech
nology from partners abroad. The difference in research and 
development spending between Samsung and Gold Star clearly reflects 
the different strategies pursued. Admittedly, the risk involved 
with choosing a strategy like that of Samsung, with an emphasis on 
64K DRAM and 256K DRAM production, are substantial, but so are the 
potential benefits. This issue will now be further discussed. 

As was noted in section B, the market situation with regard to 
advanced DR.Al'ls is very unstable. The price of 64K DRAMS dropped 
from $50 to $0.50 in five years. Something similar appears to be 
happening with the 256K DRAMs, which, moreover, are expected to 
replace 64K DR.Al'ls very rapidly. Already in 1984, Hitachi decreased 
its output of 64K DRAM, while stepping up that of 256K 1'RAM. The 
picture was not, however, uniform; other firms were simultaneously 
increasing their production of 64K DRAM ( (44), p. 41). If and •11hen 
many companies switch over wholeheartedly to 256K DR.Al'!, it is likely 
that the 64K market will be greatly affected. If that happened in 
1986 ·· as many analysts expected - the producers of 64K DRAM in the 
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Republic of Korea would certainly not be able to recover their 
investments of $120 mi 11 ion, and the whole effort 111ight prove to 
have been an economic failure. Indeed, one source has suggested 
that in mid-198'5 the international price of 64lt DRA!t was already 
below the break-even price o~ producers in the Repuol ic of ltorea 
((3), p. 61). 

Hence, it is clear that the Samsung effort is extremely 
risky. If the 64K venture fails, Samsung may, however, hope to be 
an earlier starter in the 256 l race - thanks to their experience 
with the 64K DRAM. The swift move of Samsung to 2'56K DRAM may 
suggest that the firm has benefitted by this experience. But in a 
later race the one-megabit DRAM may still be waiting as an un
pleasant surprise behind a bend. The risks at stake are indicated 
b; the fact that Inmos of the United Kingdom announced in July 198'5 
that it would cease production of DRAMs and obtain them from Japan 
and the Republic of ltorea in future ( (2), p. 1). On the other 
hand, Samsung may come out as a winner and the Republic of Korea 
wo••.ld then be among the very few co:intries in the world to be com
peting successfully in this line of business. It must be pointed 
out here that there is a considerable debate in the Republic of 
ttorea regarding the social usefulness of S'lmsung' s strategy ( [ 3 I 
and [5]). 

In section B, in the discussion of barriers to entry, the 
global IC industt"y was divided into the following four subgroups: 
large producers of standard !Cs; smaller pt"oducers of ASICs; 
specialized design houses; and specialized silicon foundt"ies. 
Samsung Semiconductor Ltd. in the Republic of Kot"ea has clearly 
chosen to enter the first subgt"oup. Although extremely risky, it 
is, in principle, a viable stt"ategy, provided the large amount of 
capital needed is available and the objective is mainly to export 
!Cs. ::'amsung may however fail, and it wi 11 then turn out to be a 
very costly adventure for the Samsung conglomet"ate and for the 
economy of the Republic of Korea. On ':he other hand, a success 
would mean that the Republic of Korea will be more advanced than 
most European countries with regard to standat"d IC production. 

From a national point of view, it would be unwise for anotner 
company in the Republic of Korea to follow the same high-risk 
strategy. It seems more sensible for Gold Star, which appears to 
be in the process of choosing between the first and second of the 
above-mentioned strategies, to specialize in the production of 
AS I Cs, s i nee Gold Stat" is not as far ahead as Samsung in any case. 
Such a strategy would also considerably reduce fixed capital 
requirements. 

An ASIC strat~gy would first require the identification of the 
IC content of various electronics products, such as television 
sets, videotape recorders and defence equipment, to be domestically 
produced. Thereafter, research and development efforts should be 
geared towards custom··des i gn ing I Cs with the required character
i stir;. The final objective would be to produce electronics prod 
uct; ·ompetitively, and here the links between IC producers and IC 
use.· would be crucial. Such a strategy would be much less risky 
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not only because capital requirements would be saaller, but also 
because output would be geared aainly to the domiestic -rlr.et, at 
least in the initial stages. It would also -1r.e producers of elec
tronic products in the Repu~lic of lorea less vulnerable, thanks to 
decreased dependency on iaports of ICs that are strategic for the 
electronics industry. 

Indian pc.licy vis-a-vis the IC industry and the strategy of 
SCL seem to have shifted in the 1980s in favour of local production 
predominantly geared towards ASICs. Specializ:ed design houses are 
also being built up. The ASICs designed there are subsequently 
proce;sed by SCL, whicn in this case acts as a silicon foundry. In 
the authors' view, the saae pattern should be developed in the 
Republic of lorea. It is, however, doubtful whether Gold Star 
could be the national champion in this case, since it is one of the 
largest congl0111erates in the Republic of lorea. This means that 
firms within the Gold Star congloaerate compete in -ny final 
aarlr.ets with other conglomierates. A fira may not lilr.e to transfer 
its product knowledge to a coapet i tor to the extent required when 
an ASIC is to be designed. 

The detenninants of the widely diverging approaches of the two 
countries are many and coaplez. Development objectives, in partic
ular, probably play an essential role. The Indian objectives in
clude self-reliance and promoting applications of LSI and VLSI cir
c~its in distinctively Indian end-products, for example agro
electronic equipment such as millt and grain analysers, rural radio 
connunications equipment, rural telephone exchanges and hydro
meteorological systems, all of which call for greater emphasis on 
customized and semi-customized ICs. These objectives, towards 
which progress is being made, have surely affechd Indian policy 
towards the IC industries and its implementation. Some other 
determinants will be di~cussed below. 

One determinant is the enonaous difference in the s\ze of the 
domestic marltets for ICs in the two countries. While that of India 
was about $22 mi 11 ion, that of the Republic of lore a a~proacned 

$200 million in 1983. Such a difference cannot be explained merely 
by the much larger production of electronics products in the 
Republic of Korea; the IC content of production in the Republic of 
lorea must also be much higher than that of India. In particular, 
demand for colour television sets and teleconnunications equipment 
plays an important role in generating a substantially higher deaand 
for !Cs in the Republic of Korea than in India. In 1983 the size 
of the IC marltet in the Republic of Korea was close to that of 
Italy ($2ll million) and of France ($332 million) ((112), p. 112). 
The ezistence of a large domestic marltet does not necessarily mean 
that firms in the Republic of Korea should themselves seek to meet 
all its needs. Nevertheless, the development of a local IC 
industry was seen as necessary in order to break the dependence on 
Japanese suppliers and enable firms in the Republic of Korea to 
become competitive in the electronics industry. This applied in 
particular to consumer electronics products such as vid~o-tape 
recorders and televisions sets. In contrast, the Indian market for 
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ICs lies predoainantlJ in the 80re advanced professional elec
tronics area. However, the lower content of LSI and VLSI circuits 
in the current generation of advanced professional products bas 
reduced the size of the -rket for such circuits, thus -king it 
less attractive, and perhcps even unnecessarJ, to -nufacture th ... 

The fact that the local -rket sti1111lated efforts in the 1980s 
to produce ICs in the Republic of lorea de90nstrates the iaportanc~ 
of local--rket-oriented strategies, even though the bulk of de.and 
for lCs in that countrJ is still met bJ iaports. 

The structure of the electronics industrJ, including the IC 
industrJ, is seen as another iaportant detenainant ~f the different 
approaches. For the Indian industrJ, the coapetitive pressure in 
relation to exports and, at least according to lludJ (31), in 
relation to the local -rket, is less strong than in the industrJ 
in the Republic of lorea. This affects the behaviour of both the 
IC industrJ and the electronics equiplM!nt industrJ in general. The 
behaviour of the latter industrJ subsequentlJ influences the size 
of the domestic ••rket for ICs. 

Another aspect of the institutional fr&lleWOrk is the ownership 
of the IC fin11 and the associated difference in the decision--king 
process. It has been noted that the finas in the Republic of lore• 
belong to conglotnerates, wit ile the Indian fi nas are State ·owned. 
In principle, the Government of India could act, in resource allo
cation aatters, on the sa.e scale as a contloaerate, but tl\ere is 
apparentlJ a difference in the risk propensitJ between, for 
exaaple, the Samsung ~onglomerate and the Government of India. 

The Governaent of the Republic of lorea uses the credit 
instrument to shape the industrial structure. EspeciallJ in a 
fast-ctanging industrJ, where barriers to entrJ are rapidlJ 
increasing, finns maJ need not onlJ protection in order to -ture 
but also access to the necessary aeans of production, in particular 
access .o a large a;nount of high-risk capital. Despite tt.e aeagre 
evidence of the credit instrument's being important in the histor
ical develop111ent of the IC industrJ - Gaule (20), however, argues 
lhat it is - the new semiconductor progra-~ of the Governaent of 
the Republic of Korea, although not implemented as planned 121 J, 
did provide for the allocation of around S3SO •illion to this 
industry. It is illustrat.ive to compare this with the scale of 
intervention in the countries of the Organisation for Economic Co
operation and Develop111ent COECDl. As -y be 1een frGll table 18, 
the largest single progra .. e, although it involves only research 
and development assistance, is the European Esprit progra11111e, which 
receives S744 million. The progra-e of the Republic of Korea was 
thus on a very large scale, whicb indicates the willingness of the 
Government to intervene through its credit policies. In India, 
credit is practically not used as an instrument for industrial 
policy purposP.s, although c0111panies such as SCL and llEL naturally 
receive funds from the State. 

As mentioned in the respective sections on India and the Repub
lic of Korea, th~re are in both countries government research 



Table 11. aoverft919nt research and develop119nt. aaaiat.anc• in t.h• aicroelect.ronic1 field 
in OICD countri•• 

Amount. 
Country or grouping Date Project. <•illion1 of doll1r1l Cc>•ent1 

Au•tralia 1983-1984 CSIRO 11 re1e1rch 0.6 

Canada 1981 Gallium ar1enid• device• l. 7 

European Co .. unlt.le1 1983-1984 l1prit £1 pilot project 11.4 

1982-1915 Microelect.ronic1 proar•-• 32.0 Share of th• luropean 
COMunitlH 

1984-19119 l1pdt. 7U.O Share of t.h• luropean 
COMun l ti H 

Finland 1982-1915 CMOS progr••• technology 7.0 rund1 for equipment 
and 11llriH 

franc• 1982-1986 Second Coaponent1 Plan 487 .o 

Genuny, Federal 1974-1978 BMFT ~/ electronic R•••arch and develop-

Republic of coaponent1 15 7. 0 aent a11l1t1nc• to 
indu1try and ln1tl-
tut.ion• 

1981-19U BMrT electronic coaponent.1 110.0 
1981-19114 VDI 11 r••••rth and 

developaent. 0.9 

1984-1988 Subllicron technology 196.0 

Japan 1975-1981 LSI circuit• for coaputer1, 
telec01111unic1tion1 and 
aicrovave device• 180.0 

1976-1979 VLSI c\rcuit.1 121.2 lepa,..nt required 
1910-1991 Optoelectronic• 17 .5 Con1lgnaent p1111ent 

(no refundina> 

continued 

""' ... 



Table 18 (contlnyed) 

CountrJ or grouping 

s-d•n 

Uni tad It ingdoa 

United StatH 

Date 

1982-1990 
1982-1919 

1980-1985 

1983-1988 

1978-19U 
1978-1982 

1985-1989 

l2!!£..'..t: I U J, p. 18 . 

Project 
Amount 

<•illion1 of dollar•> 

Superco•puter 
New function •l•••nt1 

National Board for 
Technical Developtaent 

Advanced infonution 
technology progr .... 

VHSIC ~/ progra .. e, pha1e l 
Non-VKSIC re1earch 'nd 

developtaent 
VHSIC progra .. e, pha1e 2 

92.3 
100.• 

117. 3 

308.5 

3•'1.11 

200.5 
3110.3 

Coment1 

Grant• to technical 
1chooll 

112!.!,: Data are not 1trictly co•parable for the following rea1on1: a11i1tance •ay b• ln th• form 
of loan• or grant•; it •ay be •ad• directly to flra1 or to univer1itle1 and technical in1titutlon1; and 
1oae project• ar• al10 part of larger prograa.e1 and include other •l•••nt1 that aay be of only indirect 
relevance to IC re1earch and develop111nt (for eaaaple, 1oftwar1, CAD and coaputer architecture). Level• 
of funding for project• aft•r 1983 are 1ubject to change. Data are al10 incOllpl•t• becau11 detail• of 
r•••arch and develo1>1119nt progr1 ... 1 of all countrieJ art not known. 

~I CSIRO: Co..onwealth Sclentlfic and Indu1trial Re1earch Organization. 

kl VKSIC: Very-high-•P••d integrated circuit1. 

~I ISPRIT: luropean Strategic Progra ... for Re1earch and Davelop11ant in lnfonnation ,1chnologi11. 

~I BICFT: Mini1try of Technology and R•••arch (Federal Republic of Gennany). 

~I VDI: A11oclatlon of Ganu.n lngin••r• Technology Cantre <P•dtral Republic of Oennany). 

VI • 
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institutes involwed in work on ICs, for e1aaple ll~"T in the Repub
lic of !Corea and th~ Tata Institute of Fundaaental Res<!arch in 
India. It is quite difficult t<> evaluate in specific teras what 
iapact they have had upon technical developments in the two coun
tries. However, there are several e1aaples where it has been shown 
that tcIET has deYeloped a nlll&ber of ICs in collaboration with 
industry, for e1aaple linear ICs for tcorea Electronics Corporation 
and videotape-recorder ICs for Gold Star and Saasung. Projects 
deYeloped for industry have been partly Gover119ent· financed. ICIET 
-y also have played an i11P<>rtant catalytic role by demonstrating 
that sophisticated ICs could be successfuliy -de in the Republic 
of lorea. This aay ha,;e giYen firas the confidence to enter IC 
production. However, at present all the big firas acquire most of 
their IC technologf from abroad, and the technological capabilities 
of the doaest ic f i ras now e1ceed those of ICIET. Hence the future 
role of lIET maJ lie inc~easinglJ in basic research and not so much 
in the acquisition of .. nuhcturing capabilitJ ([31), pp. 12-73). 
The fact that in September 1984 lIET was said to be in the process 
of selling its entire production facilitJ aay be the result of such 
a reorientation. The Government Research and Development Inst:tutes 
in India have had much less of an impact upon industrial production. 
The only technology known to have been transferred to the ~roductive 
sector is the simple bipolar IC design transferred from the Tata 
Institute to BEL in 1971. Although the research and development 
institutes working on LSI and VLSI circuits have probably pl&Jed 
SOllle educational role, the relationship between resource input and 
output, of relevance for the productive sector. seems to have been 
unsatisfactory. 
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E!IPLOYllEllT LINICAGES IN BAllGLADESH INDUSTRIES 

Cilip Kumar RoJ* 

Introduction 

The analysi~ of eaplo}llent linkages is iaportant for least 
developed countries such as Bangladesh, where uneaplo}llent, under
eaplo}llent and povertJ are inseparable (1). The linkage concept is 
based on industrial interdependence,** and emplo}llent linkages in 
different industries have potential implications for an industrial
ization strategy that stresses eaplo}llent irovth. 

The purpose of this studJ is to deteraine the relative iapor
tance of individual industries by analysing the emplo}llent effects 
of interindustry linkages. Total eaplo}llent linkages in each 
industry will be measured fro• the Hirschman production linkages 
and by the hypothetical extraction method following Keller and 
Marfin (2 I. Backward and forward linkages are regarded by 
Hirschman [3) as production linkages when referring to the effect 
cf a one-unit increase in the autonomous portion of final demand on 
the level of production in each industry. 

The sources of data for this study and the definitions used 
are indicated in the annex. 

A. Measurement of total backward and forward 
employment linkases 

1. H\rschman's production linkages 

The column sum of the Leontief inverse matrix represents direct 
and indirect backward production linkages. But the raw sum of the 
Leontief inverse matrix does not provide a measure of forward 
linkages because forward linkage is actually being measured on the 
strength of backward linkage coefficients. Jones (4) has suggested 

*Bangladesh Institue of Development Studies, Adamjee Court, 
Motijheel C.A., Dacca-2. The author is a research fellow at the 
Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies. The paper i!I partly 
adapted from chapter 7 of the author' 1 doctoral dissertation sub
mitted at the University of Antwerp, Belgium. The helpful co11111ents 
of P.K.M. Tharakan, L. Berlage and R. Van Straelen are gratefully 
acknowledged. 

**The measurement of interdependencies among industries 
indicates the capacity of a given industry to stimulate other 
induatrieB. The linkage concept is based on indus\rial inter
dependence. 

33~4T (0226T) 
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ways to aeasure foM1ard linkage, a proble• that bas also been dealt 
with by Hirschman.* FoMlard linkage is derived froa the output 
inverse matrix as distinct fr~._ the traditional Leontief input 
inverse. Briefly, the latter is based on a matrix of technical 
input coefficitmts. while the former uses technical output coef
ficients. The element of technical output coefficient utrix (8) 
is the ratio of interaediate sales to total sales including final 
d-nd, vbere•r. the element of technical input coefficient -trix 
(A) is the intermediate input as a share of total input including 
value added. 

Let is be assumed that 

Then, 

F intermediate input flow matrix (n x n) 

I total output flow vector (n x 1) 

(I' J dia~onal matrix <n x n) whose diagonal elements are 
those of the I vector 

I identity matrix 

unity column vector 

A F (I' I -l 

B ex· 1 - 1r 

R 

w 

FL 

input coefficient matrix or 
technical coefficient matrix 
of Leontief system 

output coefficient matrix 

input inverse or Leontief 
inverse matrix 

output inverse matrix 

direct and indirect forward 
linkage vector 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The Rij element of R is the increase in output of industry i 
to supply the inputs required for a unit of final demand in 
industry j. The Wij elemenl of W is the increase in output of 
industry j required to utilize the increased output in ind11stry i. 
The sum of row ~ of W is the increase in total output of the sy5tem 
required to ut~lize the increased output from an initial unit of 
primary input in industry i, whereas the sum of column j of ll is 
the increase in total output of the system required to supply inputs 
for an initial unit increase in industry j. Therefore, the row sum 

•The paper by L. P. Jones hu become noteworthy for solving 
the problem of how to measure total (direct plus indirect) forward 
linkage effects. See Hirschman (3), pp. 67-98. 
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of the output inverse indicates forward link.ages while the column 
sum of the input inverse measures backward linkages. R gives the 
effect of exparision on supplie::-s, while w gives the impact on U!.!r 
industries. The W matrix starts at the beginning of the production 
process, and traces the effect forward through the system. The 
R matrix starts at the end of the produc~ion process with an 
increase in final demand and traces the effect backward through the 
system. For the economy as a whole, total forward linkages equal 
backward l L1kages when both are weighted by the value of output, 
and this would obviously involve double counting of causal linkages. 
For an individual industry, when the output of both suppliers and 
_,ers expands, then forward and backward linkages are effective and 
total linkages represent maximum potential causal linkages. 

2. Measurement of employment linkages 

The total employment linkages of an industry j (STLj> are 
expressed as the sum of bac:k.ward and forward employment linkages of 
that industry. 

STLj 

(al Backward 

Backward 
and indirect) 
final demand. 

BL 

Where 

lind 

BLj + FLj 

e1111!loyment linkage 

employment linkages (BL) correspond to total 
lat:. ... ur requirements per i..nit of output to 
It is expressed as 

[BLj I 

IB!,j I 

1· I 

column vector of backward 
linkages for n industries 

row vector of direct labour 
coefficients for n industries 

Leontief inverse matrix 

(b) Forward employment.linkage 

(6) 

(direct 
satisfy 

( 7) 

The index of forward employment linkage (direct plus 
has been measured from Jones• index of forward linkage. 
forward employment linkage <FL> can be formulated as 

indirect) 
The total 

FL lFLj 1 w1· I (8) 

where W (I Bl oat put inverse matrix 

I 1 lnxl column vector of dirPct labour 
coefficients 

IFLj 1 row vector of forward linkages 
for n industries 
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J. Measurement of total employment linkages by aeans 
of the hypothetical extraction method 

This approach was suggested originally by s.egfried Schultz [SJ 
to determine the significance of each industry and also to identify 
key industries, numerically comparing 011tput levels which may be 
produced thc-ough the total linkage effect. Keller and Karhn l2J 
have used a similac- approach to measure total employment linkages, 
which include both backward and forward employment linkages. 

In this methodology, measurement of linkages consisted in 
defining them as the losses in total output (employment) resulting 
from the hypothetical extraction of a given industry. That is, if 
the intermediat( and final requirements of the output of an industry 
are removed, for example, replaced ~y imports, and ongoing economic 
activities adjust to this change, then the total output and employ
ment linkages of the reaiov•d industry equal the suai of all the 
output and employment changes Jf the economy as a whole. 

Let it be assumed that industry X is reaioved from the economy, 
that is, the output of industry X is replaced by impoc-ts. The 
industr1 no longer maintains backward and forward linkages because 
it does not buy or sell any inputs to the remaining industries. At 
the same time, the total employment effect of the reaiaining indus
tries is diminished because fewer doaiestically produced input~ are 
being bought and sold. This reduction is related ':.o the inputs 
that were previously bought and sold by industry X, and affects the 
number of jobs. 

In short, the removal of an industry reduces forward and back
ward linkages of the remaining industries and so reduces their 
eaiployment multiplier effects. The computation of this reduction 
in employment provides the Lotal backward- plus-forward eaiployment 
linkages of the industc-y removed, which are called total e111ployment 
linkages. Symbolically, t~e total employment linkages of an 
industry j is expressed by 

HTL. 
J 

-1 * * -1 (()<I-A) i - (1.) CI-A.) i 
J J 

(9) 

where HTLj in equation (9) is a non-weighted measurement that 
assumes all final outputs to be unities. 

technological matrix of (n-1) (n-1) 
obtained by removing from A the row 
and column of a given sector j 

director labour coefficients vector of 
(n-1>1~. obtained by extracting 
element j of (~ ). 

sum vector formed by "ones". 
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One can subtract employment linkages of an industry <BLj or 
FLj> from total employment linkages (HTLj> measured by equation 
(9). to obtain the corresponding forward or t>ackward linkages of 
that industry. But it is clearly an arbitrary way of measuring 
either forward or backward employment linkages. 

B. Methodology for identifying key emploJ1!11ent industries 

1. Concept of key industry 

The selection of key industries* involves the determination of 
industries which are assumed to being, through backward and forward 
employment linkages, a greater-than-average impact upon an economy. 
The identification of key industries should be explicitly related 
t policy preferences, which are assumed to be oriented towards 

~uctive employment generation. Conflict between employment and 
output objectives may not appear if the identified industries are 
efficient. 

The sP.lection of key industries should not conflict with the 
condition that supply equals demand, which is the underlying con
dition of the input-output framewoi:-k. In the input-output model, 
the entire product has to be consumed by other industries as inter
mediate inputs and by final demand. Further expansion of the indus
tries vi 11 depend on whether there is adequate demand for their 
products in both the domestic and international markets. A country 
should export those coanodities "'1ich er.ate intensive use of its 
abundant factors of product ion. In other words, an increase in 
exports from countries which have a relative abundance of labour 
and a scarcity of capital tends to favour labour-intensive indus
tries (with high backward employment 1 inkages>. The average con
sumption level of low-income groups wi 11 be increased when demand 
for domestically produced manufactures from industries with high 
backward employment linkages is increased. Otherwise, the~e should 
!::~ a limit to the growth of an inc.fustry, no matter !low ~igh its 
linkage index. However, the author's study of the evidti:ace (6) 

tends to in~icate that exports of manufactures and demand for 
domestically produced manufactures are 1.abouc-absorbing. 

*There is also a view that key industries may be defined in 
other ways. An industry i is key for industry j if the pro~uction 
of j i • techn icr.lly dep~ndent on the products of i (for eumple, 
iron ore is itey for :;teel). The point may be raised whether the 
inputs used are abundantly available as r.at1•ral resources in the 
cour.try concerned, a circumstance that may produce a different 
impact on forward and backwa-:d linkages. The aim of this study is 
to identify key employment sectors based on higher employment 
lin~ages through the use of an input-output model which assumes, 
among other things, that production coefficients are fixed. This 
means that the measurement of total employment linkages uses the 
fi1ed input-outut relationship and thus takes into account the 
importance of input-supplying industries. 
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One industry grows differently from other industries precisely 
because of existing differences in linkage indices, and such growth 
differentiation b7 industry will not create imbalances within the 
input-output framework if the entire product is consumed as inter
me~iate inputs and by final demand. 

2. Selection of key emploJ!lent industries 

The value of rank correlation coefficients between backward 
and forward employment linkages of manufacturing industries is 0.60 
(t = 3.13), which suggests that the ranking of industries by back
ward and forward employment linkages is not completely diffei:-ent 
from sector to sectoi:-. It is ai:-gued (4) that for an individual 
industry, both suppliers and users are stimulated to make forward 
and backward linkages effective and to develop th~ maximum potential 
causal linkages. 

Backward linkages ai:-e more likely to be causal since the 
increased demar.d for intermediate inputs (backward linkages) is 
more effective than the supply lfoi:-wai:-d linkages). But in the 
absence of response from industries wi tI· hirh forward linkages, 
there would be constraints on the users of inputs. For example, 
electricity has relatively high forward linkages, but these are n?t 
causal s i nee ex pans ion is better viewed as the result of demand 
generated by backward linkages of the users. Backward employment 
linkages and total employment linkages will therefore be used for 
the selection of key employment industries. The rank order of total 
employment linkages and the average of backward and forward employ
ment linkages, as well as the linkage coefficients as defined below, 
will obviousl7 be the same. 

Linkage coefficients corresponding to backward and total 
linkages have been computed in order to specify the criteria used 
in selecting key industries. A key industry for employment genera
tion wi 11 have a backward linkage coefficient and either of its 
total linkage coefficients (StLC or HLTC as defined below) simulta
neously ireater than one. 

(a) Backward linkage coefficients 

Backward linkage coefficients are obtained by computing the 
relative value of the backward employment linkage of each industry 
with respect to the simple average of backward linkage effects of 
all industries. The simple average h~s been scaled down to one. 

In mathematical notation, backward linkage coefficients for an 
industry j '~ expressed as 

BL. 
_.__..L_... 

(~ BL.) In 
j. 1 J 

(10) 
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If industry j has a value of BLCj greater than one, then it 
has more backward employment linkages than the average of the total 
manufacturing sector. 

Cb) Total linkage coefficients 

Total linkage coefficients (STLC And HTLC) are obtained in the 
same way as backward linkage coefficients. Again, industries with 
total linkage coefficients greater than one have 111<>re total employ
ment linkages than the average of the total manufacturing sector. 

Symbolically, STLCj 

and HTLCj 

(~ 
j=l 

STL. 

STL.) /n 
J 

HTL. 

HTL. )In 
J 

for industry j ( 11) 

for industry j (12) 

If industry j has a value either of STLCj or HTLCj greater 
than one, it has more total employment linkages tha.1 the average of 
the total manufacturing sector. 

C. Empirical results 

As previously stated, employment linkages are derived by 
relating airschman linkages to employment instead of to production. 
Table 1 gives values of total employment linkages by suanation 
(STLJ, total employment linkages based on the hypothetical method 
(HTLJ and backward employment linkages by industrial branch. Key 
employment industries are those having more employment linkages 
than the average for manufacturing industry. If output increases 
by one unit in each of the manufacturing industri~s. the key indus
tries for employment generation will be those that show the most 
employment linkages in that unit. As noted earlier, key industries 
are those for which values of backward employment linkage coef
ficients and of either of the total employment linkage coefficients 
are simultaneously greater than one. According to this criterion, 
key industries for employment gP.neration are the following: 

(a) When BL coefficients and STL coefficients are both greater 
than one, the key indu~tries are: tea, cotton teitiles, jute tei
tiles, paper, other chemicals, wood and other manufacturing; 

(b) When BL coefficients and HTL coefficients are both higher 
than one, the key industries are: tea, cotton teit i les, jute te1-
t i le1, paper, other chemicals, wood and other manufacturing. 
Pharmaceutical manufacturing is the additional industry includPd as 
a key industry when only BL coefficients are greater than one. 

Other manufacturing industries which have appeared as key 
industries are defined below: 



Table 1. !llployment linkage1 for \ndu1trlal branches 
per 1,000,000 taka .ti of output in 197611977 

TOt!l em2l2l!!eftt linkage! 
By the ilypo- Backward 

thetical employment Corre1pondlng linKage 
By 1uiematlon method linkage1 cotffi c itnU 

lndu1try (STL) (HTL) (BL) (STLC) (HTLC) <&LC) 

Tea 82.1 113.37 113.37 1.36 1.42 1. 75 
Sugar 30.66 17 .09 15.63 o .• 0.56 0.63 
Edible oil 18. 76 7. 71 6.59 0.31 0.25 0.27 
Tobacco 8.92 6.22 6.22 0.15 0.20 0.64 
Other food 28.113 15.77 15.76 0.47 o. 52 0.64 
Cotton te1:tlle1 108.65 58.96 56.19 1. 81 l.97 2.26 
Jute tut iles 138.18 78.60 69.89 2.296 2.5& 2.82 
Paper 73.62 33.36 27 .68 1.22 1.10 1.12 ... 

0 

Leather 14. 78 8.92 8.90 0.246 0.29 0.36 
rertiliur 28.75 15.93 15.25 0.48 0.52 0.62 
Pbaraaceutical1 39.38 26.75 26. 75 0.65 0.88 l.08 
Otber cbemicall 117.18 57. 86 28.30 1.95 1.90 1.14 
Ceaent 16.94 9.85 9.66 0.28 0.32 0.39 
Ketal production 511.24 25.89 21.08 0.90 0.85 0.85 
Kacbinery 69.06 30.00 23.14 1.15 0.985 0.93 
Trani port 

equip11ent 29.56 16.69 16.67 0.49 0.55 0.67 
Wood 79.6 41.5• 38.83 l. 32 l.36 l.57 
Otber aanufacture1 97.02 90.11 50.99 1.61 2.96 2.06 
Petroleua and 

coal product• 138.82 5. 71 3.7.\ 2 .31 0.19 O.lS 

.ti Tbe unit of currencJ ln Bangladt1h . 
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(a} Other food includes dairy products, fruits and vegetables, 
fish and sea goods, rice ailling, bakery products, confectioneries, 
distilleries and soft drinks; 

(bl Other cheaicals include acids, alkalis and salts, syn
thetic resins, paints and varnishes, perfu-s and cos-tics, soap 
and washing compounds, aatches, disinfectants, insecticides and 
aiscellaneous cheaicals; 

<cl Other manufacturing industries include aggregation of 
optical goods, plastic products, pens and pencils, ice, clay 
products, glass products, pottery, bricks and concrete products, 
umbrellas, rubber products, ready-aade garments, printing and 
publishing, threads, narrow fabrics and aiscellaneous industries. 

D. Concluding reaarks 

Linkage concepts have attained a prominent place in the 
theoretical literature of development economics. Albert Hirschaan 
originally related linkages to economic developaent in 1958. But 
the empirical wort on eaployment linkage has started only recently. 
High employment linkage industries, if economically efficient and 
if there is adequate demand for their products, should be assigned 
priority for investment allocation where a stntegy of eaployment
oriented industrialization is pursued. 

The objective of this study has been to identify key industries 
for productive employment generation within each aanufacturing 
sector. Some of the identified key industries may however be sub
sequently removed from this group of industries b.•cause of effi
ciency considerations (such as increased use of both production 
workers and capital) or the loss of economic viability. 

There is evidence that labour-intensive industries can be 
economically viable in the identified stnall and large manufacturing 
sectors. A study by the author (6) using infonaat1on on 97 indus
tries for the period 1976/1977 shows that labour-intensive indus
tries are in general efficient users of capital and the rate of 
profit per unit of capital or value added is not lower than what 
would be expected fr'>m capital-intensive industries. It is also 
worth recalling the study by Jan Tinbergen (7) which reve.al.s that 
labour-intensive activities maximize national product and are major 
contributors to the r~duction of unemployme~t. 

The empirical results presented in this paper refer to the 
period 197611977 and show the relative importance of different 
industries according to high un8111ployment linkages. 

Key industries for employment generation in the manufacturing 
s&ctor are reflected in table 2 on the basis of the criteria 
established in this paper. 



lndu1try 

Tea 
Cotton tntilu 
Jute te:1t.1le1 
Paper 
Phaniaceutlcal1 
Other chealcall 
litood 
Other aanufacture• 

Table 2. Key eaployaent \ndu1tr\e1 

When BL and STL 
coeff\clent1 are 

bot.b greater 
than one 

( BLC) ( STLC) 

1. 75 l.36 
2.26 1.81 
2.82 2.30 
1.12 1.22 
. . . . 

l.U 1.95 
1.57 1.32 
2.06 1.61 

When BL and HTL 
coefflc\enta are 

both greater 
_ __.t..,b..,a!U!n!. 

(8LC) (HTLC) 

l. 75 1.42 
2.26 l. 97 
2.82 2.58 
1.12 1.10 
.. . . 

l.U 1.90 
1. s 7 1.36 
2.06 2.96 

When ~nly BL co
eff l c\ent1 are 

greater than one 
(BLC) 

1.08 

.... 
N 
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SOURCES OF DATA .AJID DEFIMITIOllS 

This study is based on data drawn froa the following sources: 

(a) The detailed report on the Census of llanufacturing 
Industries of Bangladesh for 1976/1977, published in September 1981 
by the government Bureau of Stat1st1cs; 

(b) The 197611977 input-output table for the econoay of 
Bangladesh, established by the Planning COl!mission on the basis of 
the census of 197611977. The input flows include both iaported and 
dotaest ically produced intermediate inputs. The A -tri:a: of tech
nical ccefficients of this input-output table has been used, since 
it is the latest available input-output table for the Bangladesh 
economy. 

Tlte original table constructed for the second five-year plan 
covering the period 1980-198S consisted of 47 industries. For 
purposes of this study, 20 industries were chosen, others being 
classified as agriculture, construction and services. The other 
-nufacturing industries include ice, clay products, uabrellas, 
rubber products, ready--de garments, printing and publishing, 
threads, narrow fabrics, optical goods, plastic products and pens 
and pencils. 

Industry. Throughout this study, industry •eans -nufacturing 
industry. An industry •ay be regarded in terms of a group of 
products si•ilar in their use or production technology. In a 
census of •anufacturing industries si•ilarity of use and production 
technology are used as criteria for industrial classification. 

1!1Dplo111ent. The definition of employment giver. in the cen~us 
of manufacturing industries of Bangladesh, including e111pl0Jllol!nt for 
all categories of e111ployees and based on the average nu•ber of •an
yea~s employed, is followed in this studJ. 

Output. Output u used in this sludJ refers to the value of 
products and bf-products at ez-factorJ prices. 
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SOllE COtll!ENTS Oii ESTIKATlllC llATIOllAI. ECOll<MIC PAU!IETERS 
FOR JAllAICA 

John Weiss• 

Introduction 

The last 15 fears or so has seen the uiergence of a large 
literature on invest.llent appraisal techniques for u5e in developing 
econoaies.•• The essence of the approach is an attempt to estiaate 
a ~et of "shadow" or "accounting" prices, wbich reflect 910re accu
ratelf than do currentlf prevailing .. rket prices, the economic 
costs and benefits o! producing outputs and utilizing inputs in new 
invest-nt projects. lluch bas been written on the theoret ica::. 
issues raised bf this methodologf, and a nullber of studies have been 
carried out to estiaate sucb econoaic paraaeters in a range of dif
ferent countries.••• However, despite this interest UIOng acade91ic 
econoaists, and the partial use of this approach bf international 
organizations - chieflf the International Bank for Reconstruction 
a~1 Developiaent and the Inter-Allerican Development Bank (IADB) - it 
is f tir to saf that national planning organizations in 90st devel
oping countries have been slow to adopt these investment appraisal 
techniques in their own planning and budgeting procedures for new 
pub~1c sector projects. In part this gap between planning practice 
and the theoretical literature no doubt reflects the difficultf of 
esti .. ting empiricallf meaningful values for the kef parameters of 
the aethodologf. However, one can speculate that in soae countries 
there •af well be a suspicion that use of this approach implies 
acceptance of both a particular analfsis of the econoaic constraints 
facing developing countries and specificallf, a comaitment to an 
eKternal cotmaercial policJ of free trade.•••• 

•Lecturer, Project Planning Ce11tre, Universitf of Bradford, 
Bradford, west Yorkshire, United KingdOlll of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland. The author is indebted to Hugh Latimer for help
ful coa11ents on an earlier draft of this paper. 

••The seminal works in this literature can be seen as Little and 
Mirrlees ([10) and [llJ> and UNIDO (18). 

" 0 Some of the published work on estiaiating economic parameters 
~nclude Scott, MacArthur and Newberf [151 on Kenya, Lal (7) on 
India, UNIDO [19) on Pakistan and Powers [l~J en a nuaiber of Latin 
Allerican and Caribbean economies. 

Squire and van der T*k [16) deaonstrated how wider objectives 
than simply efficiencf in resource utilization could be incorporated 
quantitatively int appraisals. Linn (8) is one of the few studies 
which eaiploys this wider approach of "social analysis" . 

.... The link between titis investment appraisal aiethodology and 
powerful international institutions like the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development would eKplain this interpretation. 

3426T 
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Ja1a.ica was one of the economies studied by the IADB in the 
mid-1970s when they conducted a series of pi lot studies on the 
application of this approach in the region <IADB [4)). These shadow 
price estimates for Jamaica appear to have had relatively little 
impact on actual appraisals, however, and until recently no attempt 
was made to revise them. In the sunner of 1983 the author of this 
paper was involved in a study to produce current ~stimates of the 
main parameters required for the economic appraisal ~F new invest
ment projects in Jamaica (Weiss [20)). This peper attempts neither 
to eKplatn the details of the estimation procedures used, nor to 
sunnarize the results; information on shadow pricing procedures can 
be obtained from any of the major teKts on the subject, such as 
Power,. (13), and the estimates themselves are to be found in the 
original study. The intention here is to discuss some points of 
more general interest arising from the work. The paper is in two 
sections; the first eKamines points relating to the practical pro
cedures for deriving shadow or accounting prices for an economy such 
as that of Jamaica. It is widely recognized that methods of 
deriving estimates of this nature cannot be standardized, and must 
take account of the data base, the objective economic situation, 
and relevant government policies. The sec~nd section takes up more 
theoretical concerns, and discusses the extent lo which the theo
retical foundations of the methodology allow analysts to conduct 
appraisals adequately in the Jamaican situation. 

A. Derivation of shadow prices 

1. Conversion factors for traded goods* 

The discussion here follows the procedures set out in the 
Little and Hi~rlees approach to economic appraisal (Little and 
Mirrlees [ 10 I and [ 11)) rather than that associated vi th the UNI DO 
publications in this area, such as UNIDO (18) and (19). However, 
it is now recognized that provided identical ass~mptions are 
adopted, analyses using these alternative approaches will give 
equivalent results. This is demonstrated formally in Weiss (23). 
The main difference is one of presentation, with Little and Mirrlees 
measuring all values at world prices, and applyin~ what is termed a 
world pr ice numera ire or unit of account. The UNI DO approach, on 
the other hand, uses a domestic price numeraire. B.>th approaches 
are discussed here as part. of the general shadow-pricing method
olou. 

A central premise of the shadow-pr1c1ng methodology is that for 
internationally traded goods world prices reflect the opportunity 
costs of using these goods as inputs, or the benefits of producin~ 

*Conversion factors are simply ratios of shadow prices to 
dom~stic market prices (Powers (13)). Weiss (20) employs the so
called "world price numeraire" and therefore values all items in 
terms of world rather than domestic prices. Hence conversion 
factors in Weiss (20) give ratios of world to domestic prices. 
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them as output.• The identification of the relevant domestic and 
vorld prices for individual coa111odities can be both time-consuming 
and complel, and for this reason a short-cut approach is often 
adopted in applied studies. This is based on the assuaption that 
for a domestically produced importable commodity the doaestic el
factory price equals the c.i.f. import price for a comparable good 
plus the rate of import duty. In formal terms therefore the assump
tion is that, for a locally produced tradeable: 

Dp = WP + t ( 1) 

vhere Dp is the domestic e1-factor:s price 

WP is the c. i. f. price 

t is the import duty 

This convenient 11.ssumption makes it possible to determine the 
difference between domestic and int.:?rnational prices simply by an 
e1amination of the nominal tariff schedules, and it was in fact 
employed in the earlier IADB study on Jamaica. 0 The procedure 
unfortunately breaks down where protection is in the form of tariffs 
combined with quantitative restrictions. In this situation the 
rationing imposed by physical contrris on imports will create a 
scarcity margin which will be in ac1dition to the rate of import 
duty. There is therefore no vay ai~ound the problem apart from 
direct price comparisons that identify the divergence between 
domestic and world prices, and thus calcu!ate the implicit as 
opposed to the nominal rate of tariff. 

As quantitative import controls have been the major form of 
protection in Jamaica since the mid-l960s, and as nominal rates of 
duty have been relatively low, the procedure of simply assuming that 
differentials between domestic and world prices can be appro1imated 
by tariff rates is potentially misleading.••• An illu~tration of 

•the degree to which this reflects an implicit free trade bias 
in the methodology ;s taken up in section B of this paper. 

uone of the 
Schydlowsky [ 14 I. 
121 I. 

earliest statements of this procedure is 
It is used, for e1ample, in Linn (8) and Weiss 

• 0 Ayub C[l), p. 12> gives a fairly detailed analysis of the 
protection •Ystem, and co11111ents that: 

"In the presence of quantitative restrictions the Connon 
E1ternal Tariff of CARICOM, which is the main fiscal instru
ment of protection, plays a far less important protectionist 
role. InternaL;onal price levels are determined for most 
domestically produced goods by the degree of restrictiveneu 
of the licensing system, and as mentioned earlier, thil is 
exercised without referdnce to border prices or the equiv
alent ad-valorem price effect of the tariff." 
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this can be seen fro111 tables l and 2. table l gives data on import 
duties actually collected in 1982 by two-digit SITC import cate -
gori1.s. These average rates of import duty can be (ompared with 
actual ratios of domestic ez-factory to c.i.f. prices calculated as 
part of the study and given in table 2. 

Table 1. Average rate of duty collected on i111ports, 1982 

SITC !1 
code 

00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
11 
12 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

32 
33 
34 
35 
41 
42 
4) 

51 
52 
S3 

SS 
~6 

S7 
S8 
59 
61 

Import category 

Import value 
(millions of 

Jaaaican dollars) 

Live animals 
Heat 
Dairy products 
Fish 
Cereals 
Vegetables and fruits 
Sugar and preparations 
Coffee, tea, cocoa 
Animal feed 
Miscellaneous edible products 
Beverages 
Tobacco 
Hides <ind skins 
Oil-seeds 
Crude rubber 
Cork and wo"d 
Pulp and waste paper 
Textile nbres 
Crude fertilizers and minerals 
Metal .>res 
Crude animal and vegetable 

materials 
Coal and coke 
Petroleum and products 
Gas, natural and manufactured 
Electric current 
Animal oils and fats 
Fixed vegetable oils and fats 
Processed animal and vegetable 

oils and fats 
Organic chemicals 
Inorgani~ chemicals 
Dyeing, tanning and colouring 

materials 
Medicinal and pharmaceutical 

products 
Essential oils and perfumes 
Fertilizers 
Explosives 
Artificial resins and plastics 
Chemicals n.e.s. 
Leather manufactures 

o.s 
52.7 
65.0 
Sl.8 

161.0 
9.4 

34.9 
10.0 

3.6 
9.2 
9.S 

12.6 
0.1 

25.8 
4.9 

30.1 
0.4 
2.4 
6.5 
o.s 

S.3 
0.2 

700.S 
12. 1 
o.s 
9.6 

13 .1 

2.0 
19.4 
92.9 

7.1 

36.0 
26.8 
14.S 
o. 7 

45.S 
32.6 
18.0 

Average rate 
of duty !?' 

(percentage) 

0 
1. 7 

1. 3 
1. s 
4.5 

15.9 
0.6 

12.5 
0 

17 .4 
24.5 
9.4 
0 
0 
0 
0.2 
0 
2.0 
0.6 
0 

J.4 
I) 

2.7 
0 
0 
0 
1.4 

0. 1 
0.6 
0.3 

3.6 

9.S 
5.3 
0 

20.6 
0.4 
4.1 

14.4 

continued 
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Table l (continued) 

SITC !./ 
code 

62 
611 
65 
66 

67 
68 
69 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
17 
78 
79 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

Import r.ategory 

Cork and wood manufactures 
Paper and paperboard 
Textile yarn and fabrics 
Non-metallic mineral 

manufactures 
Iron and steel 
Non-ferrous metals 
Manufactures of metals n.e.s. 
Power-generating machinery 
Specialized machinery 
Metalworking machinery 
General industrial machinery 
Off ice machines 
Telecommunications 
Electrical appliances 
Re.ad vehicles 

Import value 
(aillions of 

Jaaaican dollars) 

7.1 
60.3 
82.9 

40. 7 
511. 7 

37 .6 
60.3 
29.9 
117. 3 

6.6 
105.6 
13.9 
18.2 
47 .6 

160.0 
Other transport equipment 
Sanitary plumbing and heating 
Furniture 

11.0 
3.8 
3.0 
l. 7 
9.3 
2.1 

Travel goods 
Apparel and clothing 
Footwear 

87 Professional and scientific 

88 
89 
93 
94 

instruments 
Photographic apparatus 
Miscellaneous manufactures n.e.s. 
Special transactions 
FiL·earms 

17.l 
8.0 

53.6 
31.0 

~otal £.I 2 1148.0 

Average rate 
of duty ~/ 

(percentage) 

12.8 
3.6 
5.9 

7.6 
2.5 
0.4 
9.1 

12.8 
7.6 

10.2 
11. 5 
32.0 
6.4 

18.l 
19.3 
l. 2 

30.5 
17.6 
8.3 

20.0 
12.0 

4.5 
19.8 
6.6 

32.8 
47.3 

7 .0 

Sourc_!: Data supplied by Department of Statistics of the 
Government of J&maica. 

!I St4ndaro International Trade Classification. 

£1 Includes customs duty plus consumption duty. 

£.I Total includes a few items in categories 96-91} - Others -
for which no duties are payable. 
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Table 2. Comparative price ratios in Jamaica, 1982 and 1978 

Ratio of domestic ex-factory 
to c.i.f. prices 

Product 1982 !1 1978 ~/ 

Food 
Alcoholic beverages 
Non-alcoholic beverages 
Tobacco 
Garments 
Footwear and tanning 
Electrical goods 
Furniture and wooden products 
Metal products 
Chemicals 
Pl11.stics 
Cosmetics 1nd pharmaceuticals 
Printing and paper products 
Automobile parts 
Jewellery 
All manufacturing 

1.4 7 
1.20 
o. 77 

0.91 
1.40 
1.52 
1.16 
1.66 
1.20 
1.20 
1.11 
1.09 
1.49 
0.98 
1.30 

1.35 
1.87 
1.87 

1.04 
1.34 
1.51 
1.04 
1.21 
l.21 
1.44 
1.22 
I.SO 

1.20 
1. 34 

!1 Calculated from data in Paul Chen-Young Consultants, 
Structural Adjustments Loan Study, Phases 1 and 2. 

~I Based on dat.a contained in Ayub [l). 

2. Conversion factors for non-traded gcods 

It has been recognized since the development of shadow-pricing 
procedures for investment appraisal that one of the major sre2s of 
difficulty lies in the treatment of non-traded sectors. Goods which 
can be bought and sold on the world market can normally be valued 
at international prices, but no such procedure can be adopt•d for 
non-tradeables.• The crudest method suggested for solving the 
valuation problem for goods produced by such sectors is to apply an 
economy-wide average ratio of world to domestic prices, :onven 
t ion ally termed the standard convers io.1 factor, to reduce their 
domestic prices to a world-price-equivalent figure. In applied work 
the standard conversion factor is often estimated Jsing the average 
rate of tariff-cum-subsidy formula. so that:•• 

•uNIDO [13) rtressed thot the definition ~f non-traded sectors 
~o~ld encompass not only goods ~hich are non-tra~eable due to their 
particular characteristics, but also t!'lose rendered non- tradeable 
by deliberate government policies. 

••Weiss (211 discusses the role of the standard conversion fac
tor in his shado\1- pricing study for Pakistan <ue also UNTOO (19) 
for a detdiled dis~ussion of the assumption, upon which it is 
based>. 
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SCFt I! + x (2) 

where SCFt is the standard conversiun factor for year t. 

I! 3nd X are the value of t.:>ta l imports and exports at 
c.i.f. and f.o.b. prices, respectively, for year t, 
converted at the officlal exchange rate. 

Tm and T• are total taxes collected on imports and 
exports, respectively, in year t. and Sx is the total 
subsidies paid on exports. 

The formula is based on a number of ltmiting assumptions. 
Central i.> the assumption concerning the differential between the 
domestic and world prices of domestici..11:; p:-oduced tradeable goods 
discussed above. The formula also incorporates exportable com
modities, and assumes that those which can be sold in the domestic 
market will sell at a domestic price deter111ined by the expert price 
plus the net :-.ubs idy on export sales; any export taxes are treated 
as a negative subsidy. therefore, aside from its other limitations, 
the fact that the formula does not allow tor the price effect of 
the quanti ta;_ i.re import cont cols system means that it is inappli
cable in the case of an economy like thrt of Jamaica, in which such 
quantitative co11trols are the main form of protection.* 

It must be str'!ssed that the fact that applied studies have 
resorted to such a crude formula to derive shadow price estimates 
for Lon-trade items reflects the gulf between practice and tteoret
ical recoaaendations. Little and l!irrl~es Ill) argu~ the SCF should 
only be used for minor items for which no more detailed informaticn 
is available. They are clear that the important non-traded sectors 
should be examined individually and separate conversion factors 
calculated for them. When this is done the average conversion f ac
tor for the whole economy can be derived from • weighted average of 
the conversion factors for the main sectors of the economy.** 

It is now generaily accepted in work of this nature that non
traded sectors can be treated most accurately using a "semi-input-

*An importllnt contradiction implied by the i.se of the simple 
!ormula is that the wei~hted price differential for traded goods, 
which is all th•t is being measured by the formula, is e111ployed to 
revalue non-traded goods in terms of world price~. 

**This i1 the way in which the 1tandard conver1ion factor 
is derived both in Scott, MacArthur and Newbery (15) and in 
Powers 113). It should be noted that following thh procedure the 
1tandard conversion fa~tor is no lo~ger strictly equivalent to the 
reciprocal of th'! shadow e1change rate, since ca lculat i on1 of the 
latter are normall1 only concerned with traded goods. 
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output" aprroach.• The objective is normally to revalue the output 
structure of non-traded sectors to allow for the divergences between 
domestic an<i world ~rices for the different components into which 
sectoral output can be divided. In a semi input-output system, in 
principle, it is possible to break down all items in terms of a 
relatively small number of "primary inputs", where these normally 
cover foreign exchange, unskilled and stilled labour costs, taxes 
and capital costs. The conversion factor for any particular non
traded sector is therefore a weighted average of the conversion 
factors for these primary inputs, with the weights determined by 
the respective shares llf these primary inputs in sectoral outfJt. 
without wishini to stray too far into the mechanics of the method, 
the key stef involves identifying the total, that is direct plus 
indirect, primary inputs going into a particular sector. This can 
be obtained by constructing a partitioned input-output table; an A 
matrix gives direct inputs into sectors from other non-traded sec
tors, and an F matrix gives dirPct primary inputs intc sectors. The 
essential p~int i~ that primary inputs are supplied from outside the 
system, while non-traded inputs are produced within it, and an 
expansion of their supply will ~enerate a set of demands for primary 
inputs. Therefore, whenever the supply of non-traded sector i 
expands, this generates a set of direct primary inpu~s requirements, 
given by the coefficients cf the F a;atrix, and an indirect set 
resulting from the primary inputs going into the non-~raded or 
produced inputs used in sector i, and determined by the coefficients 
of the A matrix.•• 

•Kuyvenhov~n (6) gives a theoretical explanation of this 
approach, while Powers (13) shows how it can be appliPG in detail. 

••In matrix terms the solution for a set of conversion factors 
can be expressed as follows: 

P : PA • PfF 

where P is the final set of conversion factors for the r.on
traded secturs. 

Pf is the s~t of conversion factors for the primary 
inputs. 

A and F are the matri~es of dir~ct coefficients at market 
pr i r.es for non traded inputs and primary inputs 
respectively. 

~olving for P gives 

,., that the solution is thf: hmiliar one of inverting the A 
mat.rill. 
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The data requirements of a semi-input-output appro.ch should 
not be underestimated, hoio'ever. The availability of a national 
input-output table is a useful starting-point, but clearly is not 
essential.• What is requited is fairly disaggregated sectoral data 
fcom either sample surveys on individual company accounts. For 
Jamaica the most that the author could obtain were data collected 
by the Department of Statistics for the compilation of national 
accounts. Th~y allow output of the major non-traded sectors to b~ 
disaggregated into a number of separate categories - wages, deFra
ciation, operating surplus, ta7es and interme~iate inputs. The 
limitations of this crude breakdown for a detailed ellercise of a 
semi-input-~utput type should be clear. For ellample, no d:stinction 
is made between skilled and unskilled labour, talles refe: only to 
talles on final output not on inputs used by the sectors, and most 
seriously the data are not sufficiently good to allow an accurate 
disatgregation of the heterogenous category of intermediate inputs. 
There are ways around some of these problems. For ellample, certain 
estimated coefficients taken from similar studies on other 
economies** could be used. However, in the time available it was 
felt that a full semi-input-output system based on a<iequate data 
could not be developed. 

As an alternative Weiss (201 used the simpler approach of 
ellpressing the conversion factors of the main non-traded sectors as 
a set of simultar.eous equations. 

This simplified approach is at a cruder level of disa~gregation 
than a semi-input-output system, since sectoral output is decomposed 
into foreign ellchange, payments to domestic factors and purchases of 
non-traded inputs. Values are found for these non-traded int>uts 
1 hrough the solution of the system c.f equations. The number of 
e 1uat ions used was small however, covering only four non-traded 
sectors, the average conversion factor, and the conversion factors 
for skilled and unskilled labour and investment ellpenditure.••• 
The small number of equations plus the difficulty of identifying 
some intersectoral transactions reflects the limitati~ns of the 
data available. 

•IADB (SJ gives an updsted input-output table for Jamaica, 
however it is too small for the preser.t purpose, givins only a 12 
by 12 matrill. 

••For ~llample, this approach was followed to divide wage costs 
between skilled and unslti lled workers. Powers I 13 I gives data on 
the proportions of these labour cobts in the main non-traded 
sectors in Barbados. 

•••rhe system of equations r.an be e1pressed as follows. 

CFn 

bn1 CFn 

where there are n equations: 1 to k refer •.o non-· 
t.r11dP.d sei:-tors and l, m and n t,, to n labour and 
inve.tment 
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The approach U'ied has the advantage of consistency since it 
allows for the important interdependence between the values of the 
various parameters; however, too much weight cannot be placed on the 
accuracy of the res~lts for specific non-traded sectors. A number 
of different assumptions were used, so that different sets of 
results were obtained. For the base or most likely case, the 
economy-wide average conversion factor was found to be around 0.80, 
with the conversion factors for constru~tion, electricity and trans
port clustering around 0. 75. Distribution is the only major non
traded sector examined, for which the conversion factor of 0.60 
di Hers significantly from those found for the other non-traded 
sectors. The explanation for its low figure lies in the high 
labour component - both hired and family labour - in distributioc. 

On the basis of the data currently available in the Jamaican 
~ase it may not be possible to do much more than use a single con
version factor for the major non-traded sectors, apart from distri
bution. However, even this crude approach should be preferable to 
the simple standard conversion factor formula equation (2) discussed 
above. It should be noted, on this point, that non-traded sectors 
should be expected to have lower conversion factors than the economy 
&verege, since exportable secto~s with conversion factors approach
ing 1.0 should raise the average. Nonetheless, the limitations of 
both the estimation procedures used anti the approximation implied 
by the application r:of a single conversion f&ctor for a number of 
non-traded se~tors should not be minimized. 

3. Treatment of labour 

The treat111ent of labour is central to any estimates of national 
economic parameters, since not only must direct project labour costs 
be adjusted, but labour enters as an input into all non-traded 
sectors, so that its valuation will be one of the factors deter
mining the conversion factors for these sectors. The connents here 
will be restricted to the approach used for unskilled labour, since 
the treatment of skilled labour follo~ed a convi;ntional procedure 
and raised no issues of wider interest. 

costs and the average conversion factor respectively 
for the whole economy. CF i is the conversion 
facLor ior sector i, for example. 

a1 to an are constants which vary between 
equations and reflect the direct foreign exchange 
content of sectoral output, for the non-traded sec
tors, and the direct foreign exchange element in 
labour's opportunity cost for the valualion of labour. 

b11 to bnn are the weights placed on in~uts from 
other sectors and labour in the various equations, so 
that bin is the share of inputs from ser.tor in 
the value of output in sector n at markel prices. 

f'or several equations there are many b coefficients of 
zero, reflecting the crudeness of the data. 
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The e-=onomic cost of employing labour is noraally defined in 
terms of output foreg0ne in the labour-supplying sectors, where this 
output is valued at shadow and not aarket prices.* The aost general 
formula for this definition of the shadow wage is therefore: 

"1~re W is the shadow wage 

ai is the proportion of new workers coming from 
sector 

so ai LO 
i 

"i is the output foregone per worker at domestic 
market prices in sector i 

'i is the conversion factor for sector i which 
translates output foregone into world 
prices 

x is the number of new workers leaving their 
previous activities for every one new job 
which is created. 

(3) 

the above expression for W allows for the following possibil
ities: 

(a) More than one worker may migrate in response lo every new 
employment possibility; 

(b) these migrants can be drawn from a r8nge of sectors; 

(c} their direct opportunity costs for the economy may differ 
at sh' ·~wand market prices. 

Output foregone at market prices is normally baseJ on some 
estimate of the earning~ work~rs would hove received in their pre
vious emploJ?!len•, and this was the approach follo.,ed in the ,Jamaica 
study. However, ~ common assumption u<:ed in shadow wage esti.:n11tes 
appears inapplicable in the Jamaican case. ll i1 that agriculture 
provides the sole source of labour for new projects in othe. ?•r~~ 

of the economy, and that there are a :.arge number of potential 
agricult\lral migr1a1.: s :ieeking work. f;,il view has been formalized 
in the harris-todarc model of migration P•tterns in developing 
economies, and, in term• of the equati.on for W, iwrlies that the 
weights ai r~fer only to branches of agriculture, and t~at x 
excaeds 1.0. 

•this is the 1hadnw wage for economic analy11i1. the inclusion 
of growth and di1tributional objectives alters the definition of the 
shadow wage ( aee Squire and van der Tak ( ( 16 I, pp. 78-97)). Thi 1 
wider definition of the 1hadow wage i1 considered in section B of 
this paper. 
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This approach appears questionab!e tor Jaaaica however. A 
steady move to i:he urban areas has been going on for aost of the 
post-war period, so that in comparison with many other developing 
economies, Jamaica currently has a relatively low proportion of its 
total work-force in agriculture. Moreover, with changing attitudes 
tow•rds farming many entrants to the work-force appear to view 
agriculture as an inferior activity and prefer to seek employment 
else ... 1ere. Furthermore, the major recession in the economy since 
the mid-1970s and the consequent high rates of recorded urban 
unemployment appear to have partly checked the migration flow from 
rural to urban areas. A rough examination of employment and pop
ulation stat i sties suggests that the majority of new jobs in the 
parishes of Kingston and St. Andrew filled since the early 1970s 
hlilve gone to workers already resident in these parishes, and that 
net migration in response to these employment opportunities has been 
relatively low • 

In the light of this position it seemed preferable to employ 
an alternative view of migration patterns. The assumptions used in 
the study were as follows: 

(al Only one migra~. ~ left his previous employment for every 
new job created on a new project; 

(bl Rather than agriculture being the sole source of labour 
supply for new projects, workers would be drawn from labour
supplying sectors in direct proportion to the current distribution 
of employment.•• 

These assumptions combined imply that the shadow wage is a 
weighted average of estimated output foregone per worker in various 
branches of the economy, with the weights determined by the current 
employment pattern. Although the approach is no doubt crude, it can 
be justified by the fact that what is being estimated is a national 
or aggregate shadow wage, which might be employed to revalue labour 
costs in any sector. Individual studies or projects mirht require 
a more detailed apj>roach which est~mated either a regional or a 
project-sped f ic shadow wage, and therefore ccns i~ered the char
acteristics of particular branches of the labour market. 

On the basis of assumptions (al and (bl and estimates of output 
foregone in various supplying sectors, the shadow wage for unskill~d 
labour was estimated to be 55 per cent of the current wage. The 
estimate was not very sensitive to va!'.'ying assumptions about the 
proportions in which new workers would be drawn from different 
sectors; the highest figure derived was 60 per cent of the market 

•see Weiss (20). The analy1i1 is fairly erude however, and the 
conclusion cannot as yet be taken as definitive. 

••Formally, this is equivalent to assuming that in re1pon1e to a 
small increase in the wage rate the ela1ticity of demand for labour 
in all sectors is 1.0. 
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wage and the lowest 44 per cent.* The results will be familiar for 
those accustomed to shadow pricing studies, ~ince a shadow wage of 
around half the -rket wage is a c~n finding.** It reflects a 
situation in which there are substantial productivitJ and earnings 
differentials between sectoC's of an economJ, so that there is a 
possibilitJ of raising real national income bJ shifting labour from 
low to high pC'oductivitJ branches. The existence of open unemploJ
aent and underemploJlDent should be covered in the shadow wage 
estimate through the relativelJ low figures placed on output 
foregone in labour-supplJing sectoC's. 

B. Some theoretical colllllents 

1. Free-trade bias 

The degne to which the shadow-pricing methodologf di.scussed 
here is based upon an implicit free tC'ade development stC'ategJ was 
discussed at length soon after the publication o~ the seminal worts 
(Little and Mirrlees [10) and [11) and UJllDO (19)). 

One majoC' point of debate was the classification of cOlllllodities 
into tC'aded and non-tC'aded goods. Traded r;oods must be valued 
directly at international pC'ices, and foC' cOlllllOdities in this cat
egoC'y it is assumed that whether or not they are used or produced 
domestically, an economy always has the option of buJing or selling 
them on the woC'ld maC'ket. Little and MirC'lees (10) aC'gued that if 
protection C'emoved a numbeC' of coanodities fC'om this categOC'J and 
C'endeC'ed them non-tradeable, the analysis could still proceed on the 
assumption that economieally unjustifiable trade controls would be 
removed in the future. This assumption was quite clearly question
able, and it was pointed out that deliberate trade policJ, just as 
~uch as the physical characteC'istics of co11111odities, could make them 
non-traded for a particular economy, even if other economies might 
trade internationally in the items concerned. The consensus since 
this early debate has been that government trade controls cannot 
simply be assumed away, and that shadow-pricing analysis must 
operate within a given institutional and policy environment. The 
willingness and ability to extend the category of non-tC'aded items 
is illustrated clearly in the major IADB study (Powers (13)), where 
relatively large parts of the economy examined are treated as non
traded, and the estimation procedure is extended to cover thP. more 
difficult categories of non-traded goods.*~* 

*All these estimates are for workers employed in new non
agricultural projects. Agricultural project labour must be treated 
differently. 

Ufor example, similar results are reported in IA.DB I 4 I for 
Jamaica in the mid-1970s, and in Powers (131 for Bar~ado1. 

"'**'l'httse refer to "pao:ti ally non-traded goods" and "non-traded 
goods in fixed supply". 
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Even it the initial attempt to assu111e away pc-otection, and 
thec-eby implicitly intc-oduce fc-ee-tc-ade cc-itec-ia thc-ough the 
classification of coaaodities, by and lac-ge has beE'n c-ejected, the 
objection migh~ still be c-aised that by valuing tc-aded goods 
outputs at woc-ld pc-ices, new pc-ojects ac-e expected to be 
co111petitive with the least-cost suppliec-s on the woc-ld aac-ket. In 
other- words, if pc-oject costs ac-e not below benefits, which foc
tc-aded goods will n"["lll8lly be di c-ect foc-eign exchange savings and 
eac-nings, investment will not be appc-oved, so that local suppliec-s 
ac-e expected to have costs which ac-e intec-nat ionally coapeti live. 
In pdnciple, the c-esponse to this point was given by Little and 
Mic-c-lees (9) when in C"Pply to cc-itics, they ac-gued that the 
methodology they wec-e c-ecoaaending was based on an "opti-1" c-athec
than a fc-ee-trade stc-ategy. This distinction stems fc-oa the 
ac-guments in the conventional tc-ade theoc-y litec-atuc-e used to 
justify divec-gencies fr-om fc-ee-tc-ade.• Apac-t fc-oa the familiac
tenns-of-~rade ac-guments, it is c-ecognized that iactors like wage 
rates in excess of domestic oppoc-tuni ty costs of labour-, 
learning-by-doing, and production externalities can all justify 
establishir.g new industries which are not initially co111petit.ive 
with imports at pc-evailing mac-ket prices. An optimal trade 
~tc-ategy "herefore implies the protection or- pc-omotion of new 
domP~t•~ industri~s which can be defended on grounds such as 
t!1ese. In term;; of policy prescc-iptions however-, neo-classical 
analysis recommen(s a set of promotional tax-subsidy measuc-es 
rather than tariffs and quantitative impoc-t controls as a means of 
estPblishing new industries (Little, Scitovsky and Scott (12)). 

In principle, therefore, shadow-pc-icing analysis can be used 
to quantify the impoc-tance of the factoc-s which justify the 
pc-otection of new projects; in other- woc-ds, for tc-aded goods 
pc-oduction the costs that must be compac-ed with the value of output 
at world pc-ices must be adjusted for factoc-s such as market wages 
rates in excess of shadow wages, externalities and leac-ning 
effects.*" In practice, some of the mo.·e dynamic elements in the 
case for pc-otection may be extremely difficult to quantify at the 
pc-oject level, and if they are omitted either by design or by 
default due to these practical difficulties, there is no doubt that 
the implementation of shadow-pricing analysis may be open to charges 
of bias. The example of externalities is instructive. There is 
total consensus that they should be quantified and included in an 
appraisal, if this is feasible. However, Little and Mi:-rlees 1111 
question their quantitative -.ignificance for many projects. 

The most satisfactory res:ilution of this dile11111a, in the view 
of the present author, is frankly to acknowledge some of the areas 
of uncertainty regarding shad1w-pricing procedures, and to combine 

•see, for uample, Bhagwati (2). 

0 rn an a;1alysis using a world price numeraire all values will 
be at world prices. It is now generally recognized that the 
que:.tion of a world or dorr.estic price numeraire, per se, is not a 
matter uf concern on theoretical ground1. 
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use of the methodology with other planning techniques, whether 
macroplanning moJels, input-output analysis, or some form of sec
toral targeting, which attempt to cover some of the most dynamic 
aspects of planning. The premises upon which shadow-pricing l'nal-· 
ysis is based - that developing econo111·.es should attempt to plan 
their participation in world trade or relative economic costs -
remains .ralid for all but totally aut .. rkic economies, although ss 
far as possible it is dynamic rather than static comparative advan
tage which should determine investment decisions. 

Therefore, despite its advocacy by international institutions 
which often reco11111end forcefully that developing economies should 
adopt a particular set of economic policies, the application of the 
methodology need not be linked with such strategies.• It is not 
inconsistent to argue that world prices represent the terms upon 
which an economy can participate in world trade, and therefore are 
relevant for planning new investment projects, while at the Sallle 

time rejecting the economic logic behind a move towards free trade 
and dismantling of the protection system. In the case of Jamaica 
this means questioning the wisdom of the structural adjustment pro
gra11111e, which would open manufacturing to foreign competition. 
Table 2 gi~es some data on the lack of price competitiveness of much 
of manufacturing in early 1982. The argument that the major deval
uation in 1983 will be adequate to make the sector price competitive 
with imports appears dangerously misleading in all but the short 
term, since the feedback effects of devaluations on internal prices 
are we 11 known. There is substanl i al evidence from a number of 
economies that unless it is combined with severely deflationary 
fiscal and monetary policies, devalution does relatively little for 
price competitiveness in the medium term <Thirlwall (17)). 

2. Exchange rate changes 

Exchange rate changes may be forced upon an economy due to 
weakness in its balance of payments, or may be adopted as an 
explicit policy to improve trade competitiveness. !n either of 
these circumstances, if a future devaluation is forecast in the 
short or medium run, it is necessary to attempt to incorporate its 
impact on shadow price estimates. At one level this can be seen as 
a practical problem of forecasting, but at another, theoretical 
problems are raised by the method of allowing for the relative 
price changes caused by devaluation. 

One problem can be set aside initially. The existence of 
multiple exchange rates, such as the official and parallel market 
rates, poses no theoretical difficulty. In ~ system of shadow 

"Irvin [3), for example, argues that b£cause of its reject ion 
of mark.et prices as meuures of social value the methodology rep
re~ent s a major break from neoclassical analysis, and is most 
directly relPvant for decentralized socialist economies. This view 
may p~rtly explain the apparent paradox that one of the developing 
economic• whi~h has experimented most with the methodology is 
~:thiopiR. 
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pr1c1ng which employs a world price numeraire, all effects must be 
valued at world prices. Hence it makes no substantive difference 
what exchange rate is used t.o translate world prices into local 
currency. The choice of exchange rate will determine absolute not 
relative values, and it is relative values which are important for 
resource allocation decisions. All that matters is that one single 
exchange rate is selected for all calculations and that it is used 
consistently.* 

However, if the position of foreign exchange reserves is ex
pected to weaken over the medium or short term, so that an exchange 
rate change ap~ears likely, a major problem arises for shadow
pricing analysis. The distinction is between the current situation, 
which may, as in Jamaica in 1983, see the existence of two exchange 
rates, and a future situation with a worsening balance of payments 
and a major exchange rate change. The economic consequences of the 
latter should be incorporated in the shadow price estimates, while 
at the same time one would wish project selection to work in the 
same direction as other aspects of economic policy. Devaluation can 
be interpreted as an attempt to alter relative prices in an economy, 
raising those of traded ~oods relative to those of non-traded 
goods.** In this way use of the former as inputs should be dis
couraged, and their product ion as outputs encouraged; these twin 
effects should, other things being equal, help reduce the serious
ness of the balance-of-payments position. 

If decision-taking on projects is also to achieve the objective 
of stimulating production of traded go~ds vis-a-vis non-traded 
goods, and of encouraging the use of non-traded inputs relative to 
traded inputs, a means of altering relative values is needed. As 
Little and Mirrlees ((11), p. 354) put it" ... if a devaluation will 
take place, and wi 11 have some differential effect on the social 
profitability of different projects, then this should be reflected 
in the choice of projects now". 

The more straightforward means of achieving a revised ranking 
of projects in the light of forecast changes in foreign exchange 
availability is in the use of an adjusted shadow exchange rate. 

*Scott, MacArthur and Newbery 115) make the same point in 
relation to Kenya. Admittedly, if some effects are valued in domes-· 
tic and some in world prices, then the choice of exchange rate 
beccmes of critical importance; hence the attention given to shadow 
exchange rates in shadow-pricing studies using a domestic price 
numeraire. 

**Since the impact of higher import costs on the international 
price level can upset these relative price changes, it can easily 
be shown that if wage costs are allowed to rise at the same rate as 
prices, and if profit margins are a fixed proportion of costs, then 
internal prices will rise at the same rate as import prices 
(Thirlwall (17)). 
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This is not possible in the world price numeraire system since all 
items are valued directly at world prices and no shadow exchange 
rate is required to move between domestic and world prices.* In thE 
world price numeraire system the increased scarcity value of foreign 
exchange is allowed for, in principle, through a downward revision 
to the shadow wage, and thus to the conversion factor for labour. 
Since labour enters as a cost in the production of all non-traded 
coamodities, their shadow prices are lowered relative to traded 
goods, or in other words, non-traded items are devalued. Therefore 
an anticipated devaluati•m implies the need for a downward adjust
ment to the shadow wage. 

An explanation of the logic ,,f this argument and the theoret
ical problem it causes requires a brief digression into the question 
of the full valuation of labour in a social as opposed to an eco
nomic analysis. The definition of the shadow wage for unskilled 
labour given in the first part of this paper focused orly on the 
foregone output of labour, or direct opportunity cost. However, if 
growth and equity objectives are introduced into the analysis, the 
definition of the shadow wage for unskilled labour is widenPd con
siderably; it now covers both the social costs - loss of rein
vestible surplus - and social benefits - distribution to low inc01IU! 
groups - of the extra consumption arising from the employment of 
unskilled workers. Following Squire and van der Tak (16) this new 
definition can be expressed as: 

l 
w 

where wl 

.d 
m "< + < c - m) .- - -1 ( c - m> 

v 
is the new soci~l 3hadow wage. 

(4) 

m is the output foregone in the worker's previous 
activity at domestic market prices. 

(c - ml 

is the conversion factor required to translate m to 
world prices. 

is the net increase in the worker's consumption at 
domestic market prices resulting from his new 
employment. 

is the conversion factor required to convert thir 
con,umption into uorld prices; it is nonnally termed 
the consumption conversion factor. 

di is the weight placed on an extra unit of con
sumption going to group i - in which the worker is 
located in relation to consumption going to 
average consumers. 

*It should be noted, however, that if internal prices rise by 
the same rate as the devaluation, the real exchange rate wi 11 not 
have changed, and therefore use of a lower adjusted exchange rate 
will not be legitlmate. 
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v is the veigbt placed on a unit of uncommitted income 
in the hands of the Government valued in foreign 
exchange and potentially available for investllent, 
relative to a unit of cons1t11Ption going to average 
consumers. 

The c1>11plications introduced in equation (3) regarding tbe 
sectors from which workers are drawn and the nuaber of workers 
involved are assuaed away, so that: 

... x ~ •• •• '. 
1 1 1 

The first two terms in the expression for wl are tbe cost of 
the new worker's emploJIDl!nt, and the last term is the social valu~ 
of the distributional benefit associated with bis employment. It 
is argued that a devaluation will reduce the shadow wage at least 
in the short run, since as the net increase in consuaption (c - •> 
is a fixed sum at domestic prices, its foreign exchange cost is 
reduced by the full aaount of the devaluation; in other words, any 
given amount o! domestic ezpenditure is worth less in foreign ex
change following a devaluation, and the consuaption conversion fac
tor which expresses domestic consumption expenditure at world prices 
will fall. 

The economic opportunity cost of 911Ploying a new worker wi 

would remain unchanged if output foregone were solely in the form 
of traded goods, since physical quantities lost and world prices 
would be unaffected. However, soae proportion of foregone output 
of unskilled labour will be in the form of non-traded goods, and 
these will fall in value with devaluation. The siaplest way to see 
this is by interpreting a fall in non-traded output, as a result of 
a worker's move to a new job, as a decrease at a demand aargin; in 
other words, since the option of iaporting to cover the output fall 
is not open, less non-traded output will be available for doaestic 
consumers. The output foregone will be valued at consumers' will
ingness to pay, and this measure of domestic prices must be con
verted into world prices. A consumption conversion factor will be 
required for the purpose, which may or may not be the same as that 
used to convert (c - m) to world prices. However, all conversion 
factors for consumption expenditure must fall to allow for the real 
reduction in the purchasing power of domestic expenditure in 
relation to foreign resources. 

A theoretical problem arises, however, in that the third term 
in the ezpression for W, - di/• <c - m), will also fall as a result 
of devaluation, since the s .. e consumption increase at domu·t..ic 
prices is involved.• This term reflects the consumption benefit 

•the role of !' in dilv (c - •> may not be clear initially, 
because of the way in which v is defined. However ·· appears in the 
denominator of the e1:pre1sion for v, so that a fall in leads to a 
rise in v and a fall in di/v (c - •> (see Squire and van der Tak 
( (16), pp. 68-71) for a discussion of calculating v). An 
alternative but equivalent npression for di tv <c - m> would be 
di/v (c - 111> - ; this is provided .: no longer appears in the den011-
inator of v. 
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resulting from a worker's eaployment, and if it is initially greater 
than the consumption cost, so lhal (c - m) < di/v (c - •> or 
· dilv, there is the theoretical possibility thal a devaluation -r 
actually lead to a rise in the shadow wage despite a fall in output 
foregone and the consuaption cost of employment at world prices. 
The logic of this is that if a high social weight is placed on the 
consuaption of Jow incoae groups, a devaluati~n which lowers real 
wages will also reduce the consuaption benefit of eaployaent; in 
certain cases this aay be sufficient to offset the fail in the first 
two teras of the shadow wage. 

A devaluation which results in a rise in the shadow wage is 
counter-intuitive, and if such a result were to occur it is clear 
thal shadow-pricing analysis could not be employed in conjunction 
with stabilization measures aimed at shifting investment in a 
direction that conserved foreign exchange and util i:ted more non
trsded goods and labour. However, it appears that a devaluat iQn 
will only unambiguously lower the shadow wage ir. a social analysis 
if the weighting system is such that di/v < : , or in other words 
that di/v < l; additional consumption must be less valuable than 
income in the hands of Government, which is available for 
investaient." 

Setting aside the theoretical possibility of a counter
intuitive result in the estimation of the shadow wage, there are a 
number of serious empirical problems in adequately incorporating the 
consequences of an anticipated devaluation in shadow prices esti
mates. It is clear that if a devaluation creates a substantial 
shift in relative prices there are likely to be substitution effects 
in both production and consumption. For example, input coefficients 
for non-traded sectors and consumption weights for consumption 
expenditure conversion factors may change. In theory, the whole set 
of shadow price estimates for an economy can be affected as a result 
of such changes. 

Squire and van der Tak ((16), pp. 94-95), in acknowledging this 
problem and discussing the effects of a devaluation, argue that "the 
information required to trace through these effects <of a devalua
tion> is formidable, and in practice it may be nf!cesury to ignore 
the substitution possibilities in both production and consumption, 
and to concentrate solely on the i11m1ediate <relative> reduction in 
the cost of cont;umption when making new est imate1 of shadow wage 
rates and of marginal social costs for non-tradeables". 

However, even focussing on the i11m1ediate consumption effect of 
a devaluation requires a forecast of the extent to • nich real wages 
will be reduced. The discussion above on the .. chanism whereby the 
shadow wage is likely to fall after a devaluation assu .. d unchanged 
money wages, 10 that a fall iP the consumption conver1ion factor 

•If v is redefined, 10 that di/v <c - m> becomes the benefit 
of additic.nal con1umptic.n, the condition for a -all in the shadow 
wage becomes ditv < • or di/v < l. 
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was not compensated for bJ a rise in moneJ wages, which increased 
(c - m> in dOtllest ic pric'!s. A projection of the shadow wage re
quires jud0ement on how real and nominal wages will be affected bJ 
devaluation. The difficulties involved with this tJpe of fore
casting maJ mean that in practice it is difficult to project 
adequately a shadow wage estiaate, and this casts doubt on whether 
project analJsis has an effective role to plaJ in conjunction with 
more conventional short-term measures of balance-of-paJ111ents manage
ment. Perhaps the main point is that it is difficult to incorporate 
future scarcities of foreign exchange in anJ shadow-pricing SJstea, 
but where devaluations are covered through adjustments to the 
shadow wage, the aechanisa is llOre indirect and prone to 
uncertaint1.• 

3. Discount rate 

One of the most difficult parameters to estiaate accuratelJ in 
shadow price studies is, perhaps surprisinglJ, the discount rate. 
Theoretically, if the government investment budget is fixed, the 
discount rate for new government projects will be defined as the 
rate of return on the marginal public sector project. This raises 
both theoretical and empirical difficulties however. EapiricallJ, 
the marginal rate of return can only be estiaated in the "shel!
of-projects" s!t:uation, where all projects which potentiallJ 
compete for investment funds have not only been identified but also 
appraised at shadow prices. In the present state of ~nvestment 

planning procedu"."u this situation is quite clearly unrealistic. 
Theoretical difficulties also arise due to the fact that it aay not 
be appropriate to assume that the budget of a Government is rigidly 
fixed, since there is often likelJ to be the possibilitJ of drawing 
upon savings from either the private or the external sectors. 

One practical procedure often applied to produce what is taken 
as an upper limit to the discount rate is a crude analJsis based on 
national accounts data and relating estimated capital stock in the 
eeonot11y to national incOllle minus wa,e costs and depreciation. 
Algebraically, 

q J - (W + I,,} 

IC 

where ~ is the estimated return on capital. 
Y is to~al n•t:ional incoae. 
W and D are wages and depreciation respectively. 
IC is total ~•pital stock. 

<S> 

•Accu:-at.e use of a .1hadow e11change rate in a domost ic price 
nu~eraire 171tem is also open to diificultJ, since a projected 
effective, not uominal, exchange rate eh11nge is required. Detailed 
informat;on on cost structures of non-traded 1ector1 and consumption 
e11pen'1iture patterns may alto be heeded. It is fair to uy, how
ever, that In practice rough adjust .. Pts to for•ign exchange values 
to allow for an anticipated devaluatio~ will be •~•pler to apply in 
a tfor.'lesti•. price 1y1~em. 
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All items refer to a particular Jear, and are given at shadow 
prices. 

Since the marginal return must be at shadow prices, using a 
world price numeraire, Y, W, D and K must all be converted to world 
prices. The approach is not onlJ based on crude macrodata, but 
rests upon dubious theoretical premises. It invariablJ pro111ces 
high estimates for q, since labour c.osts are revalued bJ a ,o;hadow 
wage often significantlJ below the market wage, and the resulting 
surplus is attributed ~olelJ to the factor capital.* 

Returns attributed to technical progress are ignored, as are 
the implications of theories of distribution which are an alter
native to that of marginal productivitJ theorJ.** However, if one 
is willing to rejec ... certain assumptions of the -rginal produc
tivitJ theorJ at a microlevel, for example that wages always equal 
-rginal value products, there seems to be no logical reason to 
accept its macroconclus1ons that total national income is allocated 
between two factors, labour and capital, on the basis of their 
phJsical quantities and marginal products. 

An alternative mear.s of deriving an estimate of the discount 
rate is relevant for 1:conomies that have access to international 
borrowing. In this case the discount rate is defined as the real 
cost of borrowing from the marginal or least attractive source, 
which normally will be the private international capital -rket. 
An i~creasing number of developing ~ountries, including Jamaica, now 
have access to such funds, and it could be argued that in the s..e 
waJ that world prices for co1m11odities represent the terms on which 
an economJ can participate in world trade and are therefore relevant 
for planning dee ,sions, so world interest rates are equivalent to 
international P~•ces for funds, which should also be considered in 
planning.*•• In other words, gover1111ent budgets should not be 

*Application of this approach to 1980-1982 data for Jamaica, 
for example, gives an average q of 17 per cent. 

••Marginal productivity distribution theory 
following equality: 

Y .s Kq + Lw 

implies 

where q is the marginal product of capital. 
w is the marginal product of labour. 
K and L are the quantities of the two factors. 
Y is the national income. 

the 

If labour is valued at its iaar.ginal product the residual 
surplus must be the return to capital. The question of the 
difficulty of identifying a value for capital has been a major 
source of theoretical debate for many years. 

•••The author is indebted to Richard Kitchen for the npreuion 
of the argument in this way. 
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assumed to be fixed because of the possibilitJ of international 
borrowing, which will be economically justified if at world prices 
the returns on new projects exceed the real inlerest charge 
involved. 

This definition usually produces estiaates rather lower than 
tbe normal range considered for the discount rate. The esti-tes 
will depend upon the borrower status of an econoaJ, vhicb deteraines 
its risk premium above the London Inter-Bank Offer Kate (LIBOK), and 
criticallJ upon the price index used to deflate tbe noainal interest 
chal:'ge to l:'eal terms. f;>I:' Jamaica, however, this approach still 
pl:'oduced a l:'elatively high estimate for the discount rate of 
8-10 per cent, which reflects its relativel1 weak credit status and 
the poor price pl:'ospects for its traditional exvorts. Such esti
mates must obviously be revised in the light of changing world 
interest rates and price trends. 

The essential point to stress 1:egarding the dis~ount rate, 
tbel:'efore, is that given the difficulties and limitations associated 
with other methods of estimating this parallh?ter, adjusted real 
international interest rates aay be the most appropriate measure for 
an increasing number of developing economies. Us~ of an inter
national interest rate does not remove estimation problems, but one 
can argue that it would be an improvement over aucb existing prac
tice, which is often either ad hoc or based on conventional views 
of what is an acceptable discount rate.• 

C. Conclusions 

This paper bas pointed to some features of the estimation 
procedure for shadow prices used by the author in a recent study of 
Jamaica It has tried to indicate areas of t>otb practicd and 
theoretical difficulty "ith the methodology, but despite these, it 
wishes to suggest that ,;hadow- pricing techniques should be seen as 
a useful complement to other planning procedures in use at present. 
Perhaps the most important general point is that shadow-pricing 
techniques do not necessarily have to imply a free tcade biu in 
tenns of allocation decisions. It has been argued that if a bias 
in this direction arises, it is likely to be through the mJnner in 
which analysis is cal:'ried out, rather than from its unde~lying 
theoretical basis. Careful application of economic an•lysis to new 
investment proposals in combination with forms of sectoral Jr.d 
•acroplanning is one way of avoiding such a situation. 

l. 
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DEVELOPING LOCAL INDUSTRY THROUGH CENTRES FOR INDUSTRIAL S"UJDlES 
IN TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Peter B. u. Achi* 

A. Background to the development of centres for industrial 
studies in developing countries 

Technological development in industria! e~onc.mies has ma~e 

enormous strides since the eighteenth-century European Industrial 
Revolution. A modern industrial economy aay be described as an 
economy of which the initial "industrial culture was sufficiently 
tttll developed to take advantage of the inventions of the 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Industrial Revoluti~n ard to 
establish the competitive industries that are currently in process 
of regeneration Ill. In developing countries the emergence ot an 
industrial culture is synonJ1DOUS with the growth of "indigenous" 
technology that would form the basis of local industry. Being part 
of one international market and maintaining active relations with 
other economies, every developing country aust however take into 
acco11nt the exi:>ting levels of technology and organization in ott.er 
countries 12 J. 

Having realized the importance of technology as the foundation 
of modern industry, some developing countries (such as Ghana, 
Jordan, Kenya, and Nigeria) are establishing industrial and tech
nology development centres. These centres are assisting small
scale and cottage industries in modernizing their operations and in 
training industrial personnel in the effort to develop their entre
preneurial capacities. In Jordan, Yarmouk University (3) has a 
School of Engineering which among other activities has the respon
sibility of developing local industry through progranaes of 
continuing education and campus· industry linkages. 

Some factories are established (3) around the campus of 
Yarmouk University to reduce the lPad time between research and 
development and the application of results to industry. In Ghana, 
the University of Science and Technology at Kumasi (4) bas a 
technology consultancy centre with a comprehensive progra .. e of 
improving technology in local industry. The centre continuously 
improves the tools ~n the possession of local craftsmen and 
mechanics with the aim of increasing their productivity and thus 
expanding their businesse•. 

In Nigeria, Industrial Develo:;iment Centres (IDC) have been 
established in the eastern, northern and western regions at OWerri, 
Zaria and Oshogbo, respectively. Th& centres are charged with the 
responsibility of providing free consultancy and extension services 
as w~ll as training in managerial skills for small-ocale industrial 

•centre for Industrial Studies, 
Technology, P.".B. 1S26, OWerri, Nigeria. 

3333? (0462?) 

Federal Univer1ity of 
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entrepreneurs (who are often unable to employ full-time engineers), 
managers and technical staff. For the purpcse of these services, 
small-scale industries are defined as any manufacturing, processing 
or service industry with a capital investment not exceeding $750,000 
in machinery, equipment and working capital. In the services 
rendered by the IDCs the emphasis is on the development of small
scale industries that use machinery and power to make relatively 
sophisticated consumer goods and also simple producer goods. The 
free technical services provided by the IDCs include assistance in 
the selection of proper manufacturing processes and equipment, 
installation and initial operation of machinery, on-the-job training 
of small-scale industry artisans in equipment operations, main
tenance and repair of machinery and tooling, resolving operation 
problems and improving small-scale industry products design. The 
management services rendered by the IDCs inc!ude feasibility 
studies, the choice of management structures, the planning and 
control of production to enable small-scale industries to reduce 
LOsts and improve productivity, counselling in product pricing and 
other marketing strategies, initiation of small-scale investments 
for entrepreneurs and acting as an intermediary between Government 
and small-scale industry. 

In Nigeria there are approximately 2,000 small-scale industrial 
enterprises employing a total of less than 40,000 workers. To help 
deal with the increasing rate of unemployment, especially among 
profess ion al graduates of tertiary institution.;, the federal and 
state Governments had opened five universities of technology by 
1985, which are expected to produce graduates who are well-equipped 
to become job-creators instead of job-seekers. 

The establishment of universities and schools of technology in 
developi~g countries can be seen within the context of the desire 
to develop indigenous technology influenced by the modern tech
nologies existing in industrial economi~s. The academic and 
orgsnizational departures from the type of education offered in 
traditional universities and schools include the following: 
practical-oriented academic training; and industrial-oriented 
research and development. 

The establishment of centres for industrial studies within a 
university or school environment may be seen as serving the purpose 
for the practical fulfilment of the second of the above-mentioned 
requirements (namely, industrial-oriented research and development> 
and the partial fulfilment of the first requirement. 

B. Constraints on tqe practical realization of objectives 

In developing countries the achievement of the objectivu of 
IOCs dP.pend considerably on the funds available, on the existing 
practir.al expertise and infrastructural facilities and on well· 
conceived equipment policies for the centres. While it is not 
necessary to specify the equipment or production processes that the 
cP.ntres should pouess, it is important to indicate thP- constraints 
on planning, taking into account the availability from year to year 
of the necessary inputs 
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From the inception of an industrial centre the finances avail
able to a large extent deteraine the availability of the other 
inputs_ In most developing countries finance for industrial 
development is one of the aain problems facing the Government. In 
Nigeria, for example, the three regional IOCs depend entirely on 
Govermaent subsidies for their working capital since their services 
ere rendered free to small industries. The Centres for Industrial 
Studies (CIS) of the Universities at Owerri and Enugu and in a few 
polytechnic colleges depend at present almost entirely on finances 
from their parent institutions, which in turn are wholly financed 
by the Government. In recent times the economies of most developing 
countries have been in such poor condition that funds for urgently 
needed services such as water, roads and hospitals consume the bulk 
of their available foreign exchange, leaving very little for indus
trial developaient. Nevertheless, the existence of more indigenous 
industries would help to reduce the amount of scarce foreign 
exchange spent on the provision of the most essential goods and 
services (some external assistance in financing aay often become 
necessary)_ These circumstances should be borne in mind in the 
preparation ::if an organizational plan for a centre for industrial 
studies. 

2- Practice !lpertise 

Local professionals with the practical expertise necessary for 
the development of indigenous modern technology ar~ in short supply 
in develaping c~un~ries. The few developing country professionals 
at home and abrc-1d usually require definite financial and oi..her 
incentives to att ·act them to the indurtrial centres. With such 
professionals the ~entres could widen their scope of operation from 
industrial education to coaaercial vent.ures. Qualified professional 
engineers are crucial for this purpose. 

3. Infrastructural facilities 

The availability of adequate 
tricity, ancilla~y tec~nologies 

operational planning. 

space, buildings, water, elec
etc. influence the scope of 

4. Equipment 

The CIS operations would inr.lude consultancies, subcontracting, 
product development and stud1mt training. The basic principle of 
aiaitimum utilization of equipment in 1tngineering production demands 
that wherever the variety of prod::.:ts is large and the quantity 
small (al in general CIS operations), general-purpose equipment 
wr.uld be more econ0111ic. The acquisition of special-purpose 
equipment would then be minimized especially in the first three 
year1 of operation of the CIS. 

C. Practical role of centres for industrial '_!~die~ 
in _Jfeveloe!M_~,!.''~r ies 

The principal functionr' role of 
1tudie1 operating from a u• .versity or 

a centre for industrial 
school of technology is 
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generalizert in the 1110del pt~sented in the figure. This IBUdel can 
be further compressed into the following s=heaatic representation: 

Student traini~g 
Technical products development 

CIS strategy Pilot plant development 
Socia! functions <incl~ding con

sult~nc1 services and seminars) 

1. Student training 

In developing countries this is one of the crucial aspects of 
the role of technical educational institutions. For the CIS this 
role is the production of graduates possessing al lf'ast one prac
tical skill required by the local industry in addition to a general 
education in the g:-aduates chosen discipline of science or tech
nology. The responsibilities of institutes of technical education 
for industry in developing countries include the following: general 
academic education <in departments); interdisciplinary practical 
and laboratory training (in dep~rtments and CIS); and skill
oriented industrial training (in ClS and industry). At the Federal 
University of Technology at Owerri in Nigeria a three-tiered system 
of education along the above-mentioned lines is expected to produce 
finished graduates, with a centre fo~ industrial studies being used 
to accentuate the practical aspects of the trai~ing. 

2. General academic education 

General academic education is offered through the specific 
progra11111es of the academic departments as embodied in well-bal·~ced 
curricula based on the needs of the country and fully supported by 
practical teaching methods and adequate laboratories. As a re:>ult 
of serious financial constraints, tertiary technical institutions 
in developing countries often lack basic laboratory facil~tl•s. 

Given the serious shortage of such facilities, the academic and 
professional staf~ recruited by the institutions should possess the 
necessary training to enable them, in the absence of a functioning 
laboratory, to improvise practical examples of the subject matter 
of their particular disciplines. Tne present staffing situation in 
many of the institutions, however, reveals a prefere~ce for academic 
excellence over practical skills, which tends to delay the acquisi
tion of indigenous technology for rapid industrial development. 

By the fifth year of its e:11i1tence a CIS should be able to 
rely on the expertise of academic department.- to help improvise 
some of the required laboratories. The readiness to improvise is 
reflected in the co11111it.ment of the institutions to practical work. 

3. !.!l!..!.rdisciplinarx practical training 

Interdisciplinary practical training evolves pRrtially from 
general academic education supported by laboratories to more general 
practical training which goes through the production process from 
basic raw material inputs lo the finished products. For the engi
neering, science and management. technology students at the Federel. 
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University of Ter;hnology at OVerri, Nigeria, the general practical 
aspects of their tC"aining involve the machine and fitting shops, 
the electrical shops, the technical drawing department and the 
c•.emical laboratory, all in t:.e CIS environment. The CIS controls 
the equipment used for this level of training by providing the 
technical co-ordination of the facilities and the principal teaching 
staff 1 while the academic departments provide the complementary 
staff. 

The departments technically advised and supported by the CIS 
develop products- or process-oriented practical training based on 
the academic courses offered by the departments. Practical train:~g 
at this level i,; different from the above-mentioned academic lab
oratories since it is generally industry-oriented. Technological 
institutions (even without an industrial centre) in developing 
countries should not leave this aspect of training c>ut of their 
curricula (as is currently the case), otherwise the training would 
produce only a~ademic experts of little use to industries in those 
countries. It. would also be unwise at this stage to "regiment" the 
subject-matter of practical industrial training courses because the 
desired flexibility consistent with rapid economic and technological 
change could be lost. 

4. External industrial assignments 

':he type of training thus far described is equivalent to in
house industrial work experience schemes for students, but since 
the training is carried out within the academic environment of the 
CIS its total industrial content may be inadequate. The important 
objective of "industrial assignments" is to ensure that a sizeable 
portion of industrial training is carried out in external industries 
engagt 1 in competitive production 11nd services. Midway through a 
coursP some external industrial assignment of students (even for 
brief periods) is necessary for the following reasons: 

(a) To enable the student to acquire a general kt1owledge of 
the working of industry outside the academic environment of the 
CIS; 

(b) To enable the student tn gain more specific experience in 
financial management. 11nd in cutting losses in the running of a 
competitive industry; 

(c) To take advantage of the fact that the scope of operation 
of the CIS in a developing country is most likely to be limited 
initially to a few industrial disciplines. 

The author's experience in the co-ordination of industrial 
work experience schemes for students in Nigeria is that, among 
other problems, only few industries have adequate facilities for 
industrial training. Therefore th11 lut half of the course would 
be mainly spent in the CIS to impart specific industrial 1kill1. 
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5. Specific s~ill-oriented industrial training 

Skill training is a logical follow-up of earlier inter
disciplinar1 training. It is here that an attempt is .. de to equip 
the CIS students with certain practical industrial skills. A 
conscious effort is .. de to relate both the needs of the local 
comauni tJ and the students• e:1periences during elCternal industrial 
assig-nts to specific industrial practice covered in ClS 
curricula. The appropriate staff is selected and temporarilJ 
attached to the CIS to enable the students to benefit frOll the 
practical expertise of the staff Mllbers in particular areas of 
studJ. Sucb a practical approach helps to ensure that "industriallJ 
competent" graduates emerge fr011 tbe CIS and can opt for self
emplo,aent, with sotae of the products developed in the CIS provided 
under special loan arrang..ents to help tbea start their businesses. 

Products and skills are developed during the project- and 
pro~uct-oriented practical skill training, interspersed wit~ tbe 
discussion of relevant .. nagement practices. •ev and iaproved 
products and pilot plants would be continuouslJ developed during 
this final phase of training. The institution and tbe Goverll88nt 
.. , have working agreeaents vita C0111111ercial banks vherebJ tbe 
former would gu~rantee loans granted to skilled graduates to start 
their own businesses. In Nigeria, the Nigerian Industrial 
Development Bank is best placed to participate in this plan. 
Siailar banks e-ist in .. nJ developing countries. The principal 
objectives ~f the training are as follow•: 

(a) To promote entrepreneurial skills in developing countries; 

(b) To reduce unemployment; 

(c) To develop indigenous tecbnolog1 as the basis of local 
s•all-scale industry, thus enhancing the standard of living of tbe 
local comaunities (at the tiae of writing, these plans -re still 
only proposals in Nigeria). 

D. Services provided bx the CIS to local industries 

Besides training fcture industrial e:1perts and developing local 
entrepreneurs as descri.,ed above, the CIS has other functions to 
fulfil for local industry. Among these functions is the training 
of personnel already working in aodern industries. The CIS admits 
industrial personnel on a full-ti .. or p•rt-ti• basis for short 
courses designed to improve the technical and .. nagerial sitillo 
required for their jobs in industrJ. The training is usuallJ spon
sored by the industries concerned and .. , be in such specialized 
areas (depending on the equip.ent available) as the following: 
prograaning and operating nu..ricallJ controlled .. chines; advanced 
aachinery operations, aodern auto-diagnostic equipment and repair 
techniques; industrial waste disposal technologies; aodern .. terials 
and forming operations; and other are11 of iaportanee to local 
industry. The prl.ncit>al responsibilitJ of the CIS, however, will 
rdain the development of s .. 11 int4u1trie1, espec iallJ in rural 
areas. 
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l. Tecbnical consultancies to local industry 

(a) Existing industries 

Depending on its awailable technical expertise. the CIS should 
seek to establish consultancy arrang-nts with local industry in 
order to generate more funds and increased financial support from 
the parent institution. In .. af developing countries the opera
tional areas posing considerable probleas to local industry include 
the repair a:.d .. iateaance of i..,orted .. chinery. These .. cbines 
are often cl. ssified as "appropriate,. technologies, although tbey 
.. , hawe been long outdated in tbe ezporting country (2). hay 
struggling industries in developing countries (such as tbe cement
.. kiag industries in •igeria) are alllost fully equipped with 
.. cbines tbat are ao longer .. aufactured abroad. and for which ao 
:--.ore stocks of spare parts :are awailable froa the .. nufacturer. 
•igerian c.-nt factories hawe been known to lie coapletely idle 
for up to two year. as a result. Ewen ia other iadustries where 
spare parts .. , be available abroad, there would be no foreign 
e1cbange for their purchase. la such cases the CIS should be 
equipped to .. nufact.are spare parts to enable tbese industries to 
res1111e operations quickly enough to prevent an increase in unemploy
Mnt rates. 

Other areas where expert consultancies are often necessary in 
developing countries include readjust.eat of production sfsteas 
(for instance through the siaplification of .. aufacturing Mthods). 
research into local raw .. terials for specific industries. adapta
tion of foreign products to local conditions and value analysis to 
reduce the cost of local products. 

<b> •ev industries 

The new products and pilot plants developed through practical 
research in the CIS would be sold to existing industries or used to 
help CIS graduates start new industries, as noted earlier. When 
the products and p?lot plants fora the basis for new factories. the 
latter would qualify as s .. 11-scale industries for n1111erous 
goverftllent incentives. 

The role of the CJ:S in tbe foraation of new industries is 
crucial. For developing countries this role would help to reverse 
the present trend of illpOrting factories frOll outside the country 
by way of turnlte:r projects. Turnkey factories create probl ... of 
futut"e aaintenance, as previously -ntioned, and adverse working 
cor.ditions, being culturally alien to the local worker. Unnecessary 
turnkey projects can be avoided by allowing tlle CIS to act as the 
aiddl ... n !n national and international industrial agre.-nt• and 
to pr0110te the develop11ent of production processe• based on the 
adaptation of existing foreign technologies to local conditions. 

2. lxttrntl inpYts 

It would not be necessary for developing countries to att .. pt 
to "reinvent the wheel" bf independentlr developin& technologi•• 
exi•ting in developed countries if the latter were willing to share 
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their knowledge. In cases where deYeloped countries are willing. 
the CIS in deYeloping countries could be used to acquire the 
technologies required to -et the needs of local industry. Staff 
of the CIS and the companies of co-operating deyeloped countries 
can exchange frequent Yisits and short training courses can be 
organized for the CIS staff. 

Tbe technologies would subsequently be diss-inated t.hroagb 
the CIS to local industries. Tbis partial approach to indus
trialization should be recognized by deweloping countries as being 
as essential to the growth of local industry as the deYelopment of 
indigenous technology. 

CIS research and teaching efforts should also include the 
application to local industry of research findings diss-inated 
through local and foreign journals and conferences. 

E. Other socio-econoaic functions of a centre 
for industrial studies 

In the final analysis, all the actiYities of the centre for 
industrial studies in a tertiary institution are expected to serYe 
the society around it in one way or arotber. Each acti Yi ty is 
therefore designed to help solve probl-.· facing society in the 
fo!lowing ways: 

(a) Through research. The CIS should be actively involved in 
investigating technical and socio-econOllic probleas of both 
il•ediate and long-tera interest to the com.unity. such as rural 
waste .. nageaent and soil erosion. The research effort and follow
up activities should proceed along the following lines: 

(i) Continuous 110nitoring of socio-econOllic and technical 
problelill al both the local and national levels; 

(ii) I_.diate initiation of studies (provided funds are 
available> and gathering of the data required to 
find solutions to the probl ... dealt with; 

(iii> Proapt diss-ination of the research findings by way 
of local advertis ... nts through local gover~nt 

councils, ex tens ion workers and even announc ... nts 
by village criers; 

(iv) llobilization of research results and products 
<internal and external) for quick application to 
rural industry; 

(b) through ... inars and work1hop1. Another channel r~r 
publicizing local research Cinding1 and acquiring n- industrial 
knowledge i1 by way of work1hop1 and 1 .. inar1 organized by the CIS. 
The s .. inar1 could be in any 1ocio-econ011ic or technical area that 
affects industrial develop119nt. Local television <if available) 
and radio talk• coul~ also be .. ployed to publicize the work ~f the 
centr• to the local c09lunity. technical publications fr011 the CIS 
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should be practically orieated and written ia si11Ple ud clear 
language so that ~heJ eaa be easilJ understood bf ordinar1 people; 

< c) nroub thoe 110bi liz.ation of local trade,_a. Tile CIS 
should appoint a technical liuson oEficer bet.,..n it and local 
craft-a and repair -ebanics iD the c~nitJ. Tile location of 
-chanics aad craft ... D in .._cba1lics Yillagas". as in ligeria at 
present, bas facilitated liaison vi.th the CIS <at OW.rri, for 
esa111»le). Tile purposes of tbe lint are as follows: 

(i) to co-ordinate 'he Yarious technical stills possessed 
bJ trade.-n for deYaloping products and serYices 
for the c011mUnit1; 

<ii) to iaproYe the standard of craft..-nship and job 
satisfaction of tb~ trade1111ta; 

<iii> to iaprove -••geaent technio;o:es and hence increase 
the profitabililJ of enterprises. 

P'. Conclusions 

While co-ordinating the professional activities of tbe acadeaic 
and technical branches within a tertiary institution, a ce~tre for 
industrial studies should teep in constant focus the industrial 
needs of the outside cOllm!UnitJ. 

Since the -joritJ of tlte population of develofing countries 
resides in rural areas, these countries eannot develop industriallJ 
while leaving the rural pop.alation behind. Creating a general 
awareness of technological probl ... and finding practical solutions 
to rural needs are therefore important responsibilities of a CIS 
operating fro. a tertiarJ institution in a developing counlrJ. One 
of the llOSt effective wa1s of .. eting those responsibilities is bJ 
using the CIS to equip local graduates with entrepreneurial stills 
using products and techniques related to local needs and developed 
though studiH in the centre. Tile enterprises tb111 establhbed 
would benefit fro. the government incentives usuallJ provided for 
... 11-scal• industries in developing countries. 
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L'iadustri~ des circ~its integres en lade et en ll8pablique 
de Corie et soa enYiroaaetMtat tecbaico-ecoaoaique international 

Charles Edquist et Staff aa Jacobsen 

L'lnde et ls Republ:que de Coree oat adopte des strategies fort 
differeates pour developper les capacites nationales de production 
de circuits 1ntegres, activite i. baute tecbnologie generaletMtnt 
doainee par les fabricants des pafs developpes. Apres avoir 
brieYe11ent defini le t~n1e "circuits integres", l'article donne une 
vue d'enseable de l'industrie 110ndiale pour decrire aussi 
l 'environnement technico-econOllique international dans lequel cette 
branche s'est developpee ea lade et en Republique de Coree. 
L'industrie de ces pa1s fail ensuite l'objet d'un •n-n detailli. 
Pour finir, la ~rfonaance des industries nationales et les facteurs 
qui la deterainent sont coapares i. la 1-iere de l 'environn-nt 
international. L'industrie de la Republique de coree est considirie 
comme plus avancee que celle d~ l'lnde, lli8e si, eu igard i. 
certaines diff~rences au niveau des objectifs poursu1v11, la 
strategie indienne de developpeaent pourrait se reveler judicieuse. 

~ et relations interindustrielles Yerticales au Ba~4ladesb 

Les techniques de l'anal1se entries-sorties sont utilisees dans 
cet article pour .. ~urer les effets en uiont et en aval des .-plois 
crees par les industries aanufacturieres du Bangladesh. U s 'agit 
de deterainer les industries offrant de nocabreuses possibilites 
d'eaplol, l'eaploi etant parai les principales pr~~~c~p•tions du 
gouverne11ent. L'auteur conclut que les branches ci-apres revitent a 
cet egard une iaportance priaordiale : the, textiles de coton et de 
jute, papier, produits phanaaceutiques, divers produits chiaiques, 
bois l't aulrffs produi ts -n•1factures <spec if ies dans l' article>. 

Quelques observations sur l'esti-tion des par ... tres 
icone>11iques nationaux de la J,..ique 

John Weiu 

L'article exaainc quelques-unes des questions soulevies par une 
itude asse% ~••le e1•nt pour objet l'esti .. tion des par&llitres 
icone>11iques nationaux de la Jaaaique. 11 est divisi en deux 
parties : la pr .. ii.re traite de quelques points pratiques 
interessant les procedures d'estiaation, et not .... nt l'application 
d'un facteur l&C>Jen d• conversion a l'ichelle de l'icone>11ie tout 
otntii.re, le• principaux secteurs dont les produils n'entr.ent pas 
dans le ca..eree international et le salaire flctif de la 
aain··d'oeuvrl! non qualifUe. La secon-Je partie trait• de points 
plus thioriques souh'lh par l'itude, dont la aesure dens laquelle 
la aethodologie des prix fictifs iaplique une diltorsion vers le 
libre·tchange; le probliae pose par la prise en ce>11pte des variations 
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des tau: de change; et la definition d'un taUJ: d'actualisation. 
L'articl• cbercbe a cerner qaelqaes-aaes des difficultes qae soalive 
l'utilisati~n des rrix fictifs pour l'analfse detaillee d'une 
econoaie c~ celle de la J-ique, et conclat qa'en depit de ses 
insaffisances cette approche peat serYir de coapie-nt i d'aatres 
metbodes de pl~nification. 

Ditvelopper l'industri• locale des pays en develoP1!!9!!nt 
gLice aux "centres d'etades indastrielles" 

relevant d'orgaai ... s de settices 

Peter B.U. &chi 

Les paJS en develop,_nt eprouvent le 11oabait legiti• de se 
dr ter d'une econ011ie indunrielle stable. Bien qu' ils ne paissent 
point ignorer le niveau de tecbnologie indastrielle des pafs 
developpis, ils savent desot"2Ais fort bien q~e c'est de leurs 
propres efforts que depend la constitution d'une econoaie 
industrielle stable. L'article qui anal1se principalellll!'nt (aais non 
exclu1ive11ent) l 'expirienc·.• raigeriane, t.raite de la contribution que 
les centres d'etudes industrielles apportent a la foraation d'ane 
aain-d'o.euvre industrielle indispensable pour la croissanc• rapid• 
'•• ~aJ• en developpe11ent. Axes sur les act~vites de liaison et de 
foraation orientees vers des p:ojets industriels ainsi qae sur la 
c-.rcialisation des produits locaax, ces centres font not.-nt 
appel a d'anciens etudiants c-. entrepreneurs. 
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Las industrias de circuitos integ;'&dcs de la India 1 la 
Republic• de Corea consideradas ~ un conte1to 

tecnoeconO.ico internacional 

Charles Edquist J Staff an Jacobsen 

La India J la Republic• de Corea ban adoptado estrategias 11111 
diferentes para des .. :roll•r la capacidad nacional de produ.:cion de 
circuitos integrados, esfera de la alta tecnologia generalmente 
doainada por productores de paises desarrollados. T.:-as una breve 
descripcion de los circuitos integrados, el estudio proporciona un 
panoraaa global de esta industria a fin de detenainar el conte1to 
tecnoecon6aico internacional en que se han venido desarrollando las 
industries de la India J la Republica de Corea. Luego se euainan 
en detalle los diversos aspectos de esta industria en aabos paises. 
Por ulti110, se coapara su respectivo '"endiaiento, J los factores 
detenainantes cone1os, en el conte1to internacional. Se desprende 
que esta industria esti aas avan~ada en la Republic• de Corea que en 
la India, aunque dadas las diferencias entre los objetivos de aabos 
paises, h estrategia de desarrollo de la India podria resultar 
apropiada. 

Vinculaciones entre el eapleo 1 la industria 
en Bangladesh 

Dilip lua&!' Roy 

In este articulo se utilizan las tecnicas del anilisis 
insuao-producto • fin de -dir l<'s efectos de concatenacion regre
siv~ J progresiva del eapleo subre las industries aanufactureras de 
Baugladesh. Dado que el eapleo e:- •1na preocupacion priaordial del 
Gobierno, el estudio tiene por objeto detenainar las industries con 
un alto indice de generacion de eapleo total. 11 autor concluJe que 
las industries generadoras de eapleo que tienen iaportancia priori
taria son las del te, tntiles de algodon J Jute, papel, productos 
faraaceuticos J otros productos quiaicos, aadera, J otras indu1tria1 
aanufactureras (enuaeradas en el articulo). 

Algunas ob1ervacione1 sobre la estiaacion de 
parU..tros econ6aicos nacionales 

para Jaaaica 

Jol~n Weiss 

In este estudio se e1aainan algunas de las cuestiones planL••· 
das en otro estudio ais aaplio respecto de ~•tiaacion d' pari .. tros 
econO.icos nacionales para Jaaaica. El estudio consts de dos 
secciones. Cn la priaera se e1aainan algunas cuestiones de cnricter 
prictlco relaclonadas con los procedimientos de estiaacion. Se 
incluJ• un anilisis del trataaiento de un factor de convertion aedio 
aplicable a la econ011ia en su conjunto, asi coao de l~s prlnci~1le1 

sectores no Cl)lllerclales J del salaclo s011bra d~ la aano de obra no 
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calificada. En la seguada seccioa se trataa cuestioaes de caracter 
ai• teorkll plantea.1as ea el estudio anterior, eatre las quo= s;• 
cuoeata:i !a::; sir;uieates: 1 a wd~da en que la -todologia aplicada al 
precio suab~' c?at~~a~ un se~gc iaplicito coa respeeto al li~re 

cos.ercio; el probleaa do:? los ret.,'.IUl!'tes en fuac ion de las fluc':uacio
aes de los tipos de caabio; J i~ ~~fin1ciun de la tasa de actualiza
c1oa. Ea este estudio se trataa d~ ~~~eraiaar algunes de las difi
cultades que preseata la aplicacioa del ~ailisis detallado de los 
precios sOllbra en uaa econo.:~ Cl'lllO la de Jaaaica; sia etabargo, se 
llega a la conclusion de que, pese a sus !iaitaciones, ese enfoque 
puede coapl-ntar en foraa provecbosa otros aetodos de plai.ifica
cion. 

Desarrollo de la iadustria local a traves de 
"ceatros de estudios iadustriales" ea 

institucioaes terciarias de 
paises en desarrollo 

Peter B.U. Aehi 

Los paises P.n deset"rollo desean, con toda razon, establecer 
econoaias industl"iales solidas. Si bien no pueden bacer caso oaiso 
del nivel de tecnolog1a industt"ial alcanzado por los paises desat"ro
llados, bOJ dia es evidente que el desat"rollo de econoaias iadus
triales estables dependet"a de los esfuerzos de los pt"opios paises en 
desart"ollo. Totaaado pt"incipal-nte (aunque no exclusivaaente) a 
•igeria coao ejemplo, en el articulo se exaaina el enfoque de la 
foraacion industt"ial centt"ado en la creacion de "centros de estuaios 
industriales" para el logt"o de un ct"ecimiento rapido en los paises 
en desart"olo. Estos centt"OS se ocupan principalaente de las vincu
laciones J la capacitacion en el sector industrial en el -rco de 
proyectos conct"etos, as i co.a de la c011erc iali zac ion de produr.tos 
locales recurrie~do en parte • ~m~~esarios que ban asistido ya a los 
centt"os. 
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Geneva. 

COMMENT SE PROCURER LES PUBLICATIONS DE L'ONUDI 

Les publiations de l'ONUDI sont en vcnte daiu les librairies ct les agcncci; dcpositaircs du 
mondc e•11ier. lnformez-vous aupres de vo1rc libraire ou adresscz·vous a : Na1ion~ Unics. 
Section des vcn1es. New York ou Geneve. 

KAK nOJIY'IHTb H:JllAHHR IOHHllO 

Hl.llaHHll IOHHllO MOlllHO KynHTi. 11 KH"*""'" Mara·1HHax H arc:HTCT11ax 110 BCcll palioHax 
MHpa. HHOJIHTC cnpallKH 06 H"ll!.'HHU II llaUICM KHHlllHOM MilrillHHe HJIH nHUIHTC no 

a11pccy: OpraHHlaQHll 06-..cJJHHCHHMX HaQHli. CcKQHll no npo11a:.c H"lllilHHft. H1>10-HopK 

HnH )KcHcBa. 

COMO CONSEGUIR PUBLICACIONf.S DE LA ONUDI 

Las publicac1ones de la ONUOI n1in en vcnta en librerlas y casas distribuidoras en todas 
partcs del mundo. Consulte " su librcro o dirijase a: Nac:ioncs Unidas. Secci6n de Ventas. 
Nueva York o Ginebra. 
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